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Introduction

This document provides important information about fixes, enhancements, and key features that are
available in Acumatica ERP 2019 R2. The document is designed particularly for to those who install
Acumatica ERP. All users can benefit from reviewing this content to determine how they may benefit
from the changes in this release.

The document with information fixes, enhancements, and key features for those who customize
Acumatica ERP or develop applications for it can be found in the separate Release Notes for Developers
document.

To try new features and improvements, you can use the demo company, which you can easily deploy by
selecting the SalesDemo item in the Acumatica ERP Configuration Wizard. For detailed information on
deploying the demo company and working with the demo data, see Demo Materials on the Acumatica
partner portal.

http://acumatica-builds.s3.amazonaws.com/builds/2019R2/PDF/AcumaticaERP_2019_R2_ReleaseNotes_for_Developers.pdf
https://portal.acumatica.com/sales-material/demo-materials/
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Installation and Upgrade Notes

We strongly recommend that before administrators upgrade Acumatica ERP to a newer product version,
they back up all configuration files and databases used by the application instances. For a detailed
description of the general procedure of updating Acumatica ERP, see Updating Acumatica ERP in the
Installation Guide.

Multiple changes have been made in Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 in comparison to Version 2019 R1 that
may affect customizations and integrations. For details, see Release Notes for Developers.

If the Acumatica ERP instance was integrated with software provided by an independent software
vendor (ISV) partner, we recommend that the administrator consult with this partner about the
compatibility of its products with Acumatica ERP 2019 R2.

Upgrade Policy

On the Apply Updates (SM203510) form, only minor updates for the currently installed version of
Acumatica ERP are available. The administrator should upgrade the Acumatica ERP instance from
previous major versions of the system to Version 2019 R2 manually on the server. (An upgrade through
the web interface is not supported because the customization of the Acumatica ERP instance may be
incompatible with Version 2019 R2 due to changes in Version 2019 R2.)

Prerequisite Steps

Before administrators install or upgrade Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 locally, they need to do the following:

1. Switch the Internet Information Services application pool where the Acumatica ERP 2019 R2
instance will be installed to Integrated mode. (Classic mode is not supported.)

2. Install Microsoft .NET Frameworks 4.8 on the server where the Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 instance
will be installed.

3. If the company allows credit cards to be used as a customer payment method and works with
credit card processing centers, read the following section: Finance: Deprecation of Credit Card
Processing Plug-Ins.

4. If the company uses retainage for accounts payable, retains taxes, and pays use taxes, do the
following:

• Become familiar with the updates to the posting of retained use taxes in Acumatica
ERP2019 R2, which are described in Changes to the Posting of Retained Sales and Use
Taxes to the General Ledger.

• To avoid possible issues with the posting of retained use taxes, perform the instructions
provided in the following Knowledge Base article: Known issue: After upgrading to
Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, companies may experience discrepancies if they use retainage for
accounts payable, retain taxes, and pay use taxes because of the changes in the posting of
retained use taxes.

Upgrade Path

The upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 must be performed as described in the following table. The
upgrade process depends on the version before the upgrade.

Important:  For customers who use the Acumatica add-in for Microsoft Outlook, administrators must do
the following after upgrade: On the Access Rights by Screen (SM201020) form, set up access rights for the
Outlook Add-In (OU201000) form for the needed roles, or reset access rights by selecting Not Set for the
Administrator role.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/(W(5))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=2dbe2cc3-f872-4f62-82e5-f9a11c0f9c31
http://acumatica-builds.s3.amazonaws.com/builds/2019R2/PDF/AcumaticaERP_2019_R2_ReleaseNotes_for_Developers.pdf
https://portal.acumatica.com/kb/discrepancy-issue-after-upgrading-to-acumatica-erp-2019-r2/
https://portal.acumatica.com/kb/discrepancy-issue-after-upgrading-to-acumatica-erp-2019-r2/
https://portal.acumatica.com/kb/discrepancy-issue-after-upgrading-to-acumatica-erp-2019-r2/
https://portal.acumatica.com/kb/discrepancy-issue-after-upgrading-to-acumatica-erp-2019-r2/
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From Version Upgrade Path

2019 R2 Beta An upgrade to later builds of Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 is supported.

2019 R2 Preview 2 An upgrade to later builds of Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 is not supported. You must
completely remove all components of the system and install the later build from
scratch.

2019 R2 Preview 1 An upgrade to later builds of Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 is not supported. You must
completely remove all components of the system and install the later build from
scratch.

2019 R1 An upgrade to later builds of Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 is supported.

2018 R2 A direct upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 is supported.

2018 R1 A direct upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 is supported.

2017 R2 Incremental upgrade is required. The following steps must be performed in the
listed order:

1. Upgrade to the latest 2019 R1 X build available.

2. Upgrade to Version 2019 R2.

6.2 Incremental upgrade is required. The following steps must be performed in the
listed order:

1. Upgrade to the latest 2019 R1 X build available.

2. Upgrade to Version 2019 R2.

6.1 Incremental upgrade is required. The following steps must be performed in the
listed order:

1. Upgrade to the latest 2019 R1 X build available.

2. Upgrade to Version 2019 R2.

Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 can be upgraded from the following particular versions:

• 2019 R1 Update 10 (19.110.0013) and earlier

• 2018 R2 Update 15 (18.215.0021) and earlier

• 2018 R1 Update 21 Hotfix 1 (18.121.0010) and earlier

For the list of previous upgradable versions for later 2019 R2 updates, see Release Notes for the
particular 2019 R2 update.

Upgrade Notes

If the company uses customized check reports, has enabled the Payment Application by Line feature on
the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, and wants to update the customized check reports in
the same way as the standard check reports, the administrator should perform the instructions in the
following Knowledge Base article: How to modify customized check reports to display one aggregated
line for all lines paid for a bill when the Payment Application by Line feature is enabled.

https://portal.acumatica.com/kb/how-to-modify-customized-check-reports/
https://portal.acumatica.com/kb/how-to-modify-customized-check-reports/
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Finance: 1099-MISC Reporting by Branch

In Acumatica ERP, for reporting purposes, legal entities are sometimes configured as branches
consolidated under a company. In previous versions, users could not prepare 1099-MISC reports
by branch for such configurations and 1099 reports and inquiries contained only data related to the
selected company. Starting in 2019 R2, for companies with branches requiring balancing, users can
report 1099 data by branch and a company branch can be a reporting entity.

This new feature does not affect the process of closing 1099 reporting years that are closed by
company.

Changes to the Companies (CS101500) Form

On the Company Details tab of the Companies (CS101500) form, the Legal Name box and the File
1099-MISC by Branch check box have been added to the Tax Registration Info section, as shown
in the following screenshot.

Figure: UI changes on the Companies form

The Legal Name box displays the legal name of the company, which is used for 1099 reporting only.
The default value of the box is copied from the Branch Name box in the Summary area, but it can be
overridden.

When the File 1099-MISC by Branch check box is selected, users can file 1099-MISC reports by
company branch. This check box appears on the form if the 1099 Reporting feature has been enabled
on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form and if the company type of the selected company,
which is also specified on the Companies form, is With Branches Requiring Balancing. With this check
box selected, the 1099 history will be recorded under the branch that makes payments and this branch
will be a reporting entity.
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Changes to the Branches (CS102000) Form

On the Branch Details tab of the Branches (CS102000) form, the Legal Name box and the 1099-
MISC Reporting Entity check box have been added to the Tax Registration Info section, as shown
in the following screenshot.

Figure: UI changes on the Branches form

The Legal Name box displays the legal name of the branch, which is used for 1099 reporting only.
The default value of the box is copied from the Company Name in the Summary area, but it can be
overridden.

When the 1099-MISC Reporting Entity check box is selected for a branch, users can file electronic
versions of the 1099-MISC report for the branch. This check box appears on the form for branches of
the companies for which the File 1099-MISC by Branches check box is selected on the Companies
(CS101500) form. For branches with the 1099-MISC Reporting Entity check box selected, the 1099
Settings tab appears on the form, where users can configure settings for 1099-MISC e-filing. For more
information on how to configure branches for 1099 reporting, see To Modify a Branch's Configuration
for 1099 Reports.

UI Changes to the 1099 MISC Forms and Reports

On the following forms and reports, the Company/Branch selection menu has been added to the
Summary area and to the Report Parameters tab, respectively:

• 1099 Vendor History (AP405000)

• 1099-MISC Form (AP653000)

• 1099 Year Summary (AP654000)

• 1099 Year Details (AP654500)

• Open 1099 Payments (AP656500)

• Create E-File (AP507500). On this form, the selection menu has been added to the Transmitter
box.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=75ab8b85-4628-46a2-bc5d-14e926d56316
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=75ab8b85-4628-46a2-bc5d-14e926d56316
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In the selection menu, users can select either a company with no associated branch or a branch
that has the 1099-MISC Reporting Entity check box selected on the Branches (CS102000)
form. If this check box is selected for a branch, in the selection menu, a user cannot select the
company to which this branch belongs, because this branch is a 1099-MISC reporting entity.

Changes in the 1099 E-File

In the file generated by the process performed on the Create E-File (AP507500) form, the company
name has been replaced with the legal name of the reporting entity in the following places.

Section T

Position Title Length

30-69 Transmitter Name 40

70-109 Transmitter Name (Continuation) 40

110-149 Company Name 40

150-189 Company Name (Continuation) 40

Section A

Position Title Length

53-92 First Payer Name Line 40
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Finance: Application of Payments to Particular
Lines of AP Documents

In many industries, organizations need to manage expenses and payments at a granular level—that is,
by the individual lines of accounts payable bills.

In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, the system allowed users to apply payments fully or partially, to
only an accounts payable bill as a whole. As a result, if a bill was partially paid, the payment could not
be linked to specific lines of it.

Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 introduces the ability to pay accounts payable documents by individual lines.
When the Payment Application by Line feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000)
form, users can still apply payments fully or partially, but they can also choose whether to apply
payments to the entire document or to individual document lines. For details, see Applying Payments to
Particular Lines of AP Documents.

If the Retainage Support feature is also enabled on the Enable/Disable Features form, users can now
track retainage by the individual document line.

Changes to the Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) Form

The following changes have been made to the Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) form:

• In the Default Payment Info section of the Financial Details tab, the Pay by Line check box
has been added (shown in the screenshot below).

If the check box is cleared, payments are applied to the outstanding balance of the entire
document (as the system worked previously). If the check box is selected for a document,
payments can be applied to individual document lines.

:  The functionality that gives users the ability to pay accounts payable documents by line currently
does not support withholding taxes and VAT recalculated on cash discounts; it also does not support
group or document discounts. A user can apply these taxes or discounts to an accounts payable
document only if the Pay by Line check box is cleared. For details, see Limitations.

For each new accounts payable document, the check box inherits its default value from the
settings of the vendor that is selected in the document. This setting is specified for an individual
vendor in the Default Payment Settings section on the Payment Settings tab of the Vendors
(AP303000) form. On the Bills and Adjustments form, the Pay by Line check box can be selected
or cleared only if no lines have been added to the document. For prepayment documents, the
check box is cleared and unavailable for editing.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=1429694d-15cc-428a-948e-fc7b71bbf78c
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=1429694d-15cc-428a-948e-fc7b71bbf78c
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Figure: Pay by Line check box

• On the Document Details tab, the following columns have been added:

• Line Nbr.: The number of the document line.

• Balance: The outstanding balance of the individual document line. The balance of the line
includes the applicable taxes (except for use taxes); document-level taxes are prorated
among all the lines of a document. If a payment applied to the document line has been
released, the balance is updated accordingly.

This column is hidden until the payment document is released.

• Unreleased Retainage: A hidden column that reflects the retainage amount that has been
associated with the document line but has not been released yet. If the Retain Taxes check
box is selected on the Accounts Payable Preferences (AP101000) form, this column includes
the corresponding retained tax amount (excluding use taxes) for each line of the document.

• Retained Tax: The amount of tax calculated based on the value in the Retainage
Amount column. If the Retain Taxes check box is selected on the Accounts Payable
Preferencesform, the retained tax amounts will be included in retainage bills. This column is
hidden by default.

• Tax Amount: The total tax amount calculated for the line (excluding use taxes). The
column is hidden by default and appears in the table when the original document is
released. For retainage bills, this column displays the total of all retained taxes (excluding
use taxes).

:  If the Pay by Line check box is cleared for the bill on the Bills and Adjustments form, the values in
the Balance, Unreleased Retainage, Retained Tax, and Tax Amount columns are not calculated
and are always 0.
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Figure: Document Details tab

• On the Applications tab, the Auto Apply button is unavailable if the Pay by Line check box is
selected on the Financial Details tab.

• On the Retainage tab, the Released Retainage box has been added and is displayed for
accounts payable documents for which the Apply Retainage check box (in the Summary area of
this form) is selected. The system calculates the value in this box as the difference between the
original (total) retainage and the unreleased retainage for the line.

For details, see To Enter a Bill to be Paid by Line, To Enter a Bill with Retainage Paid by Line, and To
Create a Retainage Bill for Multiple Lines.

Changes to the Checks and Payments (AP302000) Form

The following columns, which are shown in the screenshot below, have been added to the Documents
to Apply tab of the Checks and Payments (AP302000) form:

• Line Nbr.: The system-specified number of the document line to which the payment can be
applied. If the line represents the entire document, 0 is specified.

• Inventory ID, Project, Project Task, Cost Code, and Account: The inventory item, project,
project task, cost code, and account associated with the document line.

The Cost Code column is available only if the Cost Codes feature is enabled on the Enable/
Disable Features (CS100000) form.

Figure: Documents to Apply tab

The functionality of the Load Documents button on the table toolbar of the Documents to Apply tab
has changed. When a user clicks this button, the system now works as follows:

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=8f14b906-3aec-4557-9b38-bf53aa075be5
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=d2b3aa6a-c411-46ec-9c4b-ade6acba0555
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=d3d08f8b-d95a-4ba2-aee4-e14e09be3492
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=d3d08f8b-d95a-4ba2-aee4-e14e09be3492
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• If the Payment Amount in the Summary area is 0, the system loads all bills or individual
document lines (depending on the Pay by Line setting) with a nonzero outstanding balance for
the selected vendor.

• The system does not load documents or individual document lines that have unreleased payment
applications.

A user can add lines from different bills that are associated with the same vendor. A document line can
be included in a payment only once. If a document line has been included in a payment that has not
been released yet, that line cannot be included in a different payment. If a document with a payment
applied to a document line has been released but the document line has not been fully paid, the user
can open another payment document and select the document line to pay the remaining balance.

For each document line, the user can manually specify a full or partial amount to be paid. When the
payment is released, the amounts paid and the balances of the document lines are updated accordingly.

Changes to the Release AP Retainage (AP510000) Form

The following columns have been added to the Release AP Retainage (AP510000) form:

• Line Nbr.: The number of the document line that can be selected for processing.

• Inventory ID, Project, Project Task, Cost Code, and Account: The inventory item, project,
project task, cost code, and account associated with the document line.

The Cost Code column is available only if the Cost Codes feature is enabled on the Enable/
Disable Features (CS100000) form.

For details, see To Pay an AP Bill by Line.

Changes to the Prepare Payments (AP503000) Form

The following columns have been added to the Documents to Pay and Exceptions tabs of the Prepare
Payments (AP503000) form:

• Line Nbr.: The number of the document line that can be selected for processing.

• Inventory ID, Project, Project Task, Cost Code, and Account: The inventory item, project,
project task, cost code, and account associated with the document line.

The Cost Code column is available only if the Cost Codes feature is enabled on the Enable/
Disable Features (CS100000) form.

Changes to the Vendors (AP303000) Form

The Pay by Line check box has been added to the Default Payment Settings section on the
Payment Settings tab of the Vendors (AP303000) form. If it is selected, by default, payments can be
applied to individual lines of accounts payable documents for which the vendor is selected; that is, if
the vendor is selected on the Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) form, the Pay by Line check box is
selected by default.

This check box is cleared by default for existing vendors when the Payment Application by Line feature
is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form. After the feature is enabled, newly created
vendors inherit the default state of this check box from the vendor class selected for them.

For details, see To Pay Multiple Lines of AP Bills.

Changes to the Vendor Classes (AP201000) Form

In the Default Financial Settings section on the General Settings tab of the Vendor Classes
(AP201000) form, the following check boxes have been added:

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=ed2553e3-fde6-4d76-8746-1d825c80ee20
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=380b8639-a7a2-4aee-8f76-392a8e253d78
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• Pay by Line: If this check box is selected, the ability to apply payments by line is turned on for
vendors of the class that are created after this setting has been specified; that is, the Pay by
Line check box is selected on the Vendors (AP303000) form for these vendors.

When an administrator enables the Payment Application by Line feature for the first time, this
check box is cleared by default for existing vendor classes. For vendor classes created after the
feature is enabled, it is also cleared by default.

:  If a user selects or clears this check box for an existing vendor class, the state of this check box
does not change for existing vendors of the class.

• Apply Retainage: If this check box is selected for a vendor class, the retainage functionality will
be turned on by default for all vendors that are subsequently created and assigned to this vendor
class. That is, for these vendors, the Apply Retainage check box will be selected on the Vendors
(AP303000) form.

When an administrator enables the Retainage Support feature for the first time, this check box is
cleared by default for existing vendor classes. This check box is also cleared by default for new
vendor classes.

:  If a user selects or clears this check box for an existing vendor class, the state of this check box
does not change for existing vendors of the class.

Updated Reports and Inquiry Forms

On the Check Form with Remittance (AP641000), Check Form (AP640500), and Additional Remittance
Form (AP642000) reports, a displayed check contains one aggregated line for all lines paid for a bill,
with the total payment amount shown for the document.

If the company uses customized check reports, has enabled the Payment Application by Line feature
on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, and wants to update the customized check reports
in the same way as the standard check reports, carefully read the Upgrade Notes section of the
Installation and Upgrade Notes topic in the PDF version of the Release Notes for Acumatica ERP 2019
R2 published on the partner portal.

Disabling of the Payment Application by Line Feature

If an organization enables the Payment Application by Line feature on the Enable/Disable Features
(CS100000) form and starts using it, we recommend that the organization not disable it. Instead,
settings should be specified at the vendor or vendor class level to turn off the use of the feature by
default for the appropriate entities.

If at least one accounts payable document exists in the system that has the Pay by Line check box
selected and a user attempts to disable this feature, a warning will be displayed on the Enable/Disable
Features form. If the user disables the feature despite the warning, existing unpaid documents with the
Pay by Line check box selected will still have to be paid by line in one of the following ways:

• By selecting the document on the Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) form and selecting
Actions > Pay Bill/Apply Adjustment

• By using the Prepare Payments (AP503000) form

The Checks and Payments (AP302000) form cannot be used to apply payments to these documents.

Upgrade Notes

After the upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, for a released or unreleased document that was created
in a previous version of Acumatica ERP, the Pay by Line check box on the Bills and Adjustments
(AP301000) form will be cleared and unavailable if the document has at least one line.
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Limitations

The following limitations apply to the new functionality:

• In Acumatica ERP, users currently cannot apply withholding taxes and VAT recalculated on cash
discounts to accounts payable documents for which the Pay by Line check box is selected on the
Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) form.

• Group and document discounts are not supported for accounts payable documents that have the
Pay by Line check box selected on the Bills and Adjustments form.

• If the 1099 Reporting feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features form, the history for
1099 vendors will not be updated based on the applications to specific document lines.

• On the Approve Bills for Payment (AP502000) form, the approval of individual lines is not
supported—that is, only documents can be approved for payment.
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Finance: Approval of AR Invoices, Credit Memos,
and Debit Memos

Some organizations might require accounts receivable documents to be approved by authorized
employees before they can be released. In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the approval functionality has been
extended and can now be used for the approval of invoices, credit memos, and debit memos.

:  Approval maps are available in the system only if the Approval Workflow feature is enabled on the
Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form.

Document Types to be Approved

The approval process can now be configured for the following accounts receivable documents generated
on the listed forms:

• AR invoices, credit memos, and debit memos created on the Invoices and Memos (AR301000)
form

• AR invoices generated from the Recurring Transactions (AR203500) form

• AR invoices generated from the Prepare Dunning Letters (AR521000) form

• AR invoices generated from the Run Contract Billing (CT501000) form

• AR invoices generated from the Bill Expense Claims (EP502000) form

• Credit memos generated from the Generate VAT Credit Memos (AR504500) form

• AR invoices generated from the forms related to field services

• AR invoices generated from the forms related to projects

:  This approval functionality is not applicable to credit write-offs, overdue charges, or invoices generated
from the forms related to sales orders.

Configuration of Approval for Accounts Receivable Documents

In order to implement the approval of invoices, debit memos, and credit memos, the administrative
user should perform the following instructions:

1. Make sure that the Approval Workflow feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features
(CS100000) form.

2. On the Assignment and Approval Maps (EP205000) form, create an approval map (or multiple
maps, if needed) for the document types to which the approval process must be applied, as
described in Managing Assignment and Approval Maps.

In the Entity Type box, select Invoices and Memos, which has been added in Acumatica ERP
2019 R2.

3. On the Approval tab of the Accounts Receivable Preferences (AR101000) form, add a row to the
table for each type of documents that requires approval and select the relevant approval map.

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, in addition to the Customer Refund and Cash Return types (which
were available previously), users can select any of the following types: Invoice, Credit Memo,
and Debit Memo.

4. Make sure the check box in the Active column is selected.

5. Optional: On the Notification Templates (SM204003) form, create a template that the system
uses to generate notification emails for employees who approve accounts receivable documents.
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Alternatively, the user can select the AR Invoice predefined notification template in the
Notification ID box in the Summary area of this form and update it, if necessary.

6. Optional: If you the user created a notification template, the user should select it in the
Pending Approval Notification column on the Approval tab of the Accounts Receivable
Preferences form.

For details, see To Set Up Approval of Accounts Receivable Documents.

Changes on the Invoices and Memos (AR301000) Form

If the Approval Workflow feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form and the
Active check box is selected for any row (that is, any document type) on the Approval tab of the
Accounts Receivable Preferences (AR101000) form, the Invoices and Memos (AR301000) form changes
as follows:

• The Approval Details tab is displayed on the form.

• The Approve and Reject commands are added to the Actions menu. These commands are
available only for documents with the Pending Approval status.

Figure: Approve and Reject actions and Approval Details tab

Approval of Invoices, Credit Memos, and Debit Memos

Approval of the documents processed on the Invoices and Memos (AR301000) form proceeds as
follows:

1. On the Invoices and Memos form, a document of a document type that requires approval—
that is, a document for which a relevant approval map is specified for the document type on
the Approval tab—is always created with the On Hold status, even if the Hold Documents on
Entry check box is cleared on the Accounts Receivable Preferences form.

2. Once the user clears the Hold check box in the Summary area of the form, if the conditions
configured in the approval map are met, the document's status changes to Pending Approval
until the approver or approvers specified in the approval map approves or rejects the document.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=6018840b-8127-4e37-8aaf-074862c2b26a
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If a notification template is specified for the applicable document type in the Pending Approval
Notification column on the Approval tab of the Accounts Receivable Preferences form, a
notification is sent to each approver.

3. Each of the assigned approvers either approves or rejects the document and the processing
continues as follows:

• Approved documents are assigned one of the following statuses depending on the settings
specified in the Data Entry Settings section on the General Settings tab of the Accounts
Receivable Preferences form:

• Pending Printing—if the Require Invoice/Memo Printing Before Release check
box is selected

• Pending Email—if the Require Invoice/Memo Printing Before Release check box
is cleared and the Require Invoice/Memo Emailing Before Release check box is
selected

• Balanced—if both the Require Invoice/Memo Printing Before Release check box
and Require Invoice/Memo Emailing Before Release check box are cleared

Then the processing of the document continues as usual according to the workflow
described in Working with AR Invoices: General Information.

• If a document is rejected, it is assigned the Rejected status. Rejected documents can be
put on hold for further editing, or they can be deleted or left in the system.

Rejected documents appear in the following reports that show unreleased documents: AR
Edit (AR611000) and AR Edit Detailed (AR610500).

For details, see To Approve Invoices, Debit Memos, and Credit Memos.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=1474c546-53f9-499c-9ef3-88c2c69a893e
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=c61b72c2-dba2-43bc-9712-990b004ae3b8
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Finance: Deprecation of Credit Card Processing
Plug-Ins

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the following plug-ins used for the processing of payments with payment
methods based on credit cards have been discontinued:

• The CIM and AIM plug-ins for the Authorize.Net processing center.

• Plug-ins for processing centers other than Authorize.Net that use Version 1 of the interfaces. For
more information, see Interfaces for Processing Credit Card Payments.

After the upgrade to 2019 R2, users will no longer be able to process payments with customer payment
methods based on credit cards if the processing centers configured for these customer payment
methods are using the deprecated plug-ins.

Upgrade Notes

Customer payment methods based on credit cards must be updated to use processing centers with the
supported plug-ins before the upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2019 R2. If an organization uses customer
payment methods that have been configured to use processing centers with the plug-ins based on
Version 1 of the interfaces, to ensure that credit card processing can be continued after the upgrade
from the previous versions of the system, the following procedure must be followed:

1. If a version of Acumatica ERP earlier than build 19.109.0021 is being used, the system must be
upgraded to the latest version of Acumatica ERP 2019 R1.

2. In build 19.109.0021 or a later version of Acumatica ERP 2019 R1, all existing customer
payment methods based on credit cards must be updated to use the supported plug-ins, which
are based on the applicable processing centers as follows:

• For Authorize.Net, the only supported plug-in is Authorize.Net API.

• For processing centers other than Authorize.Net, the organization should request a
supported plug-in from its partner.

For instructions on updating customer payment methods to use a processing center with the new
supported plug-in, see the remainder of this topic.

If any issues arise during the conversion process, the administrative user must contact the
Acumatica support provider for assistance. The user must not proceed with the upgrade to
Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 until all customer payment methods have been configured to use the
supported plug-ins.

3. Once all issues have been resolved, the system can be upgraded to Acumatica ERP 2019 R2.

Setup of Credit Cards to Use Authorize.Net with the API Plug-In

:  The instructions below are intended for users of the deprecated Authorize.Net plug-ins. Users of other
processing centers should first request a new plug-in from their partner and then complete the following
instructions, selecting the relevant plug-in.

Prerequisites

Before an administrative user configures the new processing center and updates customer payment
methods to use it, the user must have the credentials (API login, signature key, and transaction key) of
the processing center that will be replaced with a new one.

Conversion of the Test Customer Payment Method

https://help-2019r1.acumatica.com/(W(7))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=53da199c-4dbc-44a7-8f73-93292f723b81
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For each deprecated plug-in used in a processing center, the administrative user should complete the
following instructions:

1. Create a test processing center with a deprecated plug-in, as described in Step 1 below, using
test credentials.

2. Create a test customer payment method, and configure it to use the created processing center.

3. Perform the authorization process for the test customer payment method as follows:

a. On the Payments and Applications (AR302000) form, enter a new credit card payment.

b. On the form toolbar, click Actions > Authorize CC Payment.

4. Configure another test processing center with a supported plug-in, using the same credentials as
were used for the first test processing center.

5. Update the customer payment method to use the API plug-in (the Version 2 plug-in), as
described in Step 3 below.

6. Perform the capture process for the test customer payment method as follows:

a. On the Payments and Applications form, select the credit card payment.

b. On the form toolbar, click Actions > Capture CC Payment.

If this process has been completed successfully for each test customer payment method, other
customer payment methods configured with the same processing center and the same plug-in as the
test customer payment method can be updated. If the administrative user has encountered issues while
performing this process, the user must contact the Acumatica support provider for assistance.

Step 1: Configure a Processing Center to Use the API Plug-in

To configure a new processing center to use the API plug-in, the administrative user should do the
following:

1. Open the Processing Centers (CA205000) form.

2. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.

3. In the Proc. Center ID box, type the identifier to be used for the new processing center.

4. In the Name box, type the name of the processing center.

5. In the Cash Account box, select the cash account associated with the old processing center (the
one that is being replaced).

6. Select the Active check box to make it possible to select a plug-in in the Payment Plug-In
(Type) box.

7. In the Payment Plug-In (Type) box, select Authorize.Net API.

8. Optional: Select the Synchronize Deletion check box to cause the customer payment method
information to be automatically deleted from the Authorize.Net server when the customer
payment method that is registered with Authorize.Net is deleted in Acumatica ERP.

9. Optional: Select the Accept Payment from New Card check box to give this processing center
the ability to accept payments from customers' credit cards that are not stored in the system.

10. On the Settings tab, specify the following settings:

• MERCNAME: The API login of the old processing center, which has been created by the
user in the Authorize.Net Merchant Interface.

• SIGNKEY (optional): The signature key of the old processing center, which is used by web
hooks. If the old processing center did not use this setting, the administrative user can
obtain the signature key on the website of the processing center and configure web hooks.
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• TESTMODE: A value that indicates whether the production account or a sandbox account
is being used. The administrative user should change the value from 0 (default) to 1 if the
processing center is being configured to connect to a sandbox merchant account. The 0
value means that the production URL is used for connection.

• TRANKEY: The transaction key of the old processing center, which has been created by
the user in the Authorize.Net Merchant Interface.

• VALIDATION: The mode that is used to validate customer payment methods set up to
use this processing center. Test Mode can be used for a sandbox environment. Live Mode
should be selected for a production environment.

11. Optional: On the Connection Preferences tab, select the Create Additional Profiles check
box to accept payments from customers who use more than 10 customer payment methods.

12. On the form toolbar, click Save; then click Test Credentials to validate the credentials with the
processing center.

Step 2: Process Transactions for Each Processing Center with the Fraud Detection Suite
(Optional)

For each processing center that has the Fraud Detection Suite set up to hold suspicious transactions for
review, the administrative user should do the following:

1. On the processing center website, approve or decline the transactions that have been held for
review.

2. In Acumatica ERP, process the documents with transactions that have been held for review, as
described in To Process a Translation Held for Review by the Processing Center.

Step 3: Configure Customer Payment Methods to Use the New Processing Center

For each processing center to be replaced, the administrative user should update the customer payment
methods to use the new processing center.

For each payment method associated with the processing center, the following instructions should be
performed:

1. Open the Payment Method Converter (CA207000) form.

2. In the Old Payment Method ID box, select the payment method ID of the payment method.

The system populates the Old Proc. Center ID box with the ID of the default processing center
assigned to the selected payment method. Select another processing center if necessary.

3. In the New Proc. Center ID box, select the ID of the new processing center that was
configured in Step 1 of these instructions.

4. Select the Process Expired Cards check box.

Selecting this check box deactivates customer payment methods corresponding to expired credit
cards and deletes all sensitive credit card details of these customer payment methods from
the Acumatica ERP database. The corresponding customer payment methods will be shown on
documents, but will not allow credit card processing.

5. In the table, select the check boxes for the customer payment methods to be converted; on the
form toolbar, click Process.

https://help-2019r1.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=8fb40422-531d-49f9-8613-57ed24ba68d1
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Finance: External Transaction ID for Credit Card
Transactions

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, a number of database changes have been introduced to simplify the
determination of the processing statuses and payment statuses of credit card transactions.

A new entity has been added in Acumatica ERP to reflect the transaction entity in a processing center.
Now for each customer credit card transaction registered in the processing center, the system creates
an entity instance that corresponds to and stores information about this transaction. The system
generates an external transaction identifier for each instance of the new entity and displays it in the
Ext. Tran. ID column on the following forms:

• Payments and Applications (AR302000): The column has been added to the table on the Credit
Card Processing Info tab, as shown in the screenshot below.

• Invoices (SO303000): The column has been added to the Credit Card Processing Info table on
the Payment Information tab.

• Payment Processing Log (AR406500): The column has been added to the only table on the form.

• Payment Method Transaction History (AR406000): The column has been added to the only table
on the form.

Figure: The Ext. Tran. ID column on the Payment Processing Log form

By using the external transaction identifier, users of Acumatica ERP can sort or filter records about
the operations on credit card transactions on the relevant forms to analyze and track the history of
operations that correspond to the same credit card transaction in the processing center.
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Finance: Improved Loading of AR Documents for
Payment Application

Improvements have been introduced to the Payments and Applications (AR302000) form and Invoices
and Memos (AR301000) form to simplify selecting documents to be paid and application of payments.

Automatic Loading of AR Documents for Payment Application

When a payment of the Payment or Prepayment type is created on the Payments and Applications
(AR302000) form, once the user selects a customer in the Summary area, the system automatically
loads to the Documents to Apply tab the documents to which this payment can be applied. That is,
the system loads open account receivable documents of the Invoice, Debit Memo, Credit Memo, and
Overdue Charges types, except for AR documents that have unreleased applications.

If more than 100 open documents exist in the system for the selected customer, a warning is displayed
instead, and the user is prompted to load documents by clicking Load Documents on the table toolbar
of the Documents to Apply tab and using the dialog box that opens.

When the payment is saved with the On Hold or Balanced status, only documents that the payment has
been applied to are kept in the table.

Manual Loading of AR Documents for Payment Application

On the Documents to Apply tab of the Payments and Applications (AR302000) form, a user can
manually load the documents to which the payment can be applied by clicking Load Documents on
the table toolbar. This button is available if all of the following conditions are met:

• Payment, Prepayment, or Credit Memo is selected as the document type in the Summary area of
the form.

• The document has not been closed.

• A customer is selected in the Summary area.

When a user clicks Load Documents, the Load Options dialog box opens, where the user can specify
the criteria based on which the documents to load will be selected. (See the Changes to the Load
Options Dialog Box section of this topic.

When a user clicks Load or Reload in the dialog box, the system loads all open AR documents that
match the criteria selected in the dialog box, except for documents to which payments have been
applied and applications have not yet been released. The Load button adds the documents that match
the selected criteria to any documents that have already been added to the table, whereas the Reload
button first removes any documents from the table and then loads only the documents that match the
selected criteria.

The types of AR documents that are loaded for payment application depend on the payment type
selected in the Summary area of the Payments and Applications form, as shown in the following table.

Manually Loaded Documents by Payment Type

Payment Type Types of Loaded AR Documents

Payment • Invoice

• Debit Memo

• Credit Memo

• Overdue Charges
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Payment Type Types of Loaded AR Documents

Prepayment • Invoice

• Debit Memo

• Credit Memo

• Overdue Charges

Credit Memo • Invoice

• Debit Memo

• Overdue Charges

When the payment is saved with the On Hold or Balanced status, only documents that the payment has
been applied to are kept in the table.

For more information, see Manual Payment Application.

Changes to the Payments and Applications (AR302000) Form

The following changes have been made on the Payments and Applications (AR302000) form:

• On the table toolbar of the Documents to Apply tab, the Auto Apply button has been added.
When a user clicks this button, the payment amount (the value in the Payment Amount box)
is applied to the loaded documents, starting with the first line displayed in the table (even if the
lines are sorted or filtered), until the available balance to be applied is zero.

The button is available if the payment amount is nonzero. If a user changes the payment amount
and then clicks Auto Apply, one of the following happens, depending on the new available
balance:

• If the new available balance is positive (that is, the user has increased the payment
amount), it will be applied to the documents for which the paid amount is still less than the
document amount; the lines with documents with the document amount paid in full are not
recalculated.

• If the new available balance is negative (that is the user has reduced the payment amount),
the payment amount will be reapplied to the loaded lines.

• On the Documents to Apply tab, an untitled column with a check box has been added. The
system automatically selects this check box for documents selected for payment application when
a user performs the Auto Apply action.

A user can select or clear this check box for all lines, by clicking the check box in the table header,
or for any individual table line. When a check box is selected for a table line, the Amount Paid
column for the document in the line is filled as follows:

• For documents with the On Hold or Balanced status, the Amount Paid value becomes equal
to the document balance.

• For documents with the Open or Reserved status, the Amount Paid value becomes equal to
either the document balance, or the available balance (if the available balance is less than
the document balance). When the available balance becomes negative, a warning is shown
to the user.

When a user clears this check box for a line, the Amount Paid value becomes zero.

The system selects this check box automatically when the user changes the amount in the
Amount Paid column to a nonzero value.
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• In the Summary area of the form, the Refresh button has been added right of the Payment
Amount box. When a user clicks this button, the amount in the Payment Amount is updated to
reflect the total of the amounts in the Applied to Documents and Applied to Orders boxes.

Figure: Changes to the Payments and Applications form

Changes to the Load Options Dialog Box

The Load Options dialog box is displayed when a user clicks Load Documents on the table toolbar of
the Documents to Apply tab. The following changes have been made to this dialog box:

• The Company box has been added. It is displayed only if the Multi-Branch Support feature is
enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form.

• The Start Ref. Nbr. and End Ref. Nbr. boxes have been renamed to From Ref. Nbr. and To
Ref. Nbr., respectively.

• The Automatically Apply Amount Paid check box has been added. This check box is selected
by default.

If the check box is cleared, the documents are loaded with the Amount Paid value empty. When
this check box is selected, the Amount Paid value is filled when the user loads the documents,
as follows:

• If the Payment Amount is zero, for each loaded document, the Amount Paid becomes
equal to the document balance.

• If the Payment Amount is nonzero, the payment amount is applied to lines sequentially
starting with the first displayed line, and the Amount Paid of the line becomes equal to the
lesser of the document balance and available balance.

• The Reload button has been added. When a user clicks this button, the previously loaded
documents are removed from the table on the Documents to Apply tab, and new documents are
loaded according to the selected criteria.

• The Order By section is now called Sort Order.

• The default value of the Max. Number of Documents has been changed to 100.
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Figure: Updated Load Options dialog box

Loading of Payments for an AR Document

Acumatica ERP supports the loading of payments that can be applied to a particular accounts receivable
document on the Invoices and Memos (AR301000) form.

For a document of the Invoice or Debit Memo type, a user can load the applicable payments by clicking
Load Documents on the table toolbar of the Applications tab of the Invoices and Memos form. The
system then loads documents of the Credit Memo, Payment, and Prepayment types.

Changes to the Invoices and Memos (AR301000) Form

The following changes have been made to the Applications tab of the Invoices and Memos
(AR301000) form:

• The Load Documents button has been added to the table toolbar.

• The Auto Apply button on the table toolbar now works as follows: When a user clicks this button,
the balances of the payment documents that have been added to the Applications tab are
applied to the AR document, starting with the first payment document displayed in the table
(even if the rows have been sorted or filtered) until the document balance becomes zero or until
all payments are applied.

• If a document other than credit memo is selected in the Summary area, an untitled column with a
check box has been added to the table. This check box is used to select the payment documents
to apply to the current accounts receivable document. The check box is selected automatically by
the system when the Auto Apply action is performed, or manually by the user. When this check
box is selected, the Amount Paid value is updated with the payment document's balance. If the
payment document's balance is greater than the document balance, an error is displayed.

When a user clears this check box for a line, the Amount Paid value of the line becomes zero.

The system selects the check box automatically when the user changes the amount in the
Amount Paid column to a nonzero value.

When the document is saved with the On Hold or Balanced status, only payment documents that
have been applied are kept in the table.
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Figure: Changes to the Invoices and Memos form
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Finance: Predefined Import Scenarios for
Migrating Financial Data

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, a number of predefined import scenarios have been implemented to
simplify the migration of financial data from third-party software to Acumatica ERP.

Overview of the Predefined Import Scenarios

The new predefined import scenarios have the ACU prefix, which helps users to distinguish them from
other import scenarios and to locate them in the lookup tables on the Import Scenarios (SM206025)
and Import by Scenario (SM206036) forms (see the following screenshot).

Figure: Predefined import scenarios on the Import Scenarios form

The table below lists the names of the predefined import scenarios introduced in Acumatica ERP 2019
R2, along with the respective forms for which they are used.
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Predefined Import Scenarios for Migrating Financial Data

Name of Import Scenario Form for Imported Data

ACU Import AP Bills Bills and Adjustments (AP301000)

ACU Import AP Payments with Applications Checks and Payments (AP302000)

ACU Import AP Prepayments Checks and Payments (AP302000)

ACU Import AP Quick Checks Quick Checks (AP304000)

ACU Import Vendor Locations Vendor Locations (AP303010)

ACU Import Vendors Vendors (AP303000)

ACU Import AR Cash Sales Cash Sales (AR304000)

ACU Import Customer Locations Customer Locations (AR303020)

ACU Import Customers Customers (AR303000)

ACU Import AR Invoices Invoices and Memos (AR301000)

ACU Import AR Payments Payments and Applications (AR302000)

ACU Import AR Payments with Applications Payments and Applications (AR302000)

ACU Import Deferral Schedules Deferral Schedule (DR201500)

ACU Import Fixed Assets Fixed Assets (FA303000)

ACU Import GL Transactions Journal Transactions (GL301000)

For more information on the use of import scenarios to migrate financial data, see Data Import and
Migrating Documents to Acumatica ERP. For information on the construction of import scenarios, see
Configuring Import Scenarios.

Import Templates

For each of the predefined import scenarios, a data template is provided. The user performing the
import can download the template, populate it with the data to be migrated to Acumatica ERP, and
then use the prepared file on the Import by Scenario (SM206036) form with the corresponding import
scenario.

To download the data template, the user performs the following instructions:

1. Navigate to the Import Scenarios (SM206025) or Import by Scenario (SM206036) form.

2. In the Name box, select the import scenario for which the user wants to download the template.

3. In the title bar, click Files. This will open the Files dialog box.

4. In the Files dialog box, click the template file, and in the Save As dialog box, which opens,
select the folder where the template should be saved.

Import of Customer and Vendor Locations

We strongly recommend that customer and vendor location data be imported to the Customer Locations
(AR303020) and Vendor Locations (AP303010) forms, respectively, separately from the import of
the main customer and vendor data. The following predefined import scenarios can be used for this
purpose:

• ACU Import Customer Locations: To import customer locations

• ACU Import Vendor Locations: To import vendor locations

https://help.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=1deb1206-416a-4d8c-ac0d-09056aa65f0d
https://help-2019r1.acumatica.com/(W(5))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=3e631d3c-e29b-4abf-a130-3a4f0d26e72e
https://help.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=1d3fb835-20cd-4810-8118-5f40c4fc7f41
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Import of AR Invoices and AR Payments

The ACU Import AR Invoices and ACU Import AR Payments import scenarios can be used regardless of
whether migration mode is turned on on the Accounts Receivable Preferences (AR101000) form. The
ACU Import AR Payments with Applications import scenario can be used only when migration mode is
disabled.

When migration mode is on and the ACU Import AR Invoices import scenario is used, open document
balances should be specified for the scenario in the import source file. Similarly, when migration mode
is on and the ACU Import AR Payments scenario is used, available balances should be specified for
the scenario in the import source file. If these balances are not specified for the respective scenario,
the documents will be migrated with zero open (available) balances and will have the Closed status on
release.

Import of AP Bills and AP Payments

The ACU Import AP Bills and ACU Import AP Prepayments import scenarios can be used regardless
of whether migration mode is turned on on the Accounts Payable Preferences (AP101000) form. The
ACU Import AP Payments with Applications import scenario can be used only when migration mode is
disabled.

When migration mode is on and the ACU Import AP Bills import scenario is used, open document
balances should be specified for the scenario in the import source file. Similarly, when migration mode
is on and the ACU Import AP Prepayments is used, unapplied balances should be specified for the
scenario in the import source file. If these balances are not specified for the respective scenario, the
documents will be migrated with zero open (unapplied) balances and will have the Closed status on
release.

Import of Fixed Assets

Before a user imports information about fixed assets by using the ACU Import Fixed Assets import
scenario, the Update GL check box must be cleared on the Fixed Assets Preferences (FA101000) form
to allow the import of accumulated depreciation along with other fixed asset data.

The template provided for this predefined import scenario is designed to import fixed asset information
to three books; however, the template can be adjusted to reflect the settings of the fixed asset classes
to which the imported assets belong.
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Finance: Restricted Use of Control Accounts

In previous versions, Acumatica ERP did not restrict posting to general ledger accounts that were used
as control accounts in subledgers. This sometimes resulted in situations when the GL balance of an
account did not equal the subledger balance of the same account. The two typical reasons for these
discrepancies were the following:

• A transaction was entered directly in the general ledger.

• A control account was used as an expense or revenue account in a subledger document.

To prevent these discrepancies, Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 provides the ability to restrict direct posting
from the general ledger or from other subledgers to control accounts specified for a subledger. For
details, see Control Accounts.

Changes to the Chart of Accounts (GL202500) Form

The following changes have been introduced on the Chart of Accounts (GL202500) form, which is shown
in the screenshot below:

• The Control Account Module column has been added, with a list of subledgers available for
selection. For each GL account, a user can indicate that this account is a control account for the
selected subledger. The options available for selection in the list depend on which features have
been enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form. The AP, AR, and TX values are
always available.

• The Allow Manual Entry column has been added. In a particular row, the check box in this
column is available for selection if a subledger is selected for a particular account in the Control
Account Module column of the row. If the check box is cleared, users cannot post transactions
directly to this control account; only transactions generated in the specified subledger can be
posted to the control account. If the check box is selected, users can post to this control account
from all subledgers, but the system will display a warning every time a user posts a transaction
manually.

• For cash accounts (those with the Cash Account check box selected), the Control Account
Module and Allow Manual Entry columns are unavailable.

• The Require Units column has become hidden.

• The Use Default Sub column has been renamed to Use Default Subaccount.

• The default order of columns on the form has been rearranged (the screenshot shows the new
order).

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=148fceac-bc1b-410d-84c9-6afb1ad45329
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Figure: UI changes on the Chart of Accounts form

In the form view of an account record on the Chart of Accounts form, which opens when the user clicks
the Switch Between Grid and Form button on the form toolbar, the Control Account Module box
and the Allow Manual Entry check box have been added, as shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: UI changes on the form view

Changes to Maintenance and Data Entry Forms

Maintenance and data entry forms related to accounts payable, accounts receivable, inventory, fixed
assets, deferred revenue, taxes, purchase orders, and sales orders have been modified to support the
restricted use of control accounts—accounts that have a subledger selected in the Control Account
Module column on the Chart of Accounts (GL202500) form. When users select GL accounts on these
forms, the system performs the following validations:

• If a control account for a subledger is selected in a box or column for which a control account is
expected for this subledger, no warning is displayed.

• If a control account for a subledger is selected in a box or column for which a control account is
expected for a different subledger, an error is displayed.

• If a non-control account is selected in a box or column for which a control account is expected, a
warning is displayed.

• If a non-control account is selected in a box or column for which a non-control account is
expected (for example, a sales or expense account), no warning is displayed.
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• If a control account is selected in a box or column for which a non-control account is expected (for
example, a sales or expense account) and the Allow Manual Entry check box is cleared for the
control account on the Chart of Accounts form, an error is displayed.

• If a control account is selected in a box or column for which a non-control account is expected (for
example, a sales or expense account) and the Allow Manual Entry check box is selected for the
control account on the Chart of Accounts form, a warning is displayed.

For automatically generated documents, the system skips validation, with the exception of transactions
generated on the Journal Vouchers (GL304000) form.

Upgrade Notes

After the system has been upgraded to Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the Control Account Module column
on the Chart of Accounts (GL202500) form will be empty for all accounts and the Allow Manual Entry
check box will be cleared and unavailable. After the upgrade, a user will be able to select a subledger
in the Control Account Module column for any account, except for a cash account. If a subledger is
selected, the Allow Manual Entry check box becomes available.

The system will display warnings when a user updates records if a non-control account is selected in a
box for which a control account is expected.

Other UI Changes

The following other UI changes have been introduced to support the restricted use of control accounts:

• On the Cash Accounts (CA202000) form, in the Account box, control accounts are not visible in
the list of accounts and cannot be selected.

• On multiple data entry forms related to accounts payable, accounts receivable, inventory, fixed
assets, deferred revenue, taxes, purchase orders, and sales orders, cash accounts are not visible
in the list of accounts displayed in lookup boxes for which the selection of a control account is
expected.
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Finance: Sales Tax Support in Accounts Payable

In Acumatica ERP, the following scenarios of accounting for tax expenses are now available:

• Users can register AP bills and purchase orders with sales taxes.

• Users can post expenses associated with sales and use taxes under the projects used in AP bills to
accurately record project expenses.

To make the first scenario possible, the ability to calculate sales taxes in purchase orders and AP
documents has been added.

Changes to the Taxes (TX205000) form

The Use Tax Expense Account check box has been added to the GL Accounts tab of the Taxes
(TX205000) form, as shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: The Use Tax Expense Account check box on the Taxes form

This check box appears on the form if Sales or Use is selected in the Tax Type box for the selected tax.
Currently, for these two tax types, the check box is always selected and unavailable for editing.

For sales taxes, the Tax Expense Account and Tax Expense Subaccount boxes are now required if
the user selects a reporting group with the Input type on the Tax Schedule tab.

:  If the Tax Expense account is not included in any account group, tax expenses will be posted under the X
- Non-Project Code project ID.

For details, see To Create a Sales Tax for Use in AP.

Support of Sales Taxes in Purchase Orders, AP Documents, and Cash Disbursements

If a sales tax with the Input group type has been configured on the Taxes (TX205000) form, when a
user creates a purchase order on the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form or AP document on the Bills
and Adjustments (AP301000) form that includes this sales tax, the system calculates the sales tax if
it applies to the vendor's tax zone and the item's tax category. The sales tax amount is included in the
document total. The user can also add a sales tax with the Input group manually on the Tax Details
tab of the Purchase Orders or Bills and Adjustments form.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=_eeb0c321-9756-4e7a-86a0-c565b5902f81
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The same rules apply when a user enters a cash transaction with the Disbursement type on the
Transactions (CA304000) form or creates a quick check on the Quick Checks (AP304000) form.

The system recalculates the sales tax for AP bills created from purchase orders or purchase order
receipts by using the vendor's tax zone, tax category, and tax ID, all of which are copied from the
purchase order.

When the system posts transactions to the general ledger, it inserts the project ID and the tax amount
of each line posted to the Tax Expense account specified for the use tax and the sales tax of the Input
type. Tax entries are grouped if they have the same project ID, task ID, cost code, account group, and
inventory ID. If the Projects group of features is disabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000)
form, the system creates one line for each tax that is applicable to a document.

When a user is processing old documents (that is, those created before Acumatica ERP 2019 R2), if a
new line is added to an existing unreleased purchase order or AP bill, and sales tax is now applicable
for the new line, the sales tax is applied to this new line. If an old purchase order (created before the
sales tax with the Input type was created) is being billed, the system copies the tax settings from the
purchase order to the new bill, so that no new tax is applied. For details, see Taxes in Purchase Orders,
AP Documents, and Cash Transactions.

Support of Sales Taxes in Projects

If a project code is specified in a line of an AP bill, the tax expense amount will be posted to the general
ledger with the project code of the line. Based on GL transactions, the system will create project
transactions, and the tax expense amounts will be reflected on the project balance. Use tax and sales
tax amounts are posted with the project code of the corresponding AP document line if the tax expense
account is included in the account group; otherwise, tax expenses will be posted under the X - Non-
Project Code project ID.

If multiple document lines have the same combination of project ID, project task ID, cost code,
inventory item, and GL account, the system will create an aggregated GL entry with that code and the
total tax expense amount.

In the following example, an AP bill for $9095.00 with a 7% sales tax ($595) and a 3% use tax is
created with lines that have the settings represented in the rows of the table.

AP Bill with Sales and Use Taxes

Project Task Amount Sales Tax
Amount

Use Tax
Amount

Description

03-001 16-100 3000.00 210.00 90.00 Fire protection

03-002 15-300 4000.00 280.00 120.00 Electrical
subjob

03-002 15-300 500.00 35.00 15.00 Electrical
subjob

03-005 15-200 1000.00 70.00 30.00 Painting job

8500.00 595.00 255.00

When the user posts the bill, the system creates the GL entries that are indicated in the rows in the
following table.

GL Entries After the AP Bill Is Posted

Account Project Task Debit Credit Description

AP X 0.00 9095.00

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=_1c67bc4e-9b9e-4255-8a49-6fdca4ff2545
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=_1c67bc4e-9b9e-4255-8a49-6fdca4ff2545
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Account Project Task Debit Credit Description

Tax Payable X 0.00 255.00 Use tax

Expenses 03-001 16-100 3000.00 0.00 Fire protection

Expenses 03-002 15-300 4000.00 0.00 Electrical
subjob

Expenses 03-002 15-300 500.00 0.00 Electrical
subjob

Expenses 03-005 15-200 1000.00 0.00 Painting job

Tax Expense 03-001 16-100 210.00 0.00 Sales tax

Tax Expense 03-002 15-300 315.00 0.00 Sales tax

Tax Expense 03-005 15-200 70.00 0.00 Sales tax

Tax Expense 03-001 16-100 90.00 0.00 Use tax

Tax Expense 03-002 15-300 135.00 0.00 Use tax

Tax Expense 03-005 15-200 30.00 0.00 Use tax

For details, see Taxes in Projects.

Changes to the Posting of Retained Sales and Use Taxes to the General Ledger

The following subsections describe the posting of sales and use taxes to general ledger accounts when
these taxes are applied to account payable documents with retainage.

Posting of Retained Sales Taxes

Suppose that a sales tax is applied to an accounts payable document with retainage—that is, the Apply
Retainage check box is selected on the Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) form. Further suppose
that tax retainage is set up—that is, the Retain Taxes check box is selected on the Accounts Payable
Preferences (AP101000) form. On release of the original and retainage bills, sales tax amounts are
posted to the general ledger accounts as follows:

• On release of the original bill:

• The total sales tax amount is debited to the tax expense account specified for the tax in the
Tax Expense Account box of the GL Accounts tab of the Taxes (TX205000) form.

• The amount of taxes calculated on retainage is credited to the retainage payable account
specified for the bill in the Retainage Payable Account box on the Financial Details tab
of the Bills and Adjustments form.

• On release of the retainage bill: The retained sales tax amount is debited to the retainage payable
account specified for the bill in the Retainage Payable Account box on the Financial Details
tab of the Bills and Adjustments form. The amount is also credited to the accounts payable
account specified for the bill in the AP Account box on the Financial Details tab on the Bills and
Adjustments form.

Posting of Retained Use Taxes

Important:  If the company uses retainage for accounts payable, retains taxes, and pays use taxes, before
upgrading to Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, carefully read the Prerequisite Steps section of the Installation and
Upgrade Notes topic in the PDF version of the Release Notes for Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 published on the
partner portal.

Suppose that a use tax is applied to an accounts payable document with retainage—that is, the
Apply Retainage check box is selected on the Bills and Adjustments form. Further suppose that and

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=_b6fef7ea-db36-43a9-b490-72af89311baf
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tax retainage is set up—that is, if the Retain Taxes check box is selected on the Accounts Payable
Preferences form. On release of the original and retainage bills, use tax amounts are now posted to the
general ledger accounts as follows:

• On release of the original bill:

• The total use tax amount is debited to the tax expense account specified for the tax in the
Tax Expense Account box on the GL Accounts tab of the Taxes form.

• The use tax amount that is not retained is credited to the tax payable account specified for
the tax in the Tax Payable Account box on the GL Accounts tab of the Taxes form.

• The retained use tax amount is credited to the retainage tax payable account specified for
the tax in the Retainage Tax Payable Account box on the GL Accounts tab of the Taxes
form.

• On release of the retainage bill: The retained use tax amount is debited to the retainage tax
payable account specified for the tax in the Retainage Tax Payable Account box on the GL
Accounts tab of the Taxes form. The amount is also credited to the tax payable account specified
for the tax in the Tax Payable Account box on the GL Accounts tab of the Taxes form.
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Inventory Management: Units of Measure That
Are Not Divisible

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, users can configure units of measure (UOMs) for items that can be
measured only in integer quantities. This functionality helps to reduce the number of errors in
inventory, sales, and purchase documents. To support this functionality, the Divisible Unit check box
has been added to the General Settings tab of the Stock Items (IN202500), Item Classes (IN201000),
and Non-Stock Items (IN202000) forms.

If the Multiple Units of Measure feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form,
users can specify the value of this check box for base, sales, and purchase UOMs of an item separately.
In the following screenshot, you can see these check boxes on the Stock Items form.

Figure: The Divisible Unit check boxes on the Stock Items form

When the Divisible Unit check box is selected (which is the default value) for all three UOMs (if the
Multiple Units of Measure feature is enabled) or for the base UOM (if the Multiple Units of Measure
feature is disabled), users can add decimal quantities of the item to inventory, sales, and purchase
documents. (This is how the system worked in previous versions.)

When the check box is cleared, the system validates the quantities of items in inventory, sales, and
purchase documents, making sure that they are integers, as described in the following sections.

For more information about UOMs that are not divisible for stock items, see Stock Items: Units of
Measure That Are Not Divisible. For details about UOMs that are not divisible for non-stock items, see
Non-Stock Items in Sales and Purchases.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=077d419b-96c6-46be-aee4-f697b3b4927d
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=077d419b-96c6-46be-aee4-f697b3b4927d
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=3997a0ff-34f2-4c0d-a8f7-1b579dc103aa
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Base UOMs That Are Not Divisible

For stock items, when the Divisible Unit check box is cleared for the base UOM on the General
Settings tab of the Stock Items (IN202500) form, only integer quantities of the item in the base UOM
can be specified in inventory documents (issues, receipts, transfers, and adjustments), shipments, SO
invoices, and purchase receipts.

When a user attempts to create a shipment from a sales order in which stock item quantities are
specified in non-base UOMs and the base UOM is not divisible, the system converts these UOMs to
the base UOM and checks whether each quantity is an integer. If a quantity is not an integer, an error
message is displayed, and the shipment is not created or is created on hold, depending on the state of
the Hold Shipments on Entry check box specified on the Sales Orders Preferences (SO101000) form.

When a user attempts to create a receipt for a purchase order that includes stock items with the base
UOMs that are not divisible, the system checks whether each quantity in the base UOM is an integer (in
the same way as it does for shipments). If a quantity is not an integer, an error message is displayed,
and the receipt is created with the On Hold or Balanced status, depending on the state of the Hold
Receipts On Entry check box specified on the Purchase Orders Preferences (PO101000) form.

For non-stock items, when the Divisible Unit check box is cleared for the base UOM on the General
Settings tab of Non-Stock Items (IN202000) form, the system validates the quantities of items,
making sure they are integers, on shipments (if the Require Shipment box is selected on the same
tab of this form), SO invoices, and purchase receipts (if the Require Receipt box is selected on the
same tab of this form).

The system performs validation of quantities in base UOMs on the following forms:

• Adjustments (IN303000)

• Issues (IN302000)

• Receipts (IN301000)

• Transfers (IN304000)

• Kit Assembly (IN307000)

• Kit Specifications (IN209500)

• Shipments (SO302000)

• Purchase Receipts (PO302000)

Sales UOMs That Are Not Divisible

For a stock or non-stock item, when the Divisible Unit check box is cleared for the sales UOM on
the General Settings tab of the Stock Items (IN202500) or Non-Stock Items (IN202000) form, only
integer quantities of the item in the sales UOM can be specified in sales documents (sales orders,
shipments, and invoices). If the item can be sold in other UOMs, the system validates the quantity of
each item converted to the sales UOM, making sure that it is an integer.

For drop-ship sales, the system does not validate each item quantity to be sure that it is an integer if
the Divisible Unit check box is cleared for any of the UOMs.

The system performs validation of quantities in sales UOMs on the following forms:

• Invoices (SO303000)

• Sales Orders (SO301000)

• Shipments (SO302000)

As an example of the use of a sales UOM that is not divisible, suppose that an organization sells
lemonade wholesale by boxes of 10 bottles. Sales managers cannot sell less than a box of lemonade
(even if they specify the quantity in bottles when entering a sales order). Further suppose that the
inventory item, units of measure, and conversion rules have already been configured and that the
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Multiple Units of Measure feature is enabled. To configure the system so that it validates the quantity of
lemonade (to be sure that it is an integer) when users enter sales orders, the following should be done
on the Stock Items form (as shown in the screenshot below):

1. In the Inventory ID box, select LEMONADE.

2. On the General Settings tab, in the Base Unit box of the Unit of Measure section, select
BOTTLE.

3. Make sure that the Divisible Unit check box to the right of the box is selected.

4. In the Unit Conversion table, do the following:

a. Add a new row.

b. In the From Unit column, select BOX10.

c. In the Multiply/Divide column, make sure that Multiply is selected.

d. In the Conversion Factor column, type 10.

5. In the Sales Unit box, select BOX10.

6. Clear the Divisible Unit check box to the right of the Sales Unit box.

7. Save your changes.

Figure: The sample configuration of UOMs for a stock item

Further suppose that a sales manager has received an order from a customer for 15 bottles of
lemonade. The manager creates a sales order on the Sales Orders form and adds 1.5 boxes of
lemonade to the document. The system displays an error message (see the following screenshot), and
the sales manager cannot save this sales order unless he or she specifies a quantity that is an integer.
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Figure: The Sales Orders form with the error message about fractional quantity of a stock item

Purchase UOMs That Are Not Divisible

When the Divisible Unit check box is cleared for the purchase UOM on the General Settings tab of
the Stock Items (IN202500) or Non-Stock Items (IN202000) form for a particular item, only integer
quantities of the item in the purchase UOM can be specified in purchase documents (purchase orders
and receipts). If the item can be purchased in other UOMs, the system does not validate the quantity of
the item converted to the purchase UOM to be sure that it is an integer.

The system performs validation of quantities in purchase UOMs on the following forms:

• Purchase Orders (PO301000)

• Purchase Receipts (PO302000)

Inventory Kits and UOMs That Are Not Divisible

If the Kit Assembly feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features form, the system works as
follows:

• When a user includes stock components with base UOMs that are not divisible in a kit
specification, the system validates the quantities of the components included in the kit, making
sure they are integers, when the user types the quantity in the Component Qty. box on the
Stock Components tab of the Kit Specifications (IN209500) form. If they are not integers, an
error message is displayed, and the user cannot save the specification until he or she types an
integer quantity.

• On the Kit Assembly (IN307000) form, when a user assembles or disassembles a kit for which the
Divisible Unit check box is cleared for the base UOMs on the Stock Items (IN202500) form, the
system validates the quantity of the kit: It checks to be sure that the quantity is an integer and
displays an error message if it is not.
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If a kit that the user assembles or disassembles includes stock components for which the
Divisible Unit check box is cleared for the base UOMs on the Stock Items form, the system
also validates the quantities of the stock components in the document. It makes sure that the
quantities are integers and displays an error message if they are not.

• For stock kits, users can manage the values of the Divisible Unit check box for base, sales, and
purchase UOMs on the Stock Items form. The system validates quantities in documents for stock
kits in the same way as it does for stock items.

• For a non-stock kit that includes stock components for which the Divisible Unit check box is
cleared for base UOMs on the Stock Items form, when a user creates and saves a shipment for
a sales order with at least one such kit, the system validates the quantity of each component
included in the specified quantity of the kit, making sure that it is an integer. If the quantity of
any component is not an integer, the system displays an error message. The shipment is not
created or it is created but placed on hold, depending on the state of the Hold Shipments on
Entry check box on the Sales Orders Preferences (SO101000) form.

When a user creates and saves a receipt for a purchase order that includes at least one non-stock
kit with similar stock components, the system checks whether the quantity of each component
is an integer (in the same way as it does for shipments). If a quantity is not an integer, an error
message is displayed, and the receipt is created with the On Hold or Balanced status, depending
on the state of the Hold Receipts On Entry check box on the Purchase Orders Preferences
(PO101000) form.
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Inventory and Order Management: UI
Enhancements

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, multiple UI enhancements to inventory and order management forms have
been introduced.

Renamed Features Related to Warehouse Management

The names of the following check boxes have been changed under Advanced Inventory on the
Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form (see the following screenshot):

• Automated Warehouse Operations to Warehouse Management

• Base Inventory to Inventory Operations

Figure: Renamed check boxes on the Enable/Disable Features form

The features corresponding to these check boxes will be referred to by the new names.

Movement of Settings Related to Warehouse Management

On the Inventory Preferences (IN101000), Sales Orders Preferences (SO101000), and Purchase
Orders Preferences (PO101000) forms, the sections with settings for warehouse management have
been moved to the separate Warehouse Management tab (see the screenshots below). This tab
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is displayed only if the corresponding feature has been enabled on the Enable/Disable Features
(CS100000) form in the Warehouse Management group of features as follows:

• When the Inventory Operations feature is enabled, the Warehouse Management tab is
displayed on the Inventory Preferences form.

• When the Fulfillment feature is enabled, the Warehouse Management tab is displayed on the
Sales Orders Preferences form.

• When the Receiving feature is enabled, the Warehouse Management tab is displayed on the
Purchase Orders Preferences form.

Figure: The Warehouse Management tab on the Inventory Preferences form
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Figure: The Warehouse Management tab on the Sales Orders Preferences form

Figure: The Warehouse Management tab on the Purchase Orders Preferences form
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Addition of the Standard Table Toolbar to the Allocations Dialog Box

The table toolbar with the standard buttons has been added to the Allocations dialog box (which a
user opens by clicking the Allocations button on the table toolbar of the tab with document details) on
the following forms:

• Issues (IN302000)

• Kit Assembly (IN307000)

• Receipts (IN301000)

• Transfers (IN304000)

• Sales Orders (SO301000)

• Shipments (SO302000)

• Purchase Receipts (PO302000)

Previously, users could add and remove lines in this dialog box only by using a context menu. By
selecting rows and using the toolbar buttons, users can add and remove lines in a more convenient
way.

The following screenshots show the Allocations dialog box that is opened from the Sales Orders and
Transfers forms.

Figure: The Allocations dialog box opened from the Sales Orders form
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Figure: The Allocations dialog box opened from the Transfers form

Movement of the Default Printer and Default Scales boxes on the User Profile (SM203010)
Form

On the User Profile (SM203010) form, the Default Printer and Default Scales boxes have been
moved from the General Info tab to the Printing Settings tab. In addition, on the Printing
Settings tab, the Default Printers table has been renamed to Printers by Report (see the following
screenshot). The table shows the list of default printers to be used with the highest priority for printing
the reports for the current user.
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Figure: The Printing Settings tab of the User Profile form

Renamed Tab on the Prepare Physical Count (IN504000) Form

On the Prepare Physical Count (IN504000) form, the Inventory Selection tab has been renamed to
Item Selection (see the following screenshot).
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Figure: The Item Selection tab
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Order Management: Accrual of the Costs of Non-
Stock Items

Manufacturing companies may need to post expenses and sales revenue when non-stock items or
service items are sold in order to be able to count approximate net income. In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2,
the user can now configure a non-stock item so that on release of an SO invoice that contains the non-
stock item, the system will post the cost of the non-stock item to the expense account.

This functionality works for non-stock items regardless of whether the Inventory feature is enabled on
the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form.

UI Changes to the Forms

On the Item Classes (IN201000) form, the Accrue Cost check box has been added to the General
Settings tab. This check box can be selected only for classes defined for non-stock items, and defines
the default state of the Accrue Cost check box for the newly created non-stock items of this class.

The Cost Accrual section has been added to the Price/Cost Information tab on the Non-Stock Items
(IN202000) form; see the following screenshot.

Figure: New settings on the Non-Stock Items form

If the Accrue Cost check box is selected for a non-stock item, on release of an SO invoice that contains
this item, the system calculates the costs of the included non-stock items and posts these costs, which
depend on the cost settings specified in the Cost Based On box of the Non-Stock Items form, to the
Expense account. The following options are available in this box:

• Standard Cost: The system will calculate the cost accrual amount as the SO invoice line quantity
multiplied by the item's standard cost.

• Markup %: The system will calculate the cost accrual amount by subtracting the markup
percentage (which is specified in the Markup % box) from the line amount of the SO invoice.
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• Percentage of Sales Price: The system will calculate the cost accrual amount as a percent of
the sales price, which is specified in the Percent of Sales Price box on the Non-Stock Items
(IN202000) form.

Cost Accrual Transactions

If the Accrue Cost check box is selected for a non-stock item on the Non-Stock Items (IN202000)
form, the system does the following:

• When the non-stock item is added to a purchase receipt or to an AP bill, the Expense Accrual
account is debited in a GL transaction.

• When an SO invoice that includes the non-stock item is released, the Expense account is debited
and the Expense Accrual account is credited in a GL transaction.

:  If a purchase return or sales return with a non-stock item is processed, the system generates a batch of
the transactions opposite to those mentioned in the list above.

If a transaction generated on release of an SO invoice or AR invoice is related to a particular project,
then the project, project task, and cost code of the project specified in the related SO line is specified in
the transaction line posted to the Expense account.

Limitations

The selection of the Accrue Cost check box for a component of a non-stock kit does not affect the
processing of non-stock kits. (That is, the cost of a component with the Accrue Cost check box
selected is not posted to the Expense Accrual account when a user releases sales and purchasing
documents with a non-stock kit with this component.)
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Order Management: Changing the Vendor in
Purchase Orders

The ability to change the vendor in an existing purchase order has been introduced in Acumatica ERP
2019 R2. This capability simplifies the comparison of item prices provided by different vendors for the
same purchased items, and gives users the ability to quickly update a purchase order linked to a sales
order. On the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form, the user can change the vendor even if the lines on
the Document Details tab have already been populated for the existing order (as is the case in the
following screenshot).

Figure: Changing the vendor in the purchase order

For information on which purchase order information is changed and which information is preserved
when a vendor is changed in a purchase order, see Changing the Vendor in a Purchase Order.

Limitations on Changing the Vendor

Changing of the vendor is allowed only if a purchase order has the On Hold status, and only if the order
has no related prepayment bills, AP bills, and purchase receipts. Also, if the purchase order is of the
Blanket type, the vendor cannot be changed if any related purchase orders of the Normal type exist.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=a5902079-d0ed-4a29-80c7-9b0726d4db2d
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Order Management: Enhanced Linking of Direct
SO Invoices

With the Advanced SO Invoices feature enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, an
organization can process direct sales through integration with an external point-of-sale (POS) system.
To simplify this processing, Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 introduces the ability to add lines to direct SO
invoices with links to the related sales orders.

UI Changes on the Invoices (SO303000) form

If the Advanced SO Invoices feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, the
following buttons are now displayed on the Invoices (SO303000) form (see the screenshot below):

• Add SO Line: By clicking this button, a user brings up the Add SO Line dialog box, which
displays the lines from the selected customer's open sales orders that have not been billed. In the
dialog box, the user can select a line or multiple lines and click Add to add the selected line or
lines to the SO invoice and close the dialog box. Each line added in this way contains a link to the
related sales order.

• Add Return Line: By clicking this button, a user brings up the Add Return Line dialog box,
which displays the lines from the selected customer's released SO invoices. In the dialog box,
the user can select a line or multiple lines of the item or items to be returned and click Add to
add the selected line or lines to the SO invoice and close the dialog box. The system specifies a
negative quantity in the added lines, thus indicating that these lines are being returned; the user
can override this quantity in each particular line, if a partial return of items is needed. Each line
added in this way contains a link to the related SO invoice.

Figure: New buttons on the Invoices (SO303000) form
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Order Management: Prepayment Enhancements

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the prepayment functionality has been significantly enhanced.

Now a user can add purchase orders directly to prepayment documents on the Checks and Payments
(AP302000) form. Also, on the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form, a user can create multiple
prepayment requests for a purchase order of the Normal or Drop Ship type with the Open or Completed
status. Subsequent prepayment requests can be created even if the previous one has not been
released, as shown in the following screenshot. (Notice that the listed prepayment request has the On
Hold status, and the Actions > Create Prepayment Request menu command is available.)

Figure: A second prepayment request for a purchase order

Purchase order lines now show the quantities and amounts of the listed items that have been prepaid
through prepayment requests (see the following screenshot). Taxes applicable to purchase orders are
transferred to prepayment requests and are automatically recalculated proportionally to prepayment
request quantities and amounts. If a purchase order has applicable group or document discounts, the
prepaid amount cannot exceed the purchase order total amount minus the total of calculated discounts.

Figure: Prepaid quantity and amount in a purchase order line

A prepayment document can be applied to purchase orders, prepayment requests, and AP bills
simultaneously. A prepayment document can be printed as a check (see the following screenshot);
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the check remittance printing form shows the outstanding balance of the prepayment and any related
purchase orders.

Figure: The printed version of a prepayment document

Default Prepayment Percent

To simplify the creation of prepayment requests for purchase orders, users can define percents of the
prepayment amount to be used as default settings. A default prepayment percent can be specified for
any of the following in the Prepayment Percent box of the mentioned form:

• A particular purchase order: On the Vendor Info tab of the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form,
as shown in the screenshot below

• A particular stock or non-stock item purchased by a specific vendor: On the Vendor Details tab
of the Stock Items (IN202500) or Non-Stock Items (IN202000) form

• A particular vendor: On the Payment Settings tab of the Vendors (AP303000) form

These default percentages will be used in the appropriate situations for calculating the prepayment
amount in lines of a prepayment request that is prepared for a purchase order.
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Figure: Prepayment percent specified for a purchase order

For each line of the prepayment request on the Document Details tab of the Bills and Adjustments
(AP301000) form, the system calculates the Prepayment Amount by using the Prepayment Percent
value of the line. To find the applicable prepayment percent that it inserts as the default setting, the
system checks the related system settings in the following order and uses the first source value it finds:

1. If a default prepayment percent is specified in the settings of the purchase order for which the
prepayment request is prepared, the system inserts this percent for the line (regardless of the
applicable vendor and item settings).

2. If a default prepayment percent is specified in the settings of the stock item or non-stock item
selected in the line, the system inserts this percent for this line (regardless of the applicable
vendor settings).

3. If a default prepayment percent is specified for the vendor selected for this prepayment, the
system inserts this percent for this line.

If the system does not find a default prepayment percent that has been specified for any of these
system settings, the system inserts 100 as the default value of the line of the prepayment request,
which indicates that the full amount of the purchase order line should be inserted in the related line of
the prepayment request.

UI Changes

The following changes have been introduced to the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form:

• On the form toolbar, the Actions > Create Prepayment action has been renamed to Actions >
Create Prepayment Request.

• On the Document Details tab, the Prepaid Qty. and Prepaid Amount boxes have been added.

• The Prepayments tab, which displays information about prepayment requests related to the
current purchase order, has been added.

• On the Other Information tab, the Unbilled Prepayment Total (which is the total of
prepayment requests and prepayments prepared for the order) and Unpaid Amount (which is
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the Unbilled Amount value minus the Unbilled Prepayment Total value) boxes have been
added.

• On the Vendor Info tab, the Prepayment Percent box has been added.

On the Payment Settings tab of the Vendors (AP303000) form, the Prepayment Percent box has
been added. Also, the Prepayment Percent column has been added to the Vendor Details tab of the
Stock Items (IN202500) and Non-Stock Items (IN202000) forms.

On the Checks and Payments (AP302000) form, for documents of the Prepayment type, the Orders
to Apply tab has been added. On this tab, a user can now add a purchase order or multiple purchase
orders directly to a prepayment document by clicking the Load Orders button on the table toolbar
and selecting the needed orders. For each added purchase order, a user can specify the amount to be
prepaid in the Applied to Order column (see the following screenshot).

Figure: A purchase order being added to a prepayment document

Cancellation of Prepayments

If a prepayment has been applied to a wrong prepayment request, a user can reverse the application
or void the prepayment. If a check has not yet been printed for a prepayment document that is applied
to at least one purchase order, a user can delete a purchase order from the Orders to Apply tab of the
Checks and Payments (AP302000) form to remove the prepayment application from the purchase order.
If a check has been printed, it is not possible to delete any purchase orders from the Orders to Apply
tab of the Checks and Payments form; to cancel application of a prepayment document to a purchase
order, a user must void the prepayment document.

Tracking of Vendor Relations

If the Vendor Relations feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, if a
prepayment request is created from a purchase order to a vendor for which vendor relations are
configured, the prepayment request is always created to the pay-to vendor.

Limitations

Creating and processing the prepayments described in this topic have the following limitations:

• A prepayment request must be created in the same currency as the purchase order for which it is
prepared.

• A user cannot manually add lines to a prepayment request if the request has been created from a
purchase order.

• It is not possible to print a check after prepayment document is released.

• It is not possible to edit the Applied to Order amount for purchase orders in a prepayment
document with the Open status.
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Order Management: Validation of Customer
Order Numbers on Sales Orders

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the system can validate customer order numbers specified by users when
they enter orders on the Sales Orders (SO301000) form.

The settings that control the validation of customer order numbers are specified at the order type level
on the Order Types (SO201000) form and affect all orders of the type; see the following screenshot.

Figure: The new elements on the Order Types form

The following new elements have been added to this form:

• The Require Customer Order Nbr. check box: Indicates (if selected) that for orders of the type,
the Customer Order Nbr. box on the Sales Orders form must be filled in.

• The Customer Order Nbr. Validation box: Determines whether the system must check the
uniqueness of a customer order number specified for a sales order of the type and, if it does,
how a duplicate number should be handled. The system validates the number upon entry. The
following options are available:

• Allow Duplicates: If the user enters a customer order number for the order, the system
does not check whether this customer order number has been specified in any other orders
created on the form.
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• Warn About Duplicates: If the user enters a customer order number for the order, the
system checks whether this customer order number has been specified in any other orders
created on the form and displays a warning if it has. In this case, the user can continue
processing the order with the duplicate customer order number.

• Forbid Duplicates: If the user enters a customer order number for the order, the system
checks whether this customer order number has been specified in any other orders created
on the form and displays an error (see the following screenshot) if it has. In this case, the
user cannot continue processing the order with the duplicate customer order until he or she
specifies a unique customer order number.

Figure: The Sales Orders form with the duplicated customer order number

To configure an order type so that the system checks if the Customer Order Nbr. box on the Sales
Orders form has a value and this value is unique within all orders in the system, the administrative user
performs the following actions on the Order Types form:

1. Selects the order type for which the system will perform checks for duplication of customer order
numbers.

2. On the General Settings tab, in the Order Settings section, selects the Require Customer
Order Nbr. check box. The Customer Order Validation Nbr. box becomes available.

3. In the Customer Order Validation Nbr. box, selects the Forbid Duplicates option.

4. Saves the changes to the order type.

Other UI Changes

On the Sales Orders form, the Customer Order box has been renamed to Customer Order Nbr..
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Organization: HubSpot and Other Customer
Relationship Management Improvements

HubSpot Real-Time Bi-Directional Synchronization

Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 has added support of bi-directional real-time synchronization with HubSpot,
and import and export scenarios have been adjusted accordingly. These changes are described in this
topic.

The HubSpot Sync (HS205020) form, shown in the following screenshot, has been introduced. On this
form, an administrator can configure real-time synchronization with HubSpot for an entity. (This form is
shown in the following screenshot.)

Figure: HubSpot Sync form

On the new HubSpot Data Resync (HS205035) form, the administrator can resynchronize entities that
had previously failed to synchronize with HubSpot, or perform initial synchronization of entities that
were not previously synchronized. (This form is shown in the following screenshot.)
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Figure: HubSpot Data Resync form

The new HubSpot Sync State (HS205040) form, shown in the following screenshot, provides the ability
to monitor the status of the entities synchronized with HubSpot, or retry synchronization attempts for
the failed records. (This form is shown in the following screenshot.)

Figure: HubSpot Sync State form
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The HubSpot Sync (HS205030) form, shown in the following screenshot, has also been introduced. On
this form, the administrator can start or stop the real-time synchronization process. (This form is shown
in the following screenshot.)

Figure: HubSpot Sync form

Also, to give users the ability to monitor real-time synchronization with HubSpot, the HubSpot tab
as been added to the Leads (CR301000), Contacts (CR302000), Business Accounts (CR303000), and
Marketing Lists (CR204000) forms. The following screenshot shows this tab on the Leads form.
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Figure: HubSpot tab on the Leads form

On the new HubSpot Marketing List Members (HS205050) form, shown in the following screenshot,
the administrator can import the contact list membership from HubSpot or export the contact list
membership to HubSpot.

Figure: HubSpot Marketing List Members form
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The HubSpot Sync State (HS205041) and HubSpot Marketing List Members (HS205051) forms, which
are similar to the HubSpot Sync State (HS205040) and HubSpot Marketing List Members (HS205050)
forms, have been added for easier access from the Acumatica ERP Marketing workspace.

The HubSpot Sync dashboard, shown in the following screenshot, has also been added. On this
dashboard, users can monitor various data related to synchronization with HubSpot.

Figure: HubSpot Sync dashboard

On the Data Providers (SM206015) form, the HubSpot Enhanced Provider data provider has been
enhanced with the following parameters.

Parameter Description

Portal ID Provides navigation in HubSpot

ContactsListCacheTime Indicates how long the HubSpot contact list will be
cached

DefaultContactType Indicates the default entity in Acumatica ERP that
will be used when a user is creating a contact in
HubSpot

Also on the Data Providers (SM206015) form, the following data provider functions have been added to
support real-time synchronization.

Functions Description

GetAcumaticaContactID(vid, field,
value)

Searches for the synchronization state in the list
of known real-time synchronization states by
HubSpot Contact ID (vid); if the state is not
found, then finds a contact that has a field value
equal to value.

FindAcumaticaLeadOrContactID(vid) Searches for the synchronization state in the list
of known real-time synchronization states by
HubSpot vid.
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Functions Description

GetAcumaticaLeadID(vid, field, value) Searches for the synchronization state in the
list of known real-time synchronization states
by HubSpot Contact ID (vid); if the state is not
found, then finds a lead that has a field value
equal to value.

GetHubSpotContactID(id) Searches for synchronization state in the list of
known real-time synchronization states by the
Acumatica ERP contact or lead ID (id).

GetAcumaticaMarketingListID(listid,
listname)

Searches for the Acumatica ERP marketing list in
the list of known real-time synchronization states
by HubSpot list ID; if the list is not found, then
finds a list that has a name equal to listname.

FindAcumaticaMarketingListID(listid) Searches for the HubSpot list ID in the list of
known real-time synchronization states.

GetHubSpotListId(listid) Searches for the list ID in the list of known real-
time synchronization states by Acumatica ERP
marketing List ID.

FindHubSpotListId(listid) Searches for the list ID in the list of known real-
time synchronization states by Acumatica ERP
marketing List ID. When this function is used
and nothing is found, the system returns error
message and does not process a record.

GetAcumaticaAccountID(companyid,
field, value)

Searches for the Acumatica ERP business account
in the list of known synchronization states by
HubSpot company ID; if the state is not found,
then finds an account that has a field value equal
to value. When this function is used and nothing
is found, the system returns no error message.
If the function is used in the key field, then if
nothing is found the system will create a new
record.

FindAcumaticaAccountID(companyid) Searches for the company ID in the list of known
real-time synchronization states.

GetHubSpotCompanyID(accountid) Searches for the HubSpot company in the list
of known real-time synchronization states by
the Acumatica ERP business account natural key
(AcctCD).

FindHubSpotCompanyID(accountid) Searches for the HubSpot company in the list
of known real-time synchronization states by
the Acumatica ERP business account natural key
(AcctCD).

Outlook Integration Feature Switch

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, the Outlook
Integration feature switch has been added. With this feature enabled, a user can use the Microsoft
Outlook with CRM Outlook add-in to create contacts, opportunities, and support cases from inside
Outlook or to log email activities to Acumatica ERP entities.
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IMAP Protocol Warning

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, on the System Email Accounts (SM204002) form, a warning message has
been added reminding the user that the IMAP protocol is recommended for use rather than POP3.

HubSpotID Box

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the HubSpotID box has been removed from the Leads (CR301000),
Contacts (CR302000), and Business Accounts (CR303000) forms.

User-Defined Fields

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the following customer relationship management (CRM) forms have been
enhanced with user-defined fields:

• Leads (CR301000)

• Contacts (CR302000)

• Business Accounts (CR303000)

• Opportunities (CR304000)

• Sales Quotes (CR304500)

• Cases (CR306000)

• Marketing Lists (CR204000)

• Marketing Campaigns (CR202000)
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Platform: Classic User Interface Removal and
Site Map Replacement

Previously, in Acumatica ERP, users could use one of two user interfaces (classic and modern)
and switch between them. Starting in Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the classic user interface has been
terminated and the modern UI has become the only user interface available in the system. The Show
Classic UI by Default check box, which was previously used to switch between user interfaces, has
been removed from the User Profile (SM203010) form.

In Acumatica ERP Help, topics related to the classic user interface have been removed. The term
modern user interface has been changed to user interface.

The removal of the classic user interface has resulted in the necessity to replace the site map. In
Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the classic site map tree has been replaced with a list of all available forms.

Site Map Interface

The Site Map (SM200520) form has been completely redesigned to represent the structure of the
modern user interface. The classic site map tree has been replaced with a list of all available forms in
the system without nested levels; see the following screenshot.

Figure: The redesigned Site Map form

The form has been changed as follows (with the numbers in this list corresponding to those shown in
the screenshot above):

1. The right and left panels have been replaced with a single table that gives the administrative
user the ability to filter by columns.

2. A standard search box has been added so the administrative user can quickly find the needed
record.

3. The new Workspaces, Category, and Is Substitute columns have been added.

Site Map Capabilities

With the new design of the Site Map (SM200520) form, a user with sufficient access rights can perform
the operations that were available in the previous versions of Acumatica ERP—such as adding or
removing forms by using buttons on the table toolbar, or changing a screen identifier, title, or URL—by
editing the appropriate cells in the table.
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By using the new Workspaces column, the user may place a form in multiple workspaces on the UI by
selecting their corresponding check boxes in the list, as shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: Selection of workspaces for a form

If multiple workspaces are selected, the Workspaces column will display all selected workspaces, with
commas separating them.

Also, the administrative user can specify a category for a form by selecting the needed category in the
Category column.

The Is Substitute column indicates whether the form in the row is a substitute for some entry or
maintenance form.

The Hidden folder has been eliminated; the new Workspaces and Category columns replace the
functionality provided by the Hidden folder . If no workspace is selected for a listed form, this form will
be not visible on the UI.

For details on working with the site map, see Managing the Site Map.

Other Affected Forms

The classic site map tree was used in elements on multiple forms for the selection of a particular
screen. On these forms, it has been replaced with a tree of workspaces.

For the forms where a user creates a new screen or modifies existing ones, the Site Map Title box
is used to specify the name of the form. The Workspace box is used to specify workspaces, and
the Category box is used to specify a category under which the form will be placed in the selected
workspaces.

The following forms have been affected:

• Pages and dialog boxes in the Customization Project Editor

• Access Rights by Role (SM201025)

• Access Rights by Screen (SM201020)

• Access Rights by User (SM201055)

• Application Resources(SM301000)

• Assignment and Approval Maps (EP205000)

• Export by Scenario (SM207036)

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=aaa4cc9f-1fe2-4b4b-ab11-0dfb07541aac
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• Generic Inquiry (SM208000)

• Import by Scenario (SM206036)

• Lists as Entry Points (SM208500)

• Notification Templates (SM204003)

• Pivot Tables (SM208010)

• Portal Map (SM200521)

• Report Definitions (CS206000)

• Site Preferences (SM200505)

• Translation Sets (SM211500)

• User Profile (SM203010)

• Web Services (SM207040)

• Web Service Endpoints (SM207060)

• Wiki (SM202005)
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Platform: Generic Inquiry Improvements

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, multiple enhancements to generic inquiries have been introduced.

Screen ID Numbering Sequence

The numbering sequence for generic inquiry screen IDs has been changed, so that a newly created
inquiry will have a screen ID of the GIXXXXXX format even if there are screen IDs with the GIFRXXXX
format in the database. The maximum number of generic inquiries in the system is 999999. If a user
exceeds this value, an error message will be displayed.

Formula Expression Functions

Generic inquiry formula expression functions PadLeft and PadRight are now working correctly. The
PadLeft function adds padding characters to the begining of a string (such as in @@@Billing string)
and the RightPad function adds padding characters at the end of a string (such as in Billing@@@
string).
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Platform: Highlighting of Generic Inquiry Rows
or Columns in Data Table Widgets

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, an option to highlight lines or columns of a generic inquiry has been
introduced. This formating is now supported in data table dashboard widgets.

On the Results Grid tab of the Generic Inquiry (SM208000) form, the Row Style box has been added,
so that the user designing the generic inquiry can specify the style of a generic inquiry row. This box
supports the use of formulas.

In the table of the Results Grid tab on the Generic Inquiry form, the Style box has also been added,
so that the style of a generic inquiry column can be specified.

The Component Type pane of the formula editor box has been enhanced with Styles components,
which can be used in the formulas so that the user can highlight certain elements of a generic inquiry.
By using the new Styles components, the user can specify the display style of an element described by
the formula.

Figure: Operators to specify the styles for the highlighted elements

Consider the following example: =IIf([CRCase.Priority] = 'H', 'bad', 'default'). If
the formula in this example is used as the value specified in the Row Style box of a generic inquiry
listing support cases, then all the high-priority cases will be highlighted with the color red.
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Platform: Mobile Text Notifications for Business
Process Monitoring

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the ability to receive notifications about business events has been
extended. Now an administrator can configure a mobile text notification about business events to be
sent to any interested user defined in the system. A recipient of one of these notifications does not
need to have the Acumatica ERP mobile application installed.

SMS Providers

The new SMS Providers (SM203535) form has been added. On this form, an administrator can register
a system short message service (SMS) account from which the system will send text notifications. The
Twillio and Amazon SMS providers are available. To register a system SMS account, the administrator
needs to select a service provider and specify the necessary credentials. (See the following screenshot).

Figure: Configuration of an Amazon SMS provider

After the connection properties have been configured, the administrator can verify the connection
by sending a test message. To do this, the administrator clicks Send Test Message on the form
toolbar. In the Send Test Message dialog box, which opens (shown in the following screenshot), the
administrator specifies the phone number to which the system will send the message and the message
itself. If the administrator receives the entered test message on the device for which a number was
entered, the connection properties have been configured properly.
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Figure: Configuration of a test message

The administrator can mark an SMS provider as the default by selecting the Default check box
in the Summary area of the form. The system will use the default SMS provider to send two-
factor authentication messages. For details on two-factor authentication, see Managing Two-Factor
Authentication.

New Subscriber Type

The new SMS Text Notification menu command, which corresponds to this subscriber type, has been
added to the Create Subscriber menu on the Subscribers tab of the Business Events (SM302050)
form. (See the following screenshot.) An administrator selects this menu command to begin configuring
a text notification sent to a mobile device.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=d4324165-0bc5-439a-9ee1-8cbb44265cc7
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=d4324165-0bc5-439a-9ee1-8cbb44265cc7
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Figure: The menu command for the new SMS Text Notification subscriber type

The selection of this menu command causes the system to navigate to the Mobile Notifications
(SM204004) form (shown in the following screenshot), where the administrator can configure details
for the text notification. These details include the SMS delivery method (Delivery Method), the
service provider used to send notifications (From), and phone numbers, the users who will receive the
notification, or both of these (To). For details, see Subscribers of Business Events.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=6d9e5b08-164d-4eb8-82a6-a41136a3b8cf
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Figure: Text notification settings

Receipt of Text Message

Once the text notification has been configured, the specified users will receive a text message when the
configured conditions are met. An example of this text message is shown in the following screenshot.
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Figure: Text message on a mobile device
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Platform: Pivot Table Default Sorting

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, changes have been made to the default sorting on the Pivot Tables
(SM208010) form. On the Properties pane for the fields added to Values pane, the None value has
been added and is selected by default for the Sort Order property. With this value selected, no sorting
will be applied to the field values in the pivot table. With the Ascending or Descending value selected for
this property, the pivot table data will be sorted by the last column of the Value records in ascending or
descending order, respectively.

Figure: Pivot table default sorting
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Platform: Dashboard Improvements

Pivot Table Dashboard Widget

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, dashboards have been enhanced with the Pivot Table type of widget. This
type of widget displays an existing pivot table selected by the user designing the dashboard.

Figure: Pivot Table Dashboard Widget

Pivot Table Icons

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the Add Widget dialog box used for dashboards has been enhanced with
icons indicating the types of the widgets, as shown in the following screenshot.
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Figure: Dashboard widget icons
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Platform: Report Designer Improvements

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, multiple enhancements to Acumatica Report Designer have been
introduced.

Search Box on the Tables Tab

The Tables tab of the Schema Builder has been enhanced with a Search box. This makes it possible
for report developers to search for the necessary tables by typing in a table name or part of a table
name in the box.

:

• The Search box is case sensitive.

• By pressing the Tab button on the keyboard, a report developer can quickly switch between the fields
of the Schema Buider window.

Figure: Search Box on the Tables Tab

Other Minor Improvements

Many of the Schema Buider boxes now support autocomplete, with the system suggesting values when
a user starts typing.

The history of successful connections is now automatically saved and displayed in the drop down list of
the URL box on the Tables tab of the Schema Builder. A report developer can delete records from the
connection history list by right-clicking and then selecting Delete URL from history.
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Project Accounting: Budget Control on Document
Entry

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the project budget can be exceeded as users enter documents. The
system can check whether an entered document is within the cost budget of the project, taking into
consideration the portion of the budget that has already been consumed.

To cause the system to control the project budget, an administrative user selects Show a Warning in the
Budget Control box on the General Settings tab of the Projects Preferences (PM101000).

When a user enters an amount that exceeds the cost budget, or when a document with such an amount
is saved with any status except Open for AP bills and purchase orders of Open and Drop Ship types
and Closed for change orders, the system shows a warning, as shown in the screenshot below. The
document approver also sees this warning if the amount exceeds the project budget. The warning is
shown in the Ext. Cost column on the Document Details tab of the Purchase Orders (PO301000)
and Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) forms, in the Amount column on the Commitment tab of the
Change Orders (PM308000) form, and in the Summary area of these forms.

Figure: The warning in a document line

The warning message in the document line displays the applicable amounts of the following:

• Budgeted: The revised budgeted amount of the corresponding project budget line in the project
currency

• Consumed: The sum of the actual amount and the committed open amount of the corresponding
project budget line in the project currency

• Available: The difference between the Budgeted and Consumed amounts

• Document: The sum of the Ext. Cost minus the Discount Amount amounts of all the document
lines that impact the same budget line in the validated document

• Remaining: The difference between the Available and Document amounts

All the budget overruns of a project can be reviewed on the Project Budget Overruns (PM404000) form,
which is shown in the following screenshot.
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Figure: All the project overruns
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Project Accounting: Detail Level of the Project
Budget

For both the revenue budget and the cost budget, Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 supports the following detail
levels of the project budget:

• Task

• Task and item

• Task and cost code

Acumatica ERP also supports the following options of update of the project budget with project
transactions for both the revenue budget and the cost budget:

• Detailed

• Summary

Detail Level of the Project Budget

On the Summary tab of the Projects (PM301000) form, the Cost Budget Level box has been added
to the Project Properties section. The same setting has been added to the Project Templates
(PM208000) form. By using this setting, a user can now define the detail level of the cost budget. (A
similar setting, Revenue Budget Level, already exists on this form for the revenue budget.) The
selected level also determines whether the Inventory ID and Cost Code columns are shown or hidden
on the Cost Budget tab. The level can be one of the following options:

• Task: The project cost is budgeted at the task (Task ID) level. With this option selected, the
Inventory ID and Cost Code columns are hidden.

• Task and Item: The project cost is budgeted at the task (Task ID) and item (Inventory ID)
level. h this option selected, the Cost Code column is hidden.

• Task and Cost Code: The project cost is budgeted at the task (Task IDand cost code (Cost
Code) level. With this option selected, the Inventory ID column is hidden.

:  The Task and Cost Code option is available and the Cost Code column is shown on the Cost Budget tab
of the Projects form only if the Cost Code feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000)
form.

Update of the Project Budget

On the General Settings tab of the Projects Preferences (PM101000) form, the Revenue Budget
Update box has been added to the General Settings section. By using this box, an administrative
user can define the way the system updates the revenue budget of projects with project transactions.
(A similar setting, Cost Budget Update, already exists on this form for the cost budget.)

The system updates the corresponding project when any of the following actions occur: a project
transaction is posted, a change order line is released, a commitment line is saved, a pro forma invoice
line is saved, an accounts receivable invoice line is saved, and a new change request line is saved or
linked to a change order. If the revenue budget of the project has a line with the same project task,
account group, inventory item, and cost code, the system updates the Actual Quantity, Actual
Amount, and Draft Invoices Amount of this line on the Revenue Budget tab of the Projects
(PM301000) form with the quantity and amounts, respectively, of the transaction. Otherwise, the
system adds a new revenue budget line.

The system updates the revenue budget based on the option selected in the Revenue Budget Update
box. One of the following options can be selected:

http://msk-app-001/tw-2019R1/(W(19))/Wiki/ShowWiki.aspx?wikiname=HelpRoot_FormReference&PageID=81c86417-3bde-444b-8f1c-682928d31a0c
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• Detailed (default): The system updates the revenue budget of the project depending on the
Revenue Budget Level of the project specified on the Summary tab of the Projects form as
follows:

• Task: The system updates the revenue budget line that has the same project task as the
transaction does. If the revenue budget has no line that has this project task, a new line
with the project task is added.

• Task and Item: The system updates the revenue budget line that has the same inventory
item as the transaction does. If the revenue budget has no line that has this inventory item,
a new line with the inventory item is added.

• Task and Cost Code: The system updates the revenue budget line that has the same cost
code as the transaction does. If the revenue budget has no line that has this cost code, a
new line with the cost code is added.

• Summary: The system updates the revenue budget of the project depending on the Revenue
Budget Level of the project specified on the Summary tab of the Projects form as follows:

• Task: The system updates the revenue budget line that has the same project task as the
transaction does. If the revenue budget has no line that has this project task, a new line
with the project task is added.

• Task and Item: The system updates the revenue budget line with the same inventory item
as the transaction does. If the revenue budget has no line that has this inventory item, a
new line with the empty item code is added.

• Task and Cost Code: The system updates the revenue budget line that has the same cost
code as the transaction does. If the revenue budget has no line that has this cost code, a
new line with the default cost code is added.

In the same way, the system updates the cost budget of projects with project transactions based on
the option selected in the Cost Budget Update box on the General Settings tab of the Projects
Preferences form and on the Cost Budget Level of the project specified on the Summary tab of the
Projects form.

Update of the Quantities of the Project Budget

When the system updates an existing project budget line based on a source document line on the
Revenue Budget or Cost Budget tab of the Projects (PM301000) form, the quantity of the budget line
is updated only if the UOM is specified for the budget line and for the source line and if the UOM of the
source line can be converted to the UOM of the budget line by using the list of unit conversions defined
on the Units of Measure (CS203100) form. Otherwise, the system does not update the quantity of the
budget line.

When the system creates a new project budget line based on a source document line on the Revenue
Budget or Cost Budget tab of the Projects form, if the source line has an inventory item specified,
the system fills in the UOM of the budget line with the base unit of measure of this inventory item and
the quantity of the budget line with the quantity of the source line. Otherwise, if the source line has no
inventory item specified or has the empty item code (N/A) specified, the system does not fill in the UOM
and quantity of the budget line.

http://msk-app-001/tw-2019R1/(W(19))/Wiki/ShowWiki.aspx?wikiname=HelpRoot_FormReference&PageID=81c86417-3bde-444b-8f1c-682928d31a0c
http://msk-app-001/tw-2019R1/(W(19))/Wiki/ShowWiki.aspx?wikiname=HelpRoot_FormReference&PageID=81c86417-3bde-444b-8f1c-682928d31a0c
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Project Accounting: Two-Tier Change
Management

Acumatica ERP provides comprehensive change management capabilities for projects, which are used
to analyze profitability and to track and control project changes. Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 introduces the
Change Requests feature. Change requests are detailed breakdowns of potential changes to the project
budget and commitments, such as additions, deletions, or edits to the existing cost or revenue budget.
This feature gives organizations the ability to set up two-tier change management for change orders: In
the first tier, users create change requests, and the second tier involves users grouping multiple change
requests into a single change order to be approved.

Markups can be set up and calculated for change requests. A markup can be applied to an individual
line of a change request or to the total amount of the document.

Enabling the Two-Tier Change Management

To start using the functionality of change requests, on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form,
an administrative user enables the Change Requests feature. The Change Requests feature can be
enabled only if the Change Orders feature has been enabled.

The two-tier change management is controlled at the level of a change order class. If the 2-Tier
Change Management check box is selected for a particular class on the Change Order Classes
(PM203000) form, as shown in the following screenshot, change orders of the selected class support
two-tier change management and can include change requests; also, on the Details tab (also shown in
the screenshot), the Cost Budget and Commitments check boxes become automatically selected and
unavailable for editing.

Figure: New setting on the Change Order Classes (PM203000) form

Configuration of Change Requests

On the General Settings tab of the Projects Preferences (PM101000) form, the following settings have
been added so that the use of change requests can be configured (see the following screenshot):

• Change Request Numbering Sequence: The numbering sequence the system uses to assign
reference numbers to change requests.

• Change Request Approval Map: The approval map to be used to assign change requests to
employees for approval. If no value is specified in this box, approval is not required.
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• Pending Change Request Approval Notification: The notification template that the system
uses to generate notification emails for employees who approve change requests. An employee
receives a notification about pending approval when a change request requires approval from this
employee.

• Markups section: The settings that define the default price markup and the default markups
for projects. These markups (if specified) can be modified for each project. For details about
markups, see Markups.

Figure: General Settings tab of the Project Preferences (PM101000) form

On the Account Groups (PM201000) form, the Settings tab has been added. (See the screenshot
below.) This tab contains the following settings:

• Creates Commitment: A check box that indicates (if selected) that a change request line that
has this cost account group specified will result in a commitment line on the Change Orders
(PM308000) form once you link the change request with this line to a change order.

• Default Line Markup, %: The default markup percentage to be specified as Line Markup (%)
for a change request line that has this account group specified as the cost account group. For
details about markups, see Markups.

Figure: Settings tab on the Account Groups (PM201000) form
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Change Requests (PM308500) Form

On the Change Requests (PM308500) form (shown in the following screenshot), a user can create a
new change request or view, modify, or delete an existing change request.

Figure: Change Requests (PM308500) form

A change request can have one of the following statuses, which is displayed in the Status box in the
Summary area of the form:

• On Hold: The change request is a draft. The user can edit or delete the change request, but
cannot link it to a change order.

• Pending Approval: The change request has been taken off hold (that is, the Hold check box
was cleared for the change request). On the Approvals (EP503010) form, a change request with
this status is visible to the employee who has been assigned to approve the change request
in accordance with the change request approval map specified on the Projects Preferences
(PM101000) form. This status is available only if the Approval Workflow feature is enabled on the
Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form and a change request approval map has been defined
and then specified in the Change Request Approval Map box on the General Settings tab of
the Projects Preferences form.

• Rejected: The system assigns this status to the change request if the employee who was assigned
to approve the change request has rejected it. The change request can be saved with the On Hold
status for further editing. This status is available only if the Approval Workflow feature is enabled
on the Enable/Disable Features form and a change request approval map has been defined and
then specified in the Change Request Approval Map box on the General Settings tab of the
Projects Preferences form.

• Open: The system assigns this status to the change request if the employee who was assigned
to approve the change order has approved it. If no approval map is defined for change requests,
the system assigns this status to the change request immediately after the user clears the Hold
check box. The user can link this change request to a change order or save it with the On Hold
status for further editing.

• Closed: The system assigns this status to the change request whose cost and commitment part
and revenue part have been linked to one or two change orders (depending on whether the cost
and commitment part and the revenue part are processed jointly or separately—see Relations
Between Change Requests and Change Orders for details).

The Estimation tab of that form lists potential changes that will affect the revenue budget, the cost
budget, and the commitments of the selected project when the related change orders are released.
Until the related change orders are released, these potential changes are also tracked for the project in
the Potential CO Quantity and Potential CO Amount columns on the Revenue Budget and Cost
Budget tabs of the Projects (PM301000) form.
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Markups

The following types of markup are supported for change requests:

• Line-level markups: This type of markup applies to an individual estimation line of a change
request. This type includes the following markups:

• Price Markup (%): The markup specified for the item. If the item has no defined markup,
the system uses the Default Price Markup, % specified on the General Settings tab of
the Projects Preferences (PM101000) form. This markup can be changed for each change
request line manually.

• Line Markup (%): The markup specified for the cost account group. The default value can be
manually overridden for each change request line.

• Document-level markups: This type of markup applies to the total amount of a change request.
For a change request, default markups are inherited from the related project and can be manually
overridden on the Markups tab of the Change Requests (PM308500) form. For the project,
default markups are inherited from the Markup section of the General Settings tab of the
Projects Preferences form and can be manually overridden on the Settings tab of the Projects
(PM301000) form, as the following screenshot shows. The following markup types can be defined:

• %: A markup whose amount is calculated as follows:

Markup Amount = Line Total * % Markup Value / 100.

There can be as many markups of this type as necessary, with the markup subtotal
calculated as a sum of all markup amounts.

• Cumulative %: A markup whose amount is calculated as follows:

Markup Amount = (all the previously applied % markups) * Cumulative % Value / 100.

• Flat Fee: A markup whose amount is specified manually to be added to the total markup.

Figure: Default project markups

A document-level markup is applied to a change request only if all the project budget key
attributes—project task, account group, and optionally inventory item or cost code—are defined
for the markup at the change request level. The visibility of the inventory item or cost code
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columns depends on the Revenue Budget Level of the project specified in the Project
Properties section on the Summary tab of the Projects form.

A price markup is an item-specific markup. It can be specified on the Price/Cost Info tab of the Stock
Items (IN202500) form or on the Price/Cost Information tab of the Non-Stock Items (IN202000)
form. The markup percent specified for the item is retrieved by default as Price Markup (%) when the
item is selected for the corresponding line on the Estimation tab of the Change Requests (PM308500)
form. If no markup is specified for the item, the system uses the default price markup specified in
the Default Price Markup, % box (Markup section) on the General Settings tab of the Projects
Preferences form (if specified). The calculation of amounts is performed as follows:

• Ext. Cost = Quantity * Unit Cost

• Unit Price = Unit Cost + Unit Cost * Price Markup (%) / 100

• Ext. Price = Quantity * Unit Price

Line markup, which is a default markup that is specific to an account group, is specified on the
Settings tab of the Account Groups (PM201000) form. The markup percent specified for the account
group is retrieved by default as the Line Markup (%) when the cost account group is selected for
the corresponding line on the Estimation tab of the Change Requests form. The calculation of the line
amount is performed as follows:

Line Amount = Ext. Price + Ext. Price * Line Markup (%) / 100

Default markup values are specified in the Markup section of the General Settings tab of the Projects
Preferences form. The values are copied into each new project and can be overridden. When a new
change request is created for a project, it inherits the project-specific markup values, which can be also
overridden.

Adding a Change Request to a Change Order

On the Change Requests (PM308500) form, you can create a change order for the selected change
request by clicking the Create Change Order button on the form toolbar. To be able to do that,
a change order class that supports two-tier change management must be selected as the Default
Change Order Class in the General Settings section on the General Settings tab of the Projects
Preferences (PM101000) form.

On the Change Orders (PM308000) form, you can also add change requests to the selected change
order. To do that, on the table toolbar of the Change Requests tab, you click the Select Change
Requests button to open the Select Change Requests dialog box. In the dialog box, you select the
change requests to be included in the change order.

Changes to the Change Orders (PM308000) Form

For a change order with the two-tier change management enabled, the following change request totals
become available in the Summary area of the Change Orders (PM308000) form:

• Change Request Cost Total: The total of the change request total amount values on the Cost
Budget tab.

• Change Request Line Total: The total of the change request total amount values on the
Revenue Budget tab. The system includes in this total only the lines that include line-level
markups.

• Change Request Markup Total: The total of the change request total amount values on the
Revenue Budget tab. The system includes in this total only the lines that include document-level
markups.

• Change Request Lite Total: The sum of the Change Request Line Total and Change
Request Markup Total values.
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Also, the Change Requests tab, which lists all change requests related to the change order, has
been added to the form. The Select Change Requests button on the table toolbar opens the Select
Change Requests dialog box (shown in the following screenshot), where the user can select the
change requests to be included in the change order.

Figure: Select Change Requests dialog box

On the Revenue Budget tab (shown in the following screenshot) and the Cost Budget tab of the
Change Ordersform, the following elements become available:

• Change Request Total Quantity column: The total quantity of the change request lines related
to the selected revenue budget or cost budget line of the change order.

• Change Request Total Amount column: The total amount of the change request lines related to
the selected revenue budget or cost budget line of the change order.

• View Change Request Details button: Opens the Change Request Details dialog box, which
displays all change request lines (that is, estimation lines and markup lines for the revenue
budget and estimation lines for the cost budget) of the change request related to the selected
revenue budget or cost budget line of the change order.
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Figure: Revenue Budget tab of the Change Orders form

On the Commitments tab, the Change Request Ref. Nbr. column, shown in the following
screenshot, has been added. This column displays the reference number of the change request; this
reference number is a link you can click to view the particular change request on the Change Requests
(PM308500) form. A commitment change order line that originates from a change request is always
linked with only the corresponding estimation line of the change request.

Figure: Commitments tab of the Change Orders form

Relations Between Change Requests and Change Orders

If the project cost budget and commitments need to be updated through a separate change order
before the revenue part has been approved, a revenue change order and a cost change order may be
used. A change request may be associated with both a revenue change order and a cost change order,
or with just a revenue change order.
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A cost change order is a change order that contains only the cost and commitment parts of the change
request and belongs to a change order class that has the Revenue Budget check box cleared and the
Cost Budget or Commitments check box selected on the Details tab of the Change Order Classes
(PM203000) form.

A revenue change order is a change order that contains the revenue part of the change request and
belongs to a change order class that has the Revenue Budget check box selected on the Details tab
of the Change Order Classes form.

The user can release the cost change order as early as necessary to create commitments and change
the project cost budget accordingly without having to have the revenue part approved at the same
time. The revenue change order may be approved later.

Most commonly, however, a change request relates to only one change order that contains all types of
estimation lines—that is, revenue budget, cost budget, and commitment lines. In this case, the change
order belongs to a change order class that has the Revenue Budget check box selected and the Cost
Budget or Commitments check box selected on the Details tab of the Change Order Classes form.

A user can unlink a change request from the change order selected on the Change Orders (PM308000)
form, by deleting the line with the change request on the Change Requests tab.

A change request cannot be unlinked from the cost and commitment change order if it is also linked to
a change order that affects the revenue budget.

The revenue part of a change request that has been unlinked from a change order can be updated as
needed.

When a change request is on hold, the cost and commitment parts of the change request can be
updated. (To be able to put the change request back on hold, the user should first unlink it from the
cost change order.)

A change order that has any number of linked change requests cannot be deleted. To be able to delete
such a change order, the user should first unlink all the change requests related to the change order
and then put them back on hold.

Printing and Emailing of Change Requests

You can print a change request with any status. For the printing of change requests, the system
uses the report that is specified for the CHANGE REQUEST mailing of the corresponding project on
the Mailing Settings tab of the Projects (PM301000) form. By default, this is the Change Request
(PM643500) report, which is shown in the following screenshot. This report supports the printing of the
estimation lines and markups of a change request.
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Figure: Change Request (PM643500) report

When you email a change request, the system uses the notification template of the same CHANGE
REQUEST mailing of the corresponding project.

On the Mailing Settings tab of the Projects form, you can specify a custom format and an email
notification template for the CHANGE REQUEST mailing that should be used for the printing and
emailing of the change requests prepared for the particular project. When you create a new project,
the system copies all the predefined mailing settings from the Mailing Settings tab of the Projects
Preferences (PM101000) form, but you can override these settings.

The Change Order (PM643000) report, which is the default report for the printing of change orders, now
supports the printing of related change requests (see the following screenshot).
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Figure: Change Order (PM643000) report
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Time and Expenses: Corporate Cards

Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 supports the use of corporate credit cards on the Expense Claim (EP301000)
and Expense Receipt (EP301020) forms. This helps employees to categorize and track the expenses,
including the expenses related to a project. For example, while in the field, the workers of a
construction company or professional service provider can buy something that they want to charge on
a project and pay for it with a corporate card. Employees can still have out-of-pocket expenses that are
reimbursed through the standard process.

The corporate card functionality provides the following advantages:

• Administrative users can manage corporate cards.

• Expense receipts and expense claims can be paid with corporate cards on the Acumatica ERP
website and in the Acumatica ERP mobile app.

• Corporate cards support foreign currencies.

• Expense receipts in a foreign currency can be paid with a corporate card.

• A single expense claim can be created for all corporate card expenses, as long as they have the
same card currency.

• Bank transaction matching and reconciliation process support corporate card statements so that
card statement records can be matched to expense receipts.

To start using the functionality of expense claims and expense receipts, which includes the corporate
card functionality, on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, an administrative user enables the
Expense Management feature.

Configuring Corporate Cards

Corporate credit cards can be configured on the Corporate Cards (CA202500) form (see the following
screenshot). The card number is used for matching transactions on a bank statement. Multiple
employees can use a single corporate card; these employees are listed in the table on the form.

In order to create corporate cards on the Corporate Cards form, GL accounts, cash accounts, payment
methods, and employees must be configured as described below.

Figure: Corporate card settings

If the card currency differs from the currency of an employee who uses the corporate card, for this
employee, the Enable Currency Override and Enable Rate Override check boxes must be selected
on the General Info tab (Employee Settings section) of the Employees (EP203000) form, as the
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following screenshot shows. (The Currency ID box, where the employee currency is specified, can also
be found in this section of the form.)

Figure: An employee's settings for using a corporate card

The cash account that is used for corporate cards should be configured as follows:

• A separate GL account should be configured for each bank and currency.

• Each GL account has a separate cash account with the following settings specified on the Cash
Accounts (CA202000) form, as shown in the screenshot below:

• The Clearing Account check box is cleared.

• The Restrict Visibility with Branch check box is cleared.

• The Use for Corporate Cards check box is selected.

• Only one payment method can be associated with the cash account.

• Optionally, the Requires Reconciliation check box is selected; if it is, a numbering
sequence must be specified in the Reconciliation Numbering Sequence box. The
predefined CARECON numbering sequence can be selected.
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Figure: Settings of a cash account that is used for corporate cards

Although the cash account that is used for a corporate card must have only one associated payment
method, this payment method can be selected for multiple cash accounts. If a payment method is
selected for a cash account that is used for a corporate card, in the Summary area of the Payment
Methods (CA204000) form, the Use in AP check box is selected. Also, on the Settings for Use in AP
tab of the form, this payment method should have the following settings (see the screenshot below):

• Not Required (Additional Processing section): Selected

• Require Unique Payment Ref. (Payment Settings section): Cleared

Figure: Settings of a payment method that is used for corporate cards

Paying Expense Receipts with Corporate Cards

On the Expense Receipt (EP301020) form, in the Paid With box (in the Expense Details section of
the Receipt Details tab), a user can select how the expense receipt has been paid, as shown in the
following screenshot. The following options are available:
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• Personal Account: The company's expenses that the employee paid with his or her own funds and
the company will need to reimburse this amount to the employee. This is the default option if the
employee has no active corporate card assigned.

• Corporate Card, Company Expense: The company's expenses that are paid with a corporate card.
This is the default option if the employee has an active corporate card assigned.

• Corporate Card, Personal Expense: The employee's personal expenses that are paid with a
corporate card.

Figure: An expense receipt paid with a corporate card

In the Corporate Card box (also shown in the screenshot above), the user selects his or her corporate
card. This box is unavailable on the form if Personal Account was selected in the Paid With box. The
default corporate card, if any, is selected as follows:

• The corporate card used in the employee's most recent expense receipt is selected, if it is
available. The most recent receipt is determined by the receipt's creation date (CreatedDate).

• If the corporate card that was used most recently is unavailable—that is, inactive, deleted, or not
assigned to the employee—the employee's only active card or the first active card the system
finds for the employee. The first corporate card is the first card in the employee's card list; this
list is sorted alphabetically by name.

Corporate card expenses cannot be split. That is, on the Expense Receipt form, in the Expense Details
section of the Receipt Details tab, the Employee Part of an expense receipt paid with a corporate
card must be zero.
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The Ref. Nbr. box, where a user can enter the reference number that usually matches the number
of the original receipt, must be filled in if the Require Ref. Nbr. in Expense Receipts check box in
selected on the General Settings tab of the Time and Expenses Preferences (EP101000) form.

Processing Expense Claims for Expense Receipts Paid with Corporate Cards

On the Expense Claim (EP301000) form, an expense claim can contain all the employee's expense
receipts paid with corporate cards as long as they have the same card currency. Each expense claim
line refers to an expense receipt. On release of an expense claim, the system creates documents as
follows for the expense claim lines, depending on the value in the Paid With column:

• Personal Account: A single AP bill is created on the Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) form for all
the expense claim lines with positive amounts and a single AP debit adjustment is created on the
same form for all the expense claim lines with negative amounts. This is the workflow that existed
in Acumatica ERP 2019 R1 and previous versions.

• Corporate Card, Company Expense: An AP quick check is created on the Quick Checks
(AP304000) form for each expense claim line, if the Post Summarized Corporate Card
Company Expenses check box is cleared on the General Settings tab of the Time and
Expenses Preferences (EP101000) form. In the AP check, the vendor is the employee who
submitted the expense claim.

If the Post Summarized Corporate Card Company Expenses check box in selected, the
system creates a separate AP quick check for each group of the expense claim lines with the same
expense date, corporate card, and reference number.

On release of such an AP quick check, the system credits the card liability account and debits the
expense account of the expense item specified in the expense receipt.

• Corporate Card, Personal Expense: A single AP debit adjustment is created on the Bills and
Adjustments form for all the expense claim lines.

On release of this AP debit adjustment, the system credits the card liability account and debits the
employee's AP account.

Bank Transactions Matching and Reconciliation

On the Import Bank Transactions (CA306500) form, an accountant can upload bank statement records
for the liability cash account of a corporate card. If a bank statement record contains the corporate
card number in text format, this number is shown in the new Card Number column on the form. A
single bank statement may contain transactions of all the corporate cards associated with the same
cash account. For more information about importing bank transactions, see Importing Transactions.

On the Process Bank Transactions (CA306000) form, for the liability cash account of a corporate card,
the accountant can match an uploaded bank statement record to an existing payment, AP bill, or
expense receipt as well as create a cash transaction if such a transaction has not found in the system.
For details about matching bank transactions, see Processing Imported Transactions.

In the left pane of the Process Bank Transactions form, where the system shows the list of bank
statement records, imported bank transactions now contain the corporate card number in text format in
the new Card Number column.

The system uses the available information about imported transactions for searching for matching
documents and for calculating the relevance rate, which is a measure of how closely a document
matches the selected transaction.

The system uses the settings in the Weights for Relevance Calculation section of the Transaction
Match Settings dialog box (shown in the following screenshot)—Ref. Nbr. Weight, Doc. Date
Weight, and Doc. Payee Weight—for searching payments and invoices as matching candidates. For
more information about the matching process and the relevance calculation, see Transaction Matching
Settings.
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Figure: The Transaction Match Settings dialog box

In the Transaction Match Settings dialog box, the Expense Receipt Matching section has been
added (also shown in the screenshot above). This section is displayed only for cash accounts that have
the Use for Corporate Cards check box selected on the Cash Accounts (CA202000) form and hidden
for regular bank accounts. The section contains the following matching settings for expense receipts:

• Amount Difference Threshold (%): The evaluated difference between the amount of the bank
transaction and the amount of the expense receipt in the claim currency.

• Amount Weight: The relative weight of the evaluated difference between the amounts of the
bank transaction and the expense receipt.

The default matching settings are defined on the Bank Statement Settings tab of the Cash
Management Preferences (EP101000) form.

If no payment or invoice is found, the system uses certain settings in the Weights for Relevance
Calculation and Expense Receipt Matching sections of the Transaction Match Settings dialog box
—Ref. Nbr. Weight, Doc. Date Weight, and Amount Weight—for searching expense receipts for
matching candidates.

Unlike the relevance calculation for payments and invoices, for calculating the relevance rate for
expense receipts, the system includes in the calculation the amount weight instead of the payee weight,
using the following formula:

AmountDistance() = NORMDIST(x, 0, DifferenceAmount, probability mass
function) / NORMDIST(0, 0, DifferenceAmount, probability mass function)

x = ABS(BankTransactionAmount - ExpenseCardCurrencyAmount)

DifferenceAmount = Amount Difference Threshold (%) * BankTransactionAmount /
100
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Payments and invoices are selected as matching candidates by the exact amount of a bank transaction,
which is consistent to the logic of bank transaction matching for regular bank accounts. The Amount
Difference Threshold (%) is not applied for matching of payments and invoices and applied for
matching of expense receipts that are recorded with the expense currency that differs from the card
currency and therefore a difference between the amount of a bank transaction and the amount of an
expense receipt may take place.

The AmountDistance() formula returns a decimal number that ranges in value from 0 to 1.

The system calculates the relevance rate for an expense receipt by using the following formula:

Match Relevance = DocDateWeight*DateDistance() +
RefNbrWeight*RefNbrDistance() + AmountWeight*AmountDistance()

If the user selects an imported bank transaction in the left pane of the Process Bank Transactions form,
in the right pane, the system shows the list of matching documents it has found. Payments are shown
on the Match to Payments tab. AP documents are shown on the Match to Invoices tab. A cash
transaction can be created for the bank transaction on the Create Payment tab. Expense receipts are
shown on the Match to Expense Receipts tab, which is displayed on the form only for cash accounts
that are used for corporate cards—that is, cash accounts for which the Use for Corporate Cards check
box selected on the Cash Accounts form.

When a user auto-matches bank transactions, for each bank transaction, in the right pane, the system
selects the Matched check box for the best candidate among all the found candidates by using the
following rules:

1. The best match is the document with the highest match relevance that is greater than 0.75.

2. If multiple documents have the same highest match relevance, the system selects the first found
document with the following priority: a payment, an AP document, and an expense receipt.

3. If no documents have a match relevance greater than 0.75, the best match is a document that
has a match relevance is equal to or greater than 0.2.

For example, if the match relevance of one document is 0.25 and the match relevance of another
document is 0.5, the system selects the document with the match relevance of 0.5.

If more than one document satisfies this condition, the system selects the first found document
with the following priority: a payment, an AP document, and an expense receipt.

4. If only one document is found, it is the best match if its match relevance is equal to or greater
than 0.2.

If none of the conditions above has been met, there is no best match for the transaction of the bank
statement.

Once an expense receipt and its corresponding bank statement record have been matched and
processed on the Process Bank Transactions form, they are no longer displayed on the form.

Notes on the Matching Process

There are the following limitations of the matching process:

• If a user matches a bank transaction to an expense receipt in a different currency with the
amount within the amount difference threshold, releases the corresponding claim, and the cash
transaction is posted, and then the user unmatches the bank transaction from the expense
receipt, the cash transaction will not appear as a candidate for matching on the Process Bank
Transactions (CA306000) form because the amounts differ.

• If a cash transaction originates from an expense claim, the cash transaction date in the system
equals the expense claim date. There can be a significant delay between the date of the bank
statement transaction and the date of the cash transaction in the system, which should be
considered in the filter of dates in the Transaction Match Settings dialog box on the Process
Bank Transactions (CA306000) form.
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Services: Calendar Board Improvements

The following improvements related to calendar boards have been made in Acumatica ERP:

• The ability to view the schedule of a particular staff member for a year

• The change to an Outlook-type appearance for the Month view of a particular staff member

• The ability to view the agenda of a particular staff member

• The ability to create an appointment by right-clicking a time slot for a particular staff member

• The addition of the option to delete an appointment on the action menu of the calendar boards

These changes are described in this topic. For more information on calendar interface, see the Calendar
Boards and Maps section of the Interface Guide.

Ability to Specify the Year View on the Staff Calendar Board

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, on the Staff Calendar Board (FS300400) form, previously it was possible
to view a schedule for only a day, week, or month. A user can now change the time range to view
schedules for a year. To do so, the user selects the Year option in the new box in the upper right corner
of the dashboard (see the following screenshot). The Date box shows the year (for example, 2019 in
the screenshot). By clicking the arrow buttons right and left of the Date box, the user can change the
year displayed on the dashboard. If the user selects a date by using the Calendar dialog box, the Date
box shows the year that contains the selected date.

Figure: The Year view of the Staff Calendar Board

This functionality gives the user the ability to perform such actions as reassigning an appointment for a
staff member to a different date of the year and viewing the schedule of a staff member on a particular
year.

In the Year view, a user can double-click an appointment to see its details and right-click the
appointment to open the action menu.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=18d2ed6e-39a5-40cc-9555-46ec88025365
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=18d2ed6e-39a5-40cc-9555-46ec88025365
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Microsoft Outlook-Like Appearance on the Staff Calendar Board

The Month dashboard view of the Staff Calendar Board (FS300400) form now has a Microsoft Outlook-
like appearance, as the following screenshot shows.

Figure: The Month view of the Staff Calendar Board

With this revised Month view, all the actions for appointments of the Day and Week views are available,
such as double-clicking an appointment to see its details and right-clicking to open the action menu.

Agenda Mode on the Staff Calendar Board

Agenda mode has been implemented on the Staff Calendar Board (FS300400) form. In this new mode,
users can view the list of appointments sorted by date and time for the date range in the Date box (see
the following screenshot).
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Figure: Agenda mode on the Staff Calendar Board

To give users the ability to switch to this mode, the Agenda button has been added to the right lower
corner of the dashboard, as the following screenshot shows.

Figure: The Agenda button on the Staff Calendar Board

In Agenda mode, users can double-click an appointment to see its details and right-click the
appointment to open the action menu.

To give users the ability to switch back to Calendar mode, the Calendar button has been added to the
lower right corner of the dashboard.
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Appointment Creation from a Dashboard

On the Staff Calendar Board (FS300400) form, a user can now create an appointment by right-clicking
the time and date of the appointment on the calendar dashboard, and clicking the Appointments
button, which appears (see the following screenshot). The user then specifies the details of the
appointment on the Appointments (FS300200) form, which the system opens.

Figure: The Appointments button

The Delete Menu Command

On the calendar boards, the Delete menu command has been added to the action menu, which
opens when a user right-clicks an appointment (see the following screenshot). By selecting this menu
command, a user can delete the appointment.

Figure: The Delete option
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Services: Improvements to Location Tracking on
the Map

Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 includes various improvements to location tracking, which provide staff
members with greater visibility and additional information. For more information on map interface, see
the Calendar Boards and Maps section of the Interface Guide.

Displaying the Suggested Routes

The Show Suggested Route on Map toggle button has been added to the Staff pane of the
Appointment History on Map (FS301200) form. When a user clicks this button, the system displays the
routes suggested by Bing Maps for all staff members and appointments selected in the pane. If the user
clicks the button again, the display of suggested routes is turned off. By default, when the user opens
the form, the suggested routes are not displayed on the map.

Figure: Suggested route on the map

Managing the Accuracy of Time and Distance Tracking

On the Service Management Preferences (FS100100) form, several boxes have been added to hold
settings that determine driver movement, location, and idle time as they are used on the Appointment
History on Map (FS301200) form. The following boxes, also shown in the screenshot below, provide this
functionality:

• History Time Accuracy: In this box, the user selects the time range between tracking driver
locations. This time range is also used by the system to determine driver movement, along with
the distance in the History Distance Accuracy box.

• History Distance Accuracy: In this box, the user specifies the accuracy (in kilometers) with
which the system verifies the following information:

• Whether a staff member is within the specified distance from the appointment location

• Whether a staff member has stayed too long (that is, longer than the duration specified in
the History Time Accuracy box) within the specified distance

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=18d2ed6e-39a5-40cc-9555-46ec88025365
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Figure: New boxes on the Service Management Preferences form

Other Improvements on Maps

To give users the ability to view the actual times of appointments on maps, the Actual Start Time
and Actual End Time columns have been added to the Appointment Information tab of the map
forms (see the screenshot below)—that is, of the Appointment History on Map (FS301200), Staff
Appointments on Map (FS301100), Staff Routes on Map (FS301000), and Routes on Map (FS300900)
forms. On the map, when a user clicks an appointment icon, the user can now see the actual start and
end times of the appointment (also shown in the screenshot below).

Also, the Appointments button has been added to the Map toolbar to give users the ability to create
appointments from maps. The Branch and Date boxes have been moved to the Map toolbar of the map
forms (see the following screenshot).
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Figure: The Actual Start Time and Actual End Time columns

On the Staff Routes on Map and Routes on Map forms, if the user specifies a branch in the Branch box,
the system displays routes for which this branch is selected in the Branch box of the Route Document
Details (FS304000) form.

On the Appointment History on Map (FS301200) and Staff Appointments on Map (FS301100) forms,
if the user specifies a branch in the Branch box, the system displays the staff members for which this
branch is selected in the Branch box of the Employees (EP203000) form.
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Services: Improvements on the Clone
Appointments Form

To improve the UI and standardize the field services functionality with that of other parts of Acumatica
ERP, the following changes have been made on the Clone Appointments (FS500201) form (as shown in
the screenshot below):

• The Clone Appointment button has been renamed to Process.

• In the Summary area, the Location box has been added to display the customer location related
to the cloned appointment. The following elements have been removed: Room, Status, and
Confirmed.

• The New Date and Time section has been divided into two sections: Cloning Type and Cloning
Details. The Cloning Type section contains the Single and Multiple option buttons, which users
use to select whether one appointment or multiple appointments will be created from the original
appointment. The Cloning Details contains elements that users use to specify dates and time of
new appointments.

• The following columns have been removed from the table: Room and Confirmed.

Figure: Changes on the Clone Appointments form

For instructions on how to clone an appointment, see To Clone an Appointment.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/(W(6))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=abf34895-cdc3-41ce-be39-7269051ebfe6
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Services: Improvements on the Employees,
Vendors, Customers, and Non-Stock Items
Forms

To improve the UI, simplify forms, standardize the field services functionality with that of other parts
of Acumatica ERP, the changes described below have been made on the Employees (EP203000),
Customers (AR303000), Vendors (AP303000), and Non-Stock Items (IN202000) forms.

Removed Check Box

The Allow Appointment Notifications check box has been removed from the Employees (EP203000),
Customers (AR303000), and Vendors (AP303000) forms. The system now always allows sending email
notifications to customers.

Improvements on the Employees Form

On the Employees form, the Staff Member in Service Management check box has been moved
from the Service Management section to the Employee Settings section. (See the following
screenshot.) The Service Management section has been removed, as have the Driver check box and
the Schedule action.

Figure: The Staff Member in Service Management check box on the Employees form
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Improvements on the Vendors Form

On the Vendors form, the Staff Member in Service Management check box has been moved from
the Service Management section to the Vendor Properties section, and the Service Management
section has been removed. (The following screenshot shows the current form.)

Figure: The Staff Member in Service Management check box on the Vendors form

Improvements on the Non-Stock Items Form

On the Non-Stock Items (IN202000) form, the settings from the Service Management tab have been
moved to the General Settings and Price/Cost Information tabs, and the Service Management
tab has been deleted. On the General Settings tab, the following changes have been made (as shown
in the following screenshot):

• The Estimated Duration box has been moved to this tab.

• The Route Service check box has been moved to this tab; it appears on the tab only if the Route
Management feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form.
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Figure: The General Settings tab on the Non-Stock Items form

On the Price/Cost Information tab, the following changes have been made (as illustrated in the
following screenshot):

• The Service Management section has been renamed to Field Service Defaults.

• The Default Earning Type box has been renamed to Earning Type.

• The Default Billing Rule box has been moved to this tab and renamed to Billing Rule.

Figure: The Price/Cost Information tab on the Non-Stock Items form
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Services: Improvements on License-Related
Forms

To adhere to the standards followed on other Acumatica ERP forms and to simplify data entry, a variety
of changes have been made to the License Types (FS200900) and Licenses (FS201000) forms, and
corresponding changes have been made to related forms.

Important:  The system must be prepared before it is upgraded if the company has been using the
removed functionality described below. Users should contact the Acumatica ERP support team for help with
the upgrade process.

Improvements on the License Types Form

The License Types (FS200900) form now has a list view and the data entry view has been removed, so
that now users can add license types directly to the table. The related License Types (FS2009PL) inquiry
form has been removed.

Also, the Owner Type and Validation Settings columns have been removed from the form. For
instructions on how to create a license type, see To Add a License Type.

Improvements on the Licenses Forms

On the Licenses (FS201000) form, the following elements have been removed:

• Issuing Vendor ID

• Issuing Agency Name

• Require Certificate

• Initial Price

• Initial Term

• Renewal Price

• Renewal Term

The License Settings section has been removed, and its remaining elements have been moved to the
Summary area, as the screenshot below shows. The Staff Member ID box has been renamed to Staff
Member, and it is now a required field.

The Never Expires check box has been added to the form to give users the ability to specify that the
license does not have an expiration date. If a user selects this check box, the Expiration Date box is
not available for editing.

Figure: Improved Licenses form

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=250af7a5-3442-4bc4-928d-4bfee1263af7
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The columns related to the elements removed from the Licenses form and the Owner box have been
removed from the Licenses (FS4020PL) inquiry form.

For instructions on how to create a license, see To Create Licenses.

Improvements on the Employees Form

On the Employees (EP203000) form, the columns related to the elements removed from the Licenses
(FS201000) form have been removed from the Licenses tab. The Never Expires column has been
added, as the following screenshot shows.

Figure: Improved Licenses tab on the Employees form

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=32246c68-6042-4bb3-9f7a-54ece642c04d
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Services: Improvements in the Selection of
Service Order Types

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, it is now possible to specify a user-specific default service order type for
any user in the system. Also, a user can now select a service order type while creating an appointment
from a calendar board. This topic describes these improvements.

Ability to Define a Default Service Order Type for a User

The Default Service Order Type box has been added to the User Profile (SM203010) form (see the
following screenshot) so that the default service order type can be specified for any user.

Figure: New elements on the User Profile form

If the default service order type is selected in this box for a user, when the user creates a service
order or an appointment, this service order type is inserted by default. If this box is empty, the default
service order type specified in the Default Settings section of the Service Management Preferences
(FS100100) form is inserted.

Ability to Select the Service Order Type for Appointments Created from Calendars

When users create appointments from calendar boards, they can now select the service order type for
appointments, depending on their personal user settings. The new Select Service Order Type on
Creation from Calendars check box has to be selected on the User Profile (SM203010) form for a
particular user (see the screenshot above) for this capability to be used.

When the user creates an appointment by clicking the Appointments button on the dashboard toolbar
or by clicking and dragging the shaded box area in the time slot, the Create Appointment dialog box
(shown in the following screenshot) opens, in which the user can select the service order type for the
appointment. The system inserts the default service order type that has been specified for the user
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on the User Profile form (if applicable) or the default service order type that has been specified for the
system on the Service Management Preferences (FS100100) form. Regardless of its source, the default
service order type can be overridden.

Figure: The Create Appointment dialog box on the Calendar Board

If the Select Service Order Type on Creation from Calendars check box is cleared on the User
Profile form, when the user creates an appointment from a calendar board, the system creates the
appointment with either the default service order type for the individual user, if applicable, or the
default service order type for the system.
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Services: Improvements to Integration with
Projects

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, users can now create service contracts and schedules associated with
a particular project. Additionally, default cost codes can be specified for service order types. These
changes are described in this topic.

Ability to Create Service Contracts and Schedules for Projects

To give users the ability to associate service contracts and route service contracts with a project,
the Project and Default Project Task boxes have been added to the Summary area of the Service
Contracts (FS305700) and Route Service Contracts (FS300800) forms (see the screenshot below).

For the service contracts with standardized billing, the Project Task and Cost Codes columns have
been added to the Services per Period tab of these forms (also see the screenshot below). In the
Project Task column, the default project task is specified, and users can override it. In the Cost
Codes column, the users can specify the cost code for each item.

Figure: New elements on the Service Contracts form

Similarly, on the Service Contract Schedules (FS305100) and Route Service Contract Schedules
(FS305600) forms, the Project and Default Project Task boxes have been added to the Summary
area, and the Project Task and Cost Codes columns have been added to the Services and
Inventory Items tabs. The Project and Default Project Task boxes are filled in with the values
specified in the related service contract (see the following screenshot). The Project box is read-only;
the value of the Default Project Task box can be overridden for each particular schedule.
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Figure: New elements on the Service Contract Schedules form

For service orders and appointments created for service contracts with standardized billing, the Project
and Default Project Task boxes of the Service Orders (FS300100) and Appointments (FS300200)
forms are now filled in with the project and default project task of the related contract. On the Services
tab, if the item is a service contract item, the project task and cost code are filled in with the project
task and cost code specified on the Services per Period tab of the Service Contracts or Route Service
Contracts form for this item.

Default Cost Code for a Service Order Type

To give users the ability to specify the default cost code for items in service orders and appointments
of a particular service order type, the Default Cost Code box has been added to the Default
Settings section of the Service Order Types (FS202300) form, as the following screenshot shows.
This default cost code is populated in the Cost Codes column of the Service Orders (FS300100),
Appointments (FS300200), Service Contract Schedules (FS305100), and Route Service Contract
Schedules (FS305600) forms when a user adds a line for a new item if the document is associated with
a project.
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Figure: The Cost Code box on the Service Order Types form

Default Project Task for Service Orders, Appointments, and Service Contracts

If a project is associated with a service order, appointment, or service contract, the system will
insert the project task specified as the default on the Task tab of the Projects (PM301000) form
for the project in the Default Project Task box on the Service Orders (FS300100), Appointments
(FS300200), Service Contracts (FS305700) and Route Service Contracts (FS300800) forms.
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Services: Improvements on the Service
Management Preferences Form

To improve the UI and standardize the field services functionality with that of other parts of Acumatica
ERP, some changes have been made to the Service Management Preferences (FS100100) form.

Important:  The system must be prepared before it is upgraded if the company has been using the
removed functionality described below. Users should contact the Acumatica ERP support team for help with
the upgrade process.

New Elements on the Form

The following check boxes have been added to the Service Management Preferences (FS100100) form
(see the screenshot below):

• Enable Default Staff on Service Orders: This check box (if selected) gives users the ability to
specify default staff members for appointments of a service order. If this check box is selected,
on the Service Orders (FS300100) form, the Default Staff tab (previously called Staff) appears,
and the Staff Member ID column and Add Staff (previously called Staff Selector) button
appear on the Services tab.

By default, for a newly installed system, this check box is cleared. In systems that have been
upgraded from previous versions of Acumatica ERP, this check box is selected if at least one
service order has data on the Default Staff tab.

• Enable Default Resource Equipment on Service Orders: This check box (if selected) gives
users the ability to specify default resource equipment for appointments of a service order. If
this check box is selected, the Default Resource Equipment tab (previously called Resource
Equipment) appears on the Service Orders form.

By default, for a newly installed system, this check box is cleared. In systems that have been
upgraded from previous versions of Acumatica ERP, this check box is selected if at least one
service order has data on the Default Resource Equipment tab.

Elements Removed from the Form

On the Service Management Preferences (FS100100) form, the following elements have been removed:

• Require Branch Location in Staff Schedules

The specification of a branch location is no longer required when a user creates a staff schedule
rule.

• Allow Creation of Appointments in the Past

The system now always allows the creation of appointments and service orders for days and times
in the past.

• Enable Attendees

The Attendees tab has been removed from the Service Orders (FS300100) and Appointments
(FS300200) forms.

• Default Address From

Now on the Service Order Types (FS202300) form, the Business Account option is selected by
default in the Take Address and Contact Information From box.

Also, the Custom Namings section of the General Settings tab has been removed. To rename the
elements that include staff member, branch location, or appointment in their names on the calendar
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and map forms, a user now performs the following steps on the Translation Dictionaries (SM200540)
form:

1. On the form toolbar, the user clicks the Collect Strings button.

2. In the Language box of the Summary area, the user selects English, the language of the
elements.

3. The user selects the Show Localized and Show Only Unbound check boxes.

4. The user does the following for each string to be renamed:

a. In the Default Values table, the user searches for the strings to be renamed.

b. In the Key-Specific Values table, in the English column, the user specifies the custom
names of the strings to be renamed for each occurrence for the calendar or map form
specified in the Key column.

Other Improvements on the Form

The following changes, which are shown in the screenshot below, have been made on the Service
Management Preferences (FS100100) form:

• The Posting Batch Numbering Sequence box has been renamed to Batch Numbering
Sequence and moved up to be the first box on the form.

• The Enable Time & Expenses Integration check box has been moved from the Integrating
with Time & Expenses section to the General Settings section.

• The Track Start and Completion Appointment Locations check box has been moved from the
Calendars and Maps tab to the General Settings section of the General Settings tab.

• On the Calendars and Maps tab, the Refresh GPS Locations on Maps Every box has been
renamed to Refresh GPS Locations Every, and the Track Mobile Devices Using GPS check
box has been renamed to Show Location Tracking. These elements have been moved to the
Map Settings section.
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Figure: Changes to the General Settings tab
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Figure: Changes to the Calendars and Maps tab
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Services: Manual Discounts in Service Orders
and Appointments

In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, it was not possible to apply discounts to service orders and
appointments. In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, users can manually specify line-level discounts (which are
applied to each line of the document) in a service order or appointment, as described in this topic.

Manual Discount Elements on the Service Orders and Appointments Form

On the Service Orders (FS300100) form, the following columns have been added on the Services and
Inventory Items tabs (see the screenshot below):

• Ext. Price: The extended price of the service, non-stock, or stock item, which is calculated by
multiplying the estimated quantity of the item and its unit price and can generally be overridden.

• Discount Percent: The discount percent to be applied to the extended price of the item.

• Discount Amount: The amount to be applied to the extended price of the item as a discount.

When the user specifies a value either in the Discount Percent or Discount Amount column,
the other is calculated automatically.

These values can be overridden unless the service order has been created from a sales order (that is,
the Prepaid Item check box is selected in the line) or the item is a service contract item (that is, the
Service Contract Item check box is selected in the line).

Figure: New columns related to manual discounts

For each line on these tabs, the value in the Amount column is the extended price minus the discount
amount, if applicable.

On the Appointments (FS300200) form, the Discount Percent and Discount Amount columns have
been added to the Services, Inventory Items, and Pickup/Delivery Items tabs. The related
changes have been made to the Appointments screen of the mobile app.

Relations Between Service Order and Appointment Discounts

If discounts have been specified for any lines in a service order on the Service Orders (FS300100)
form, when an appointment is created for this service order on the Appointments (FS300200) form, the
discounts are copied to the appropriate line or lines of the appointment. If any of the copied discounts
are subsequently overridden in this appointment, these changes are not applied to the service order
from which they were copied.

If a user creates an appointment on the Appointments (FS300200) form without a service order existing
for the appointment, when this user saves the appointment, the system generates the service order for
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the appointment and copies the discount details specified for any line. If any of the copied discounts are
subsequently overridden in this service order, these changes are not applied to the appointment from
which they were copied.

Discount-Related Changes in Reports

In the Service Order (FS641000), Appointment (FS642000), and Appointments in Service Order
(FS642500) reports, the Disc. column has been added to show the discount applied to each item. Also,
the Less Discount box has been added, which displays the discount amount that has been deducted
from a service order or appointment amount.
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Services: Other Improvements on the UI

To improve the UI, simplify forms, standardize the field services functionality with that of other parts of
Acumatica ERP, the changes described below have been made.

Important:  The system must be prepared before it is upgraded if the company has been using the
removed functionality described below. Users should contact the Acumatica ERP support team for help with
the upgrade process.

Removed Forms and UI Elements Related to Cause and Resolution Codes

The functionality of previously provided forms and elements related to cause and resolution codes can
instead be provided by attributes that a user defines in the system.

The following forms have been removed:

• Cause Codes (FS200100)

• Resolution Codes (FS200700)

Because of the removal of cause and resolution codes and to simplify the Summary tab of the Service
Orders (FS300100) form, the following boxes have been removed:

• Promised Date

• Cause

• Resolution

• Resolution Date

:  If these elements contained data, during the upgrade, the system will automatically create attributes
with this data for the related appointments. Thus, the organization will not lose the data that had been
entered.

Improvements on the Appointments Form

On the Appointments (FS300200) form, the following rarely used elements have been removed from
the Signature section of the Other Information tab (the same elements have been removed from the
mobile app):

• Additional Comments from Customer

• Additional Comments from Staff

• I, the Person Above, Agree That the Appointment Has Been Completed

:  If these elements contained data, during the upgrade, the system will create attributes with this data for
the related appointments. Thus, the organization will not lose the data that had been entered.

On the Other Information tab of the Appointments form, users can now view information on
the source document from which the appointment has been generated. The Document Type and
Reference Nbr. boxes display, respectively, the type of the source document and its identifier (which
is a link that a user can click to navigate to the appropriate form and view the source document). The
related changes have been made to the Appointments screen of the mobile app.

Renaming of Elements Related to Billing

The following forms have been renamed:

• Generate Invoices from Appointments to Run Appointment Billing (FS500100)
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• Generate Invoices from Service Orders to Run Service Order Billing (FS500600)

• Generate Invoices from Service Contracts to Run Service Contract Billing (FS501300)

• Contract Invoice Generation Batches to Service Contract Billing Batches (FS306100)

• Invoice Generation Batches to Service Billing Batches (FS305800)

On the Service Management Preferences (FS100100) form, the Filter Invoice Generation Forms
Manually check box has been renamed to Require Manual Filtering on Billing Forms.

On the Service Order Types (FS202300) form, the elements related to billing settings have been
renamed as follows:

• The Invoice Generation Settings section has been renamed to Billing Settings.

• The Generate Invoices In group has been renamed to Generated Billing Documents.

• The Accounts Receivable option button has been renamed to AR Documents.

• The Sales Order option button has been renamed to Sales Orders.

• The SO Invoice option button has been renamed to SO Invoices.

• The Create a Bill for Negative Balances check box has been renamed to Create AP Bills for
Negative Balances.

• The Order Type for Invoice box has been renamed to Order Type for Billing.

• The Order Type for Negative Balance Invoice box has been renamed to Order Type for
Negative Balance Billing.

• The Require Appointment Closing for Invoice Generation check box has been renamed to
Bill Only Closed Appointments.

• The Generate Invoice check box has been renamed to Run Appointment Billing and Run
Service Order Billing on the Appointment Actions and Service Order Actions sections of the
Quick Process Settings tab, respectively.

On the Equipment Management Preferences (FS100300) and Route Management Preferences
(FS100400) forms, the following elements related to billing settings have been renamed:

• The Invoice Generation Settings section has been renamed to Billing Settings.

• The Generate Invoices In group has been renamed to Generated Billing Documents.

• The Accounts Receivable option button has been renamed to AR Documents.

• The Sales Order option button has been renamed to Sales Orders.

• The Order Type for Invoice box has been renamed to Order Type for Billing.

• The Activate Upcoming Period on Invoice Generation check box has been renamed to
Automatically Activate Upcoming Period.

On the Billing Cycles (FS206000) form, the following changes have been made:

• The Generate Invoices From area has been renamed to Run Billing For.

• The Group Invoices By area has been renamed to Group Billing Documents By.

• The Separate Generation of Invoices by Customer Location check box has been renamed to
Separate Billing Documents by Customer Location.

• The Generate Invoices for Only Completed or Closed Service Orders check box has been
renamed to Bill Only Completed or Closed Service Orders
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• The Bill Only Completed or Closed Service Orders check box has been placed after
the Separate Billing Documents by Customer Locations check box. (See the following
screenshot.)

Figure: Changes on the Billing Cycles form

On the Run Appointment Billing (FS500100) and Run Service Order Billing (FS500600) forms, the
elements related to billing settings have been renamed as follows:

• The Generate Invoices In group has been renamed to Generated Billing Documents.

• The Accounts Receivable and/or Accounts Payable box has been renamed to AR
Documents and/or AP Bills.

• The SO Invoice option button has been renamed to SO Invoices.

• The Generation Options section has been renamed to Billing Options.

• The Invoice Date box has been renamed to Billing Date.

• The Invoice Period box has been renamed to Billing Period.

• The Invoice Actions section has been renamed to Billing Actions.

On the Service Billing Batches (FS305800), Service Contract Billing Batches (FS306100), and Run
Service Contract Billing (FS501300) forms, the elements related to billing settings have been renamed
as follows:

• The Invoice Date box has been renamed to Billing Date.

• The Invoice Period box has been renamed to Billing Period.

On the Service Orders (FS300100) form, the following changes have been made:

• The Generate Invoice menu command and check box have been renamed to Run Service
Order Billing.

• The Allow Invoice menu command and check box have been renamed to Allow Billing.

• The Invoice Info section has been renamed to Billing Info.

• The Invoiced check box has been renamed to Billed.

On the Appointments (FS300200) form, the following changes have been made:
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• The Generate Invoice menu command and check box have been renamed to Run
Appointment Billing.

• The Invoice Info section has been renamed to Billing Info.

Renaming of Other Elements

On the Service Orders (FS300100) and Appointments (FS300200) forms, the Service Selector button
and dialog box have been renamed to Add Service. The Staff Selector button and dialog box have
been renamed to Add Staff. In these dialog boxes, the Close button has been renamed to OK. Some
minor changes have been made to these dialog boxes to improve usability.

Figure: The renamed elements on the Service Orders form

On the Calendar Board (FS300300), Staff Calendar Board (FS300400), and Room Calendar Board
(FS300700) forms, in the Service Order Filters dialog box, the Assigned Staff box has been
renamed to Supervisor.

On the Service Contracts (FS305700) and Route Service Contracts (FS300800) forms, the Cancelation
Date has been replaced with Cancellation Date in the Terminate Contract dialog box and the
Activation Contract dialog box has been renamed to Activate Contract.
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System Administration: Access Rights for Forms
in Workspaces

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, for several forms, the classic site map tree has been replaced with a tree
where nodes represent workspaces of the modern UI. This makes the process of setting access rights
more flexible.

For details on setting levels of access rights, see Levels of Access Rights.

Access Rights by Role

On the Access Rights by Role (SM201025) form, an administrator can set up access rights to multiple
system objects (such as forms, containers of form elements, and form elements) for a particular role in
Acumatica ERP. With the replacement of the classic site map with the modern one, the user may set up
access rights to all the forms in a particular workspace at once.

In the Summary area of the form, the user selects the role for which setting up access rights is needed.
In the left pane of the form, the system displays all the workspaces available under the Company node
(see 1 in the following screenshot). The user uses the left pane to select and expand nodes. In the right
pane the system displays entities grouped under the selected node. In the right pane, the user may
specify an access level for each workspace by selecting the level from the drop-down list in the Access
Rights column (see 2 in the screenshot).

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=488983bb-4b1c-4ddb-8341-61e58f000fda
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Figure: Setting up access rights for a role

The system will apply the selected access level for all the forms in the workspace. The user may change
access level for a particular form; in this case, the system will automatically change the access level
for the workspace to the Multiple Rights option. If the user selects the Multiple Rights option for a
workspace, it will not affect the access level specified for the forms in this workspace.

Access Rights by Screen

An administrative user uses the Access Rights by Screen (SM201020) form to set up access rights to
system objects for multiple user roles in Acumatica ERP. With the modern site map, the user may set
up the access rights to all the forms in a particular workspace at once for multiple user roles.

To do this, the user selects a particular workspace in the left panel of the form (see 1 in the following
screenshot). Then the user may select a particular access level for each user role listed in the right
pane (see 2 in the following screenshot).
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Figure: Setting up access rights for multiple roles

The system will apply the selected access level for all the forms in the workspace. The user may change
the access level for a particular form; in this case, the system will automatically change the access level
for the role to the Multiple Rights option. If the user selects the Multiple Rights option for a role, it will
not affect the access level specified for the forms in this workspace.
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System Administration: Predefined User Roles
for Financial Users

Acumatica ERP now provides a number of predefined user roles that have been designed for financial
departments of companies. These roles, which are stored in the System company, grant access to
specific system functionality. With these roles, it is no longer necessary to set up user roles for financial
positions from scratch during the system implementation. The predefined roles can be modified on
the Access Rights by Role (SM201025) form to meet the organization’s needs and assigned in any
combination to users.

:  To further simplify setting up new users, on the User Types (EP202500) form, system administrators can
create a user type for a particular financial position in the company, and add the roles necessary for the
position to this user type.

As is the case with other predefined user roles, the new roles for financial users are available on
the relevant forms—for example, on the User Roles (SM201005) form and Access Rights by Role
(SM201025) form—and appear in the relevant reports.

The following screenshot shows some of the new roles on the User Roles (SM201005) form.

Figure: New predefined financial user roles on the User Roles form
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In the following sections, the new roles are described and grouped by the functionality to which they
grant access. All roles give users assigned to the roles the ability to print relevant reports and run
needed inquiries.

Roles Related to Accounts Receivable Functionality

The following roles related to accounts receivable functionality have been added:

• AR Clerk: A user with this role has access to accounts receivable functions as well as read-only
access to accounts receivable settings and general ledger transactions.

• AR Admin: A user with this role has access to functions and settings related to accounts
receivable as well as read-only access to general ledger transactions.

• AR Viewer: A user with this role has read-only access to accounts receivable functions.

Roles Related to Accounts Payable Functionality

Acumatica ERP now provides the following roles related to accounts payable functionality:

• AP Clerk: A user with this role has access to accounts payable functions, as well as read-only
access to accounts payable settings and general ledger transactions.

• AP Admin: A user with this role has access to functions and settings related to accounts payable
as well as read-only access to general ledger transactions.

• AP Viewer: A user with this role has read-only access to accounts payable functions.

Roles Related to General Ledger Functionality

Acumatica ERP now includes the following roles related to general ledger functionality:

• GL Clerk: A user with this role has access to general ledger functions, as well as read-only access
to general ledger settings.

• GL Admin: A user with this role has access to functions and settings related with the general
ledger.

• GL Viewer: A user with this role has read-only access to general ledger functions.

Roles Related to Cash Management Functionality

The following roles related to cash management functionality have been added to Acumatica ERP:

• CA Clerk: A user with this role has access to cash management functions and read-only access to
cash management settings.

• CA Admin: A user with this role has access to cash management functions and settings.

• CA Viewer: A user with this role has read-only access to cash management functions.

Roles Related to Fixed Asset Functionality

Acumatica ERP now includes the following roles related to the functionality of fixed assets:

• FA Clerk: A user with this role has access to fixed asset functions, as well as read-only access to
fixed asset settings.

• FA Admin: A user with this role has access to functions and settings related to fixed assets.

• FA Viewer: A user with this role has read-only access to fixed asset functions.
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Roles Related to Currency Management Functionality

The following roles related to the currency management functionality of Acumatica ERP have been
added:

• CM Admin: A user with this role has access to functions and settings related to currency
management.

• CM Viewer: A user with this role has read-only access to currency management functions.

Roles Related to Deferred Revenue Functionality

Acumatica ERP now provides the following roles related to the functionality of deferred revenue:

• DR Admin: A user with this role has access to functions and settings related to deferred revenue.

• DR Viewer: A user with this role has read-only access to deferred revenue functions.

Roles Related to Tax Functionality

Acumatica ERP now includes the following roles for tax-related functionality:

• TX Admin: A user with this role has access to functions and settings related to taxes.

• TX Viewer: A user with this role has read-only access to tax-related functions.

Other Roles

In addition to the user roles that grant access to specific financial functionality, the following general
roles have been introduced to Acumatica ERP to simplify the configuration of access for users:

• Internal Employee: Users with this role have full access to personal settings, tasks, events, email,
and time cards, as well as expense receipts and claims. Additionally, these users can view Help.

• CS Admin: Users with this role can access system functions and configuration entities that might
be needed by users in financial positions. More specifically, they have administrative permissions
to configure most of the common settings, including segmented keys, numbering sequences,
tasks, and business process scenarios, as well as to manage business events, notification
templates, and document templates. Users with the CS Admin role also have full access to row-
level security settings and most of the integration functions.
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System Administration: Visibility of New Screens
in the Site Map

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the procedure for adding new screens (such as generic inquiries, pivot
tables, ARM reports, and application resources) has been changed.

The Make Visible on the UI check box has been added to the following forms:

• Application Resources (SM301010)

• Generic Inquiry (SM208000), which is shown in the screenshot below

• Pivot Tables (SM208010)

• Report Definitions (CS206000)

When a user selects this check box on these forms, boxes related to the adding of the screen to the site
map become available on the forms. That is, the Site Map Title, Workspace, and Category boxes
become available, as shown in the following screenshot. The system fills in these boxes with the default
values.

The user modifies the default values of these boxes (if needed) and saves the changes that have been
made on the form. The system then assigns a screen identifier to the new form (also shown in the
following screenshot) and adds the form the site map.

Figure: Settings related to the visibility of new screens
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After the form has been added to the site map, a user can modify its settings (its ID, title, workspace,
and category) on the Site Map (SM200520) form.
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System Administration: Installation
Improvements

Improvements to the Acumatica ERP Configuration Wizard have been made in the 2019 R2 version of
Acumatica ERP.

Changes to the System Requirements for Acumatica ERP 2019 R2

The following changes to the system requirements for Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 have been made:

• For the server part of Acumatica ERP, the earliest supported version of Microsoft .NET Framework
is 4.8.

• For the Acumatica ERP database, MySQL Community Edition Server 5.7 and 8.0 are supported.

• To create stand-alone applications with Acumatica ERP or develop customizations and add-on
solutions, you need to use the Microsoft Visual Studio 2019 with Microsoft Web Developer Tools
integrated development environment; the 2015, 2017, and 2019 Community, Professional, and
Enterprise editions are supported.

Configuration for the Local Installation of Acumatica Report Designer

The Acumatica ERP Configuration Wizard has been improved to allow the installation of Acumatica
Report Designer without the IIS server component being installed. The selection of Acumatica Report
Designer for installation is shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: Selection of Report Designer for installation

In this case, a warning box, shown in the following screenshot, will be displayed during the installation
of Acumatica Report Designer.
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Figure: Warning box

To continue the installation of Acumatica Report Designer, the administrator should click OK in the
warning box. To continue the installation of Acumatica ERP, the IIS server component is still needed.

New Option Buttons

In the Acumatica ERP Configuration Wizard, the Create Portal check box has been replaced by two
option buttons: Create Acumatica ERP Site and Create Portal. By default, the Create Acumatica
ERP Site option is selected (see the following screenshot).

Figure: Option buttons that replace the check box

To install Acumatica ERP, the administrator should leave the Create Acumatica ERP Site option
button selected, which is the default setting. To install Acumatica Self-Service Portal, the administrator
must select the Create Portal option. Thus, the administrator cannot install both Acumatica ERP and
Acumatica Self-Service Portal in the same installation process.
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System Administration: Scanner Support in
DeviceHub

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, a system administrator now can configure scanners by using the DeviceHub
application. DeviceHub can be run on a workstation or a server independently from a user session; the
application is used for connecting hardware devices to Acumatica ERP.

Scanner Support in Device Hub

Before configuring the scanners, DeviceHub must be installed, and the DeviceHub feature must be
enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form.

To configure a scanner, the system administrator performs the following actions:

1. Launches DeviceHub, and clicks Files > Configure in the main menu of the application.

2. On the General tab, selects the Enable scanner support check box (see the following
screenshot). The Scanners tab appears.

Figure: Enabling scanner support in DeviceHub

3. Configures a scanner and its default settings on the Scanners tab, as shown in the following
screenshot.
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Figure: Configuring a scanner

4. Signs in to the Acumatica ERP instance and updates the list of available scanners on the new
Scanners (SM206540) form by clicking Update Scanner List on the form toolbar. The list
of configured scanners is sent from DeviceHub to Acumatica ERP (as shown in the following
screenshot).

Figure: Updating the scanner list

After configuration is completed, a user can review scan jobs that have been performed or are being
performed in the system on the new Scan Jobs (SM206505) form, as shown in the following screenshot.
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Figure: Reviewing only non-completed scan jobs

Default Scanner Configuration

On the User Profile (SM203010) form, the Default Scanner box has been added to the General Info
tab, so that a default scanner can be configured for a particular user. When a user runs a scan job,
the default scanner with the default settings will be selected for performing the scan job. The user can
instead select the scanner manually from the list of scanners retrieved from DeviceHub.

Attachment of the Scanned Documents to Records and Record Details

The Scan button has been added to the toolbar of the Files dialog box, which a user can open for a
particular record or document (by clicking Files on the form title bar of a form with a document open),
or for a particular record detail (by clicking the File Attached icon at the beginning of the particular
detail row). When a user clicks the Scan button, the Submit for Scanning dialog box is shown (see
the following screenshot).

Figure: Scanning document for attachment
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In this dialog box, a user can review the default scanning options, update them (if needed), and run the
scanning of a document. The resulting file is attached to the record or record detail from which the scan
was initiated.
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System Administration: DeviceHub
Enhancements

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, multiple enhancements have been introduced to the DeviceHub application
that improve usability.

Identifier of the DeviceHub Instance

Now a unique identifier must be specified for each DeviceHub instance so that Acumatica ERP can
distinguish between devices added in different DeviceHub instances but used in the same Acumatica
ERP instance.

In the DeviceHub ID box on the General tab of the Configuration window in the DeviceHub
application (which is opened by clicking File > Configuration in the main menu), a system
administrator enters a unique identifier for the DeviceHub instance (see the following screenshot).

Figure: The DeviceHub ID box in the Configuration window of DeviceHub

This identifier is shown for each configured device (printer, scanner, or scale) in the DeviceHub column
on the Printers (SM206510), Scanners (SM206540), and Scales (SM206530) forms, respectively, to
indicate the DeviceHub instance through which the device is connected. The following screenshot shows
the DeviceHub column on the Printers form.
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Figure: The DeviceHub column on the Printers form

Enablement of Scales and Scanner Support in DeviceHub

The following check boxes, which provide the ability to enable digital scales and scanners and to specify
their settings, have been added to the General tab, as shown in the following screenshot:

• Enable Scales Support: If this check box is selected, digital scales can be connected through
the current DeviceHub instance, and the Digital Scales tab appears in the Configuration
window. On this tab, a system administrator can configure digital scales and specify their default
settings.

• Enable Scanner Support: If this check box is selected, scanners can be connected through the
current DeviceHub instance, and the Scanners tab appears in the Configuration window. On
this tab, a system administrator can configure scanners and specify their default settings. For
details, see System Administration: Scanner Support in DeviceHub.

Figure: The new check boxes on the General tab of the Configuration window
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Extended Logging Settings

Now a system administrator can enable the logging of debugging information (in addition to general
information) on the Log tab of the Acumatica DeviceHub main window and set up the saving of logs
to a file. These settings can be specified on the new Log tab of the Configuration window (which is
shown in the following screenshot).

Figure: The Log tab of the Configuration window

UI Enhancements

The following minor UI enhancements have been made in the Configuration window of the DeviceHub
application:

• The Site tab has been renamed to Connection.

• The Digital Scale tab has been renamed to Digital Scales.
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System Administration: Other Improvements

Multiple changes have been made to Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 to improve usability of functionality for
system administrators.

The New Filter Conditions

In the dialog boxes used for filtering table columns and in quick filters, the following new conditions
have been added: Does Not Equal and Is Empty. The Does Not Equal condition is available for all field
types except drop-down lists. The Is Empty condition is available for only drop-down lists in which an
empty value is allowed.

By selecting the Does Not Equal condition, a user can display only the entities whose value for the
setting is not equal to the specific value the user enters (see the following screenshot). This addition
improves the usability of inquiry forms in Acumatica ERP (especially generic inquiries).

Figure: The Does Not Equal condition

By selecting the Is Empty condition, a user can display only the entities whose value for the setting
is empty (see the following screenshot). This addition improves the usability of filters for fields that
are drop-down lists that include empty values. If the empty value is not available for selection, the Is
Empty condition will not be displayed.
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Figure: The Is Empty condition

Select Screen Name Lookup Table Improved

A variety of forms contain the Screen Name  box, in which an 2019 R2 form can be selected. If the
user clicks the selector button, the Select Screen Name lookup table is opened. This lookup table,
in which the user can search for and select a specific form, has been improved to ease the process of
finding the correct form.

Now this lookup table has the following columns (see the following screenshot):

• Title

• Screen ID

• Workspaces

• Category

Figure: Improved lookup box
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The user can search for a form by any of the columns, and change the column order by dragging any
column to its needed location.

Renaming of the Incoming Mail Processing Check Box

On the System Email Accounts (SM204002) form, on the Incoming Mail Processing tab, the
Activate Incoming Processing check box has been renamed to Incoming Mail Processing. (See
the following screenshot.)

Figure: The renamed check box

The new name describes the intended purpose of this check box more precisely.

Improvement of the Processing of Images Embedded in Emails

The processing and storing of incoming and outgoing emails in Acumatica having embedded images
has been improved. Now all emails that have embedded images encoded by the base64 algorithm are
processed in the following way:

1. The base64 attachment is extracted from the email.

2. The extracted attachment is saved as a file.

3. The file is attached to the email.

4. The link to the attached file is inserted into the email body.

This improvement does not affect the display of the email.

Addition of the Telemetry Functionality for On-Premises Acumatica ERP Instances

The new telemetry functionality has been implemented for on-premises Acumatica ERP instances.

On the Site Preferences (SM200505) form, the Diagnostics & Usage section, which contains the Send
Diagnostic & Usage Data to Acumatica check box, has been added (see the following screenshot).
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Figure: New Diagnostics & Usage section

By default, the Send Diagnostic & Usage Data to Acumatica check box is selected. When this check
box is selected, diagnostic information is sent to Acumatica support for troubleshooting of problems.
(For more information, see Site Preferences.)

When the administrator clears the Send Diagnostic & Usage Data to Acumatica check box, a
warning is displayed, indicating that disabling sending diagnostic information to Acumatica will not allow
support to use it for problems troubleshooting.

On the Request Profiler (SM205070) form, the Start and Stop buttons have been replaced by the Log
Requests check box, and the Log SQL Requests Stack Trace check box has been renamed to Log
SQL (see the following screenshot).

Figure: Renamed check boxes
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This change is relevant both for SaaS and on-premises Acumatica ERP instances.

External Provider Sign-Out

If a user is signed in to an Acumatica ERP instance via an external provider (ADFS or Azure AD),
and then signs out in the Acumatica ERP instance, the system also signs the user out of the external
provider.

To make it possible for the system to perform this behavior, in the web.config file, the
externalLogout parameter in the wsFederation section has been replaced by the
externalLogout parameter in the externalAuth section. The behavior described is performed
when externalLogout is set to True.

Default Number of Copies for Printing

Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 gives users the capability of entering the default number of document copies
to be printed by using a particular printer connected through DeviceHub. A system administrator can
specify the default number of copies in the Default Number of Copies column for a particular printer
on the Printers (SM206510) form (see the following screenshot).

Figure: The Default Number of Copies column of the Printers form
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Usability: Improved File Management

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the management of attached files has been improved. A user can sort and
filter the files attached to an entity and view the last date when an attachment was modified.

Sorting and Filtering Attachments

In the Files dialog box, a user can sort attached files by setting up a filter on any table columns, as
demonstrated in the following screenshot.

Figure: Setting up filter on table column
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Usability: The Company/Branch Selection Menu

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 the new Company/Branch selection menu has been introduced. With this
selection menu, a user can select the needed branch in one click, instead of selecting first a company
and then a branch.

Capabilities of the Selection Menu

The selection menu displays all the available companies with their branches (if any) as a tree to reflect
the parent-child relations among these entities, as shown in the following screenshot. The companies
and branches an individual user can view in the box depend on the way security has been configured.

Figure: The Company/Branch selection menu

If a branch has been selected in the Company/Branch box, the selected value is highlighted when a
user opens the selection menu.

Also, a user may search for a branch or company by typing a string into the empty Company/Branch
box. The system will display only those companies and branches that contain the typed string (see the
following screenshot).
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Figure: Search in the Company/Branch box

Affected Forms

The new Company/Branch box with its selection menu has been added in place of the Company
and Branch boxes on multiple forms, reports, and inquiries related to the general ledger, accounts
receivable, accounts payable, cash management, currency management, fixed assets, deferred
revenue, and tax-related functionality.
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Documentation: Financial DAC Reference

For Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, on help.acumatica.com, the descriptions of financial data access classes
(DACs) are now available. These descriptions can help users to create reports and generic inquiries.
A user can open the descriptions by clicking the DAC Reference guide card, which is shown in the
following screenshot.

Figure: The DAC Reference tab

Each description of a DAC in the DAC Reference includes the list of fields in the DAC with their database
types and descriptions, as shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: A DAC description

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/
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For the functional areas of Acumatica ERP, overview topics briefly describe the main DACs and
processes of the area.
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Documentation: New Types of Topics

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the new types of topics in the Financial Management, Order Management,
Inventory Management, Project Accounting, and Implementation guides have been introduced.
These topics are related to a particular process in the system and are grouped by the process:
implementation, configuration, or processing documents.

:  In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the new topics have been implemented for a number of processes only. In
future versions, the new topics will be implemented for all processes.

In the following sections, you will read about each type of topics.

General Information

This topic contains conceptual information related to the process. Information from this topic can
give the reader basic knowledge about a particular entity or process in the system. Any additional
information related to the entity or process is described in more specific conceptual topics in the same
chapter.

Implementation Checklist

This topic contains a list of actions to be performed to configure the part of the system from scratch or
to prepare the system for a particular business process. The topic may also list any settings that affect
the workflow of a business process. Information from this topic can be used during the implementation
of the system.

Configuration Prerequisites

This topic includes information about system settings that should be specified before a particular entity
is configured. The topic lists the features that must be enabled and the settings that directly relate to
the configuration process that is described in the topic. Information from this topic can be used to make
sure that the system is ready for the creation of the entity.

Implementation Activity

This topic contains instructions to be performed to configure the described part of the system or to
create a particular entity by using a new company or a company with the U100 data set. (The type of
company is mentioned in each topic and depends on the process.) This topic can be used to develop
skills of configuring a particular part of the system or creating a particular entity.

Generated Transactions

This topic describes the transactions that are generated in the general ledger when a particular business
process is executed.

Mass-Processing of Documents

This topic contains information about forms designed for the processing of multiple documents related
to the business process. Depending on the process and the related forms, the topic may also include
details about the rules of grouping documents into a single document and about the mass-printing of
documents.
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Process Activity

This topic lists the instructions that a user needs to complete to perform a particular business process
by using the U100 data set. This topic can be used for training users to safely perform the business
process in the system with the usage of demo data.

Related Report and Inquiry Forms

This topic lists the reports and generic inquiry forms related to the described process and to the entities
involved in the process. These reports and generic inquiry forms are not used in the general process but
can be useful when users need to view additional information related to the process.
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Customization: Ability to Invoke the Base
Method in Generic Event Handlers

In Acumatica ERP, an event handler can be overridden with or without the invocation of the base
method. In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, only traditional event handlers supported the
invocation of the base method. Now developers can invoke base method in generic event handlers, as
shown in the example below.

void _(Events.RowDeleted<SOOrder> e, PXRowDeleted baseMethod)
{
    baseMethod(e.Cache, e.Args);
}

In this example, the baseMethod parameter is an interceptor delegate. See the full reference for the
interceptor delegates in Delegates. For details on overriding generic event handlers, see Override of
Event Handlers.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(8))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=3ce58733-bf9c-d909-ae69-01db28ec45f6
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=d316d773-1548-4a23-b542-a4bf7aa4ecc6
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=d316d773-1548-4a23-b542-a4bf7aa4ecc6
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Customization: Automatic Creation of a Base
DAC Extension When a Projection View DAC Is
Extended

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, Customization Project Editor helps developers to properly add a custom
field to a projection view DAC— a data access class (DAC) with the PXProjectionAttribute.

In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, if a custom field had to be added to a DAC with
PXProjectionAttribute, the developer had to manually add two extensions: an extension of a DAC
that represents a database table, and an extension of the projection view DAC. Now when a developer
adds a custom field to a projection view DAC on the Customized Data Classes page of Customization
Project Editor, it automatically creates an extension of a DAC representing a database table with the
same custom field.

For details about data projections attributes, see Data Projection.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(56))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=c41b409d-9580-42a9-9d79-76227ed7aeda
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Platform API: The Company/Branch Selection
Menu

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 the new Company/Branch selection menu has been introduced. With this
selection menu, a user can select the needed branch in one click, instead of selecting first a company
and then a branch.

For details about the use of this selection menu, see Usability: The Company/Branch Selection Menu.

To add the Company/Branch selection menu to a custom inquiry or processing form, a developer
should do the following:

1. In the filter DAC, create an integer field and add the OrganizationTree attribute to this field, as
shown in the following code example.

#region OrgBAccountID
public abstract class orgBAccountID : PX.Data.BQL.BqlInt.Field<orgBAccountID>
 { }

[OrganizationTree(
    sourceOrganizationID: typeof(organizationID), 
    sourceBrancID: typeof(branchID),              
    onlyActive: false)]
public int? OrgBAccountID { get; set; }
#endregion

2. In the ASPX code of the form, add the PXBranchSelector control, as the following code example
shows.

<px:PXBranchSelector CommitChanges="True" ID="edOrgBAccountID" 
       runat="server" DataField="OrgBAccountID"/>

For details about the configuration of the Company/Branch selection menu, see Company/Branch
Selection Menu in the documentation.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(156))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=5323f8d6-bfa0-4f19-8f94-261895f84f93
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(156))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=5323f8d6-bfa0-4f19-8f94-261895f84f93
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Platform API: Classic Site Map Replacement

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the classic site map tree has been replaced with a list of all available forms.

For details about the changes in the UI related to the classic site map tree being replaced, see Platform:
Classic User Interface Removal and Site Map Replacement.

To replace the classic site map tree with a list of forms on a custom Acumatica ERP form, a developer
should do the following:

1. In the ASPX code of the form, make the following changes:

a. Replace the PXTreeSelector control with PXSelector, which is shown in the following
code example.

<px:PXSelector ID="edScreen" runat="server" DataField="ScreenID"  
    DisplayMode="Text" FilterByAllFields="true" CommitChanges="True" />

b. Remove the PXTreeDataMember element that corresponds to the site map tree from the
DataTrees section; this section is shown in the following code example.

<DataTrees>
    <px:PXTreeDataMember TreeView="SiteMapTree" TreeKeys="NodeID" />
</DataTrees>

2. In the graph that corresponds to the ASPX page, remove the data view of the site map tree
control. An example of this data view is shown in the following code.

public new PX.SM.PXSelectSiteMapTree<False, False, False, True, False>
 SiteMap;

3. In the data access class that provides data for the ASPX page, add the PXSiteMapNodeSelector
attribute (which is defined in the PX.Data namespace) to the field that stores the screen ID and
is used to display the site map location. The attribute is shown in bold type in the following code
example.

#region ScreenID
public abstract class screenID : PX.Data.BQL.BqlString.Field<screenID> { }

[PXDBString(8, IsFixed = true, InputMask = "CC.CC.CC.CC")]
[PXDefault]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Screen Name", Visibility =
 PXUIVisibility.SelectorVisible)]
[PXSiteMapNodeSelector]
public virtual string ScreenID { get; set; }
#endregion
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Web Services: Improvements to the Contract-
Based APIs

Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 includes the improvements to the contract-based SOAP and REST APIs that are
described in the following sections.

Ability to Retrieve Multiple Detail Lines at a Time

In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, for endpoints with Contract Version 3, multiple records could not
be retrieved from Acumatica ERP with multiple kinds of detail lines at a time to exclude performance
issues. For example, if a developer sent a GET HTTP request to the Default/18.200.001 endpoint to
retrieve the list of sales orders with order details and shipments, the developer received the error More
than one detail properties have been used in the request. To eliminate the error, the developer had to
use separate requests for each kind of detail line.

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, a request of multiple kinds of detail lines at a time has been optimized for
speed and can now be processed without any errors being generated. Therefore, through an endpoint
with Contract Version 3, a developer can retrieve multiple kinds of detail lines in one request.

Persistent IDs of Top-Level Entities

In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, each record that the system had returned in a response to a
contract-based API request was assigned a session entity ID (in the ID property), which was different
for each new session with Acumatica ERP.

Now the records of top-level entities that a developer retrieves through the contract-based API have
persistent IDs, which are the values of the NoteID column of the corresponding database tables. Thus,
developers can use the value from the ID property of a top-level entity returned from Acumatica ERP
throughout different sessions with Acumatica ERP. However, if a record does not have a note ID (which
could be the case for detail entities, entities that correspond to generic inquiries, or custom entities),
this record will still be assigned an entity ID that is new for each new session.

For details about the entity ID, see Retrieval of a Record by ID in the documentation.

Other Changes

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the REST API is now case insensitive. For example, the following issues
related to case sensitivity have been fixed:

• If an improper case was used in the letters that make up the entity name, the filtering of records
could work incorrectly.

• In PUT requests, the system ignored the value keyword if it was specified starting with an
uppercase letter (Value).

• In PUT requests, the system ignored the fields if there was a mistake in the case of the field
name.

In the contract-based SOAP API, the GetProcessStatus() method now returns the Completed status if
a synchronous operation was invoked by the Invoke() method.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=bc9531b0-717b-4b2d-8899-ff7ca805ade1
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Web Services: Ability to Obtain the Acumatica
ERP Version and the List of Endpoints

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, a developer can obtain the Acumatica ERP version and the list of contract-
based endpoints available in this version by using the REST API.

To obtain this information, the developer should send a GET HTTP request to the following URL.

http://<Acumatica ERP instance URL>/entity

An example of the response in JSON format is shown below.

{
    "version": {
        "acumaticaBuildVersion": "19.191.0093",
        "databaseVersion": "19.191.0093"
    },
    "endpoints": [
        {
            "name": "Default",
            "version": "17.200.001",
            "href": "/AcumaticaERP/entity/Default/17.200.001/"
        },
        {
            "name": "DeviceHub",
            "version": "17.200.001",
            "href": "/AcumaticaERP/entity/DeviceHub/17.200.001/"
        },
        {
            "name": "POS",
            "version": "17.200.001",
            "href": "/AcumaticaERP/entity/POS/17.200.001/"
        },
        {
            "name": "Default",
            "version": "18.200.001",
            "href": "/AcumaticaERP/entity/Default/18.200.001/"
        },
        {
            "name": "Default",
            "version": "6.00.001",
            "href": "/AcumaticaERP/entity/Default/6.00.001/"
        }
    ]
}

The list of endpoints in the response includes the custom endpoints configured in a particular tenant of
the Acumatica ERP instance if the request is sent along with the authentication information.

For details about the retrieval of the list of endpoints, see Retrieval of the Acumatica ERP Version and
the List of Endpoints in the documentation.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(69))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=da0fe495-b2e5-4d34-ab5a-5829e408f684
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(69))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=da0fe495-b2e5-4d34-ab5a-5829e408f684
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Web Services: Support of OAuth 2.0 and OpenID
Connect for OData

Acumatica ERP supports the OAuth 2.0 mechanism of authorization for applications that are integrated
with Acumatica ERP through application programming interfaces (APIs). When a client application of
Acumatica ERP uses the OAuth 2.0 mechanism of authorization, the client application does not operate
with the Acumatica ERP credentials to sign in a user to Acumatica ERP; instead, the application obtains
an access token from Acumatica ERP and uses this token when it requests data from Acumatica ERP.

In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, only the client applications that use the contract-based web
services APIs could implement the OAuth 2.0 or OpenID Connect authorization mechanism. Now
developers can authorize the client applications that use OData by using OAuth 2.0 or OpenID Connect.

For the OData client applications, developers can use the same authorization flows that are supported
for the contract-based web services applications. These flows are the following:

• Authorization code

• Implicit

• Resource owner password credentials

For more information, see Comparison of the Flows, To Register a Client Application, and To Revoke the
Access of a Connected Application.

https://help.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=ff780860-09c2-46c9-bdd7-c6c3b1fc442c
https://help.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=76861c67-265c-46f4-949d-c8d4509c99ec
https://help.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=2930d2f7-e081-4d0e-8879-93907ce82607
https://help.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=f7add280-bc3c-4e73-b242-580c94af10a2
https://help.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=5e30ec61-7b02-495f-9e6c-1f3bfce4ad45
https://help.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=45bb000c-5628-46fa-9844-3b74507c5280
https://help.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=45bb000c-5628-46fa-9844-3b74507c5280
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Web Services: Ability to Limit API Connections
for Integrated Applications

In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, if the integration application did not properly sign out from
Acumatica ERP, this application could use all API sessions included in the license, thus preventing
other integration applications from signing in. In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, a developer or system
administrator can limit the number of sessions that an integration application uses.

How to Configure the Limitation

To limit the number of sessions used by integration applications, the developer or system administrator
can perform the following general steps:

1. On the User Roles (SM201005) form, create a user role that will be used by integration
applications.

2. On the User Types (EP202500) form, create a user type that will be used by integration
applications, and add the role that has been created in previous step to the list of allowed roles
for this type.

3. Remain on the User Types form with the new user type selected, and on the Login Rules tab,
specify the following settings (which are shown in the following screenshot):

• Allowed Login Type:

• API if the integration application uses the Login method of one of the web services
API to sign in to Acumatica ERP

• Unrestricted if the integration application uses OAuth 2.0 mechanism of authorization

• Allowed Number of Sessions: The maximum number of sessions you want to allow for
each integration application

• Turn Off Two-Factor Authentication: Selected

Figure: Limitation of API connections

:  These settings are new in Acumatica ERP 2019 R2.

4. On the Users (SM201010) form, create a user account for each integration application that can
work with this Acumatica ERP instance and specify the user type and user role that have been
created in the previous steps.
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5. In each of the integration applications, implement the signing in to Acumatica ERP with its own
user account (one of the user accounts created in the previous step).

6. Optional: If it is necessary to specify a different limit for a particular integration application, on
the Users form, for the user account that this integration application uses, fill in the account's
limit for the number of sessions in the Allowed Number of Sessions box, shown in the
following screenshot.

Figure: Allowed number of sessions for a user account

If a limit is specified in the Allowed Number of Sessions box on the Users form for a user
account associated with an integration application, this limit is used instead of the limit specified
in the Allowed Number of Sessions box on the User Types form. If no limit is specified in the
Allowed Number of Sessions box on the Users form for a user account associated with an
integration application, the limit specified in the Allowed Number of Sessions box on the User
Types form is used.

For details about the configuration of the limitation, see To Limit the Number of API Connections of
Integrated Applications and To Limit API Connections of a Particular Application.

How the Limitation Works

If the number of sessions opened by the integration application reaches the limit specified (either on
the User Types (EP202500) form or on the Users (SM201010) form) for this integration application, the
integration application cannot open any new session until it closes one of the existing sessions.

If no limit is specified (neither on the User Types form nor on the Users form) for an integration
application, the integration application can open no more sessions than the maximum number of API
users in the license. On the Warnings tab of the License Monitoring Console (SM604000) form, if
the number of sessions has not been limited for an integration application, a developer or system
administrator can review whether the integration application opens more than three sessions at a time.
In this case, a warning is generated and listed in the table on this tab. This warning can indicate that

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=a226e24d-6f61-47e7-b19b-3fb7cf78df06
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=a226e24d-6f61-47e7-b19b-3fb7cf78df06
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=963b7051-f415-4531-8e6d-d3c9df46dc65
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you should configure a limitation or review the implementation of signing in and signing out in the
application. An example of this warning is shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: A warning that shows that the number of sessions has been exceeded for a user

For more information about how the limitation works, see Limitation of API Connections for Integrated
Applications.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=c69cd384-2b5a-43c5-949f-32991bb4f545
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=c69cd384-2b5a-43c5-949f-32991bb4f545
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Mobile Development: Ability to Display User-
Defined Fields

In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the developer can configure the mapping of user-defined fields to the
Acumatica mobile app. In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, a user could see user-defined fields only
in the browser version of Acumatica ERP. Now user-defined fields can be displayed in the Acumatica
mobile app too.

By default, the User-Defined Fields tab is displayed on a mobile screen if the associated form has
user-defined fields. For example, the following screenshot shows user-defined fields displayed on the
Cases screen of the mobile app.

Figure: User-defined fields on the Cases screen

To override the default display of user-defined fields on a tab, a developer can use the following MSDL
extensions:

• A new object type, UDFields. By using an object of this type, a developer can organize the layout
of the fields by putting all user-defined fields into an object of the following types:

• layout

• container

• group

For example, if user-defined fields should be displayed not on a separate tab, but as a group of
fields alongside other fields, a developer can use the following code. The add instruction should be
used with an object of the UDFields type as you can see from the highlighted line in the example.

update screen CR306000 {
  update container "CaseSummary" {
    update layout "Settings" {
      add group "UDFGroup" {
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          displayName = "User-Defined Fields Group"
          add UDFields "UDFInline"
          placeAt 0
      }
    }
  }
}

The code above puts all user-defined fields in a group on the Settings tab of the Cases screen, as
shown in the screenshot below.

:  UDFInline is an arbitrary name that has not been used anywhere else in the mapping.

Figure: User-defined fields displayed in a group

• A new Boolean screen attribute, hideUDF (the default value is False). This attribute can be used to
cancel the display of user-defined fields on a screen, as the following code shows.

update screen CR306000 {
  hideUDF = True
}

:  The hideUDF attribute and the add UDFields instruction cannot be used in the same screen
mapping.

For details on configuring user-defined fields in the mobile app, see Configuring User-Defined Fields.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=b2c1b484-af68-4dee-a7c7-349446cb4d80
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Developer Documentation: New Topics in the
Acumatica Framework Guide

The Acumatica Framework Guide now includes the following topics, which were previously included only
in the T100 Development: Introduction to Acumatica Framework and T200 Development: Acumatica
Framework Fundamentals training courses:

• In the Configuring ASPX Webpages and Reports part:

• In the Configuring the Page chapter:

• Configuration of the Datasource Control

• Configuration of Callback Commands

• Configuration of Callbacks

• In the Configuring Containers chapter:

• Configuration of Container Controls

• In the Configuring Tables chapter:

• Configuration of Grids

• Controls for Joined Data Fields

• In the Configuring Boxes chapter:

• Input Controls

• To Enable Callback on a Control

• In the Accessing Data part:

• In the Querying Data in Acumatica Framework chapter:

• PXView Type and Views Collection

• Data View Delegates

• In the Defining Relationships Between DACs chapter:

• Master-Detail Relationship Between Data with PXDBDefault and PXParent

• Selection of the Linked Data Through the Current Property

• In the Working with Data in Cache and Session chapter:

• Modification of Data in a PXCache Object

• In the Implementing Business Logic part:

• In the Working with Events chapter:

• Insertion of a Data Record

• Update of a Data Record

• Removal of a Data Record

• Saving of Changes to the Database

• Cancellation of Attribute Event Handlers

• Validation of Field Values

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=fdfe6193-c90e-4c23-ada5-c28a8768f6fe
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=2a23cb2e-82a8-4354-8679-c87dd48b5c6e
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=417ca500-35a1-4f3d-9d76-e64a198126af
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=ec57712c-8e1e-48aa-9d8f-4e24b026d702
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=09489570-a3d9-4fef-b6d8-de0a6b4fb5b8
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=8b21aeee-2d64-445a-83a5-c8e4a0a0a901
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=87817ddf-d7ad-4ece-b151-c88c434b7318
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=9046e3ec-3f47-43cf-a5a7-0925520bd806
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=0af3b776-4c7b-4dd7-9f61-27c167abb261
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=8169bc20-c1de-4160-b687-54c24ea0419d
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=a8c114c5-de91-41e8-906f-6d88f0842582
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=3ee067a4-f1f5-4f47-a418-7c4d19091f2b
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(69))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=7098eac5-90f1-4043-aaaf-c64cb2bc95e5
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=04839388-1c8f-4d49-888e-d3167ce3578d
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=d648f7e1-6680-4252-9a41-2ed03e48ca0a
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=b33fc498-1d8e-45e2-b662-138452599b9d
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=91f58a54-6929-4a5f-aeba-7f79d16f62db
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=93f78385-4879-433f-808a-96c04a43757d
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=dc2a0c79-7ba4-4386-9345-2399e662df6f
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• Validation of a Data Record

• Update of a Data Record on Update of a Field Value

• Internal and External Presentation of Values

• In the Working with Attributes chapter:

• Replacement of Attributes for DAC Fields in CacheAttached

• Custom Attributes

• Update of Data with PXAccumulator Attributes

• Restrictions in the Accumulator Attribute

• In the Configuring the UI from the Back End chapter:

• Data for Controls

• Configuration of the User Interface in Code

• Standard Buttons of the Page Toolbar

• Configuration of Actions

• Request of the User Confirmation

• Identification of Actions Initiated in the UI

• Configuration of Drop-Down Lists

• Configuration of Selectors

• In the Creating Particular Types of Forms chapter:

• Configuration Parameters of the Application (Setup Forms)

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=15fa31a5-1468-4290-b5ce-d0002e23be0e
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=2d07589d-4a3a-415a-8bc4-6acc59b0ecd2
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=0f4f3154-49c0-4d60-865b-448bc49e1b18
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=80e817bd-e70b-45b9-a9b1-2d2d0e2f8ee2
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=c15d3d56-f7c8-4026-8e06-c72982635451
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(69))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=f6971bf1-d865-4f98-9127-07d056da2d5e
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=63a1efdb-104e-4c07-b2c9-a9cb08746205
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=16fbe106-2f81-4bd3-8a44-fcca6a0d114e
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=56b2353a-7fe3-4156-aa56-dcd774dba3e2
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=8426aecd-5671-4e61-9f61-245110ed1486
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=f1ef4253-f995-43f9-8c2e-86206d75c564
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=c4473abb-d197-470d-8e88-de42ce9dbd78
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=5b99d9d1-3d36-49fc-8583-d400d30c6f9e
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=7ae228cf-c106-4766-a5fe-d267bfd88779
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=fa079f56-6579-4984-88a9-139214a0750e
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=e8ee0bad-780a-4489-8dce-48395e6757f2
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Developer Documentation: Examples on GitHub

Multiple examples from the Integration Development Guide are now available in the Help-and-Training-
Examples repository on GitHub. These examples show the use of the contract-based REST API.

To test the examples, a developer should do the following:

1. Clone the 2019R2 branch of the repository, or download its contents.

2. Find the examples in the IntegrationDevelopmentGuide.postman_collection.json file (which
is a Postman collection) of the IntegrationDevelopment\Help folder in the branch.

3. Deploy a new Acumatica ERP instance with the U100 dataset. For details on deploying an
instance, see To Deploy an Acumatica ERP Instance in the Installation Guide.

4. Specify the URL of the instance in the BaseURL variable of the collection.

https://github.com/Acumatica/Help-and-Training-Examples
https://github.com/Acumatica/Help-and-Training-Examples
https://github.com/Acumatica/Help-and-Training-Examples/tree/2019R2
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=b18ad378-0a8c-44f1-a14c-6b4f9c6271e4
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Other Improvements

This topic lists the other improvements to Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 that have not been described in the
previous topics.

Project Accounting

AC-98142: On the Allocation Settings tab of the Allocation Rules (PM207500) form, a user can
change the Task without specifying the Project.

AC-120753: The filtering area has been added to some forms (listed below) related to project
accounting. If a user enters a text string in the search box on these forms, the system filters the
contents of the table by using columns named for the form, as follows:

• Project Transactions (PM3040PL): Ref. Number, Description, Orig. Doc. Nbr.

• Change Orders (PM3080PL): Reference Nbr., Customer ID, Project ID, Description

• Pro Forma Invoices (PM3070PL): Reference Nbr., Customer ID, Project ID, Description, AR
Ref. Nbr.

• Project Quotes (PM3045PL): Quote Nbr., Opportunity ID, Description, Account ID, New
Project ID

• Projects (PM3010PL): Project ID, Customer ID, Description

• Project Tasks (PM3020PL): Task ID, Description, Project ID

• Account Groups (PM2010PL): Account Group ID, Description

• Billing Rules (PM2070PL): Billing Rule, Description

• Change Order Classes (PM2030PL): Class ID, Description

• Allocation Rules (PM2075PL): Allocation Rule, Description

• Project Templates (PM2080PL): Project ID, Description

• Project Template Tasks (PM2081PL): Task ID, Project ID, Description

• Common Tasks (PM2083PL): Task ID, Description

AC-124146: The following columns have been added to the Tasks tab of the Projects (PM301000)
form:

• Default Account

• Default Subaccount

• Planned Start Date

• Planned End Date

These columns are hidden by default.

AC-125045: Some forms related to project accounting have been improved as follows to simplify data
entry and make the forms more convenient to use:

• A link or the edit button have been added to some boxes to make it possible to navigate to the
appropriate data entry form, where the user can view the full details of the entity shown in the
particular box without leaving the initial form.

• Additional data fields, which are used to look up entities, have been added to some lookup boxes
that support autocomplete or that have a lookup table and can be used for search.
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• Additional columns have been added to the lookup table of some lookup boxes.

The following forms have been improved in these ways:

• Project Transactions (PM304000)

• Project Transactions (PM401000)

• Change Orders (PM308000)

• Pro Forma Invoices (PM307000)

• Projects (PM301000)

• Project Quotes (PM304500)

• Validate Project Balances (PM504000)

• Run Allocations by Tasks (PM502000)

• Run Allocations by Projects (PM502500)

Also, user-defined fields have become available for the following forms:

• Project Transactions

• Change Orders

• Pro Forma Invoices

• Project Quotes

AC-127428: On the Activity History tab of the Projects (PM301000) form, the Add Event button has
been removed from the table toolbar.

AC-128598: On the Commitments (PM306000) form, the Branch column has been added; this form
displays commitments associated with the branches to which the current user has sufficient access
rights. Also, the Branch box has been added to the External Commitments (PM209000) form.

AC-128808: In the Copy Revision dialog box on the Project Budget Forecast (PM209600) form,
validation has been added for the New Revision box, where a user enters the identifier to be used
for the copied revision. In the validation process, the system ensures that the length of the ID is 10 or
fewer characters, and that it consists of only alphanumeric characters and spaces.

AC-128949: If a time and material step of a billing rule was configured to use the sales account and
subaccount from the inventory item and if the item of a project budget line that was billed with the
billing rule was either not specified or filled in with the empty item code (<N/A>), the system used the
sales account and subaccount of the customer specified for the project.

Now in these cases, the system uses the default account and subaccount of the project specified on the
Settings tab of the Projects (PM301000) form.

AC-129971: On the Projects (PM301000) form, the GL Accounts tab has been renamed to Settings.

AC-131076: On the Financial Details tab of the Payments and Applications (AR302000) form, a
user can specify a project and a project task; the project task is required if a project is selected. If
a document with the project and project task specified is released, the corresponding batch of GL
transactions is posted to a non-project code with an empty task and empty cost code and does not
affect the project.

AC-131400: All the sort order conditions of the PMBudget inquiry have been removed on the Sort
Order tab of the Generic Inquiry (SM208000) form in order to increase the performance of the
following forms, which use this inquiry:

• Budget Details (PMGI0010)

• Budget Summary by Account Group (PMPV0010)
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AC-132355: The functionality of expense claims and expense receipts is now available if the Expense
Management feature is enabled on the on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form.

For an existing instance of Acumatica ERP that has been upgraded to the 2019 R2 version, this feature
is enabled by default. For a new instance of Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the feature is disabled by default.

AC-133004: On the Employee Time Card (EP305000) form, a user cannot create a time card for a
completed or canceled project.

AC-133376: If a transaction with an account group and the corresponding debit account, which was
mapped to that account group, updated the project balances, and then that debit account was mapped
to another account group and the project balances were recalculated, the system updated the project
balances with the new account group mapped to the debit account. This sequence of events caused
the project balances to be incorrect. Now in such a case (if an account is mapped to another account
group and the project balances are recalculated), the system uses the initial debit account group from
PMTran.

AC-134062: If there were any default recipients specified on the Mailing Settings tab of the Projects
Preferences (PM101000) form, a copy of a project template could not be saved.

AC-134175: On the Change Orders (PM308000) form, validation of the change date has been added.
The change date must now belong to an existing financial period of the master calendar. If the date
does not belong to such a period, the system shows an error and does not allow the user to save the
change order.

AC-136437: On the Allocation Settings tab of the Allocation Rules (PM207500) form, the Create
Non-Billable Transaction check box has been renamed to Allocate Non-Billable Transactions.

Finance

AC-68851: The Automatically Post on Release check box is now selected by default on the following
forms:

• General Ledger Preferences (GL102000)

• Cash Management Preferences (CA101000)

• Accounts Payable Preferences (AP101000)

• Accounts Receivable Preferences (AR101000)

• Fixed Assets Preferences (FA101000)

• Currency Management Preferences (CM101000)

AC-70807: The Pay Date column has been removed from the following reports and the Doc. Date
column has been added to them:

• AP Aged Past Due (AP631000)

• AP Aged Past Due MC (AP631100)

• AP Aged Period Sensitive (AP630500)

Now users can see the document dates directly on these reports.

AC-75732: On the Funds Transfers (CA301000) form, the Document Ref. boxes were previously
required even if the Require Document Ref. Nbr. on Entry check box was cleared on the Cash
Management Preferences (CA101000) form, which made it impossible to register a funds transfer
without specifying its reference numbers. Now the Document Ref. boxes are required only if the
Require Document Ref. Nbr. on Entry check box is selected.

AC-110115: Various check boxes, as described below, are now selected by default on report forms to
prevent situations in which deferrals are missing from the reports.
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The Include Expense Recognized in the Same Period as Deferred check box is selected by default
on the following report forms:

• DE Recognition by Account (DR630075)

• DE Recognition by Vendor (DR630085)

• DE Recognition by Component (DR630095)

• DE Projected Recognition by Account (DR660085)

• DE Projected Recognition by Vendor (DR660055)

• DE Projected Recognition by Component (DR660065)

The Include Revenue Recognized in the Same Period as Deferred check box is selected by
default on the following report forms:

• DR Recognition by Account (DR630070)

• DR Recognition by Customer (DR630080)

• DR Recognition by Component (DR630090)

• DR Projected Recognition by Account (DR660080)

• DR Projected Recognition by Customer (DR660050)

• DR Projected Recognition by Component (DR660060)

AC-120083: On the Segmented Keys (CS202000) form, users can now configure the BRANCH
segmented key, which has been added to Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 as a child of the BIZACCT segmented
key. Also, to make it easier to create multiple prospects, customers, and vendors in the system, auto-
numbering for the BIZACCT segmented key is now supported.

AC-128939: On the Customers (AR303000) and Vendors (AP303000) forms, user-defined fields are
now supported. Users can now add user-defined fields directly to these forms by using attributes.

AC-126239: When the External Tax Calculation Integration feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable
Features (CS100000) form and the Avalara tax plug-in is used, Acumatica ERP sends Avalara the
warehouse ID as the Location Code for the transaction for the following types of documents: cash
sales, AR invoices, SO invoices, bills, adjustments, appointments, and service orders. If multiple
warehouses are specified in the lines of any of these documents, the warehouse ID from the first
document for which a warehouse ID is specified is sent to Avalara as the Location Code for the
document. This enhancement makes it possible for organizations to report taxes with location codes to
Avalara and to aggregate reports by location code.

AC-134225: On the Generate FA Calendars (FA501000) form, the Company ID column is now hidden
if the Multiple Calendar Support feature is not enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000)
form.

AC-136327: On the Payments and Applications form, when a user clicked the Refresh button right
of the Payment Amount box in the Summary area, the payment amount was updated to match the
value in the Applied to Documents box. Also, subsequent clicks of the Refresh button changed the
amounts in the Payment Amount and Available Amount to their previous values.

Now when the Refresh button is clicked, the Payment Amount value is recalculated as the sum of the
amounts in the Applied to Documents and Applied to Orders boxes.

AC-138202: On the Accounts Receivable Preferences (AR101000) form, the Terms box has
been added to the Dunning Fee Settings section on the Dunning Settings tab. In this box, an
administrative user can specify the payment terms for dunning fee invoices that are generated by the
system when a user creates dunning letters. If this box is empty, the system inserts into the dunning
fee invoice the payment terms specified for the customer in the Terms box, which is in the Financial
Settings section on the General Info tab of the Customers (AR303000) form.
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AC-140178: The following UI changes have been introduced on the cited forms:

• Release AP Retainage (AP510000): The Retainage Vendor Ref. column has been removed from
the table. Also, in the Summary area, the Show Bills with Open Balance check box has been
renamed to Show Lines with Open Balance.

• Release AR Retainage (AR510000): In the Summary area, the Show Invoices with Open
Balance check box has been renamed to Show Lines with Open Balance.

Inventory and Order Management

AC-93702: The Unposted to IN Documents (IN656500) report has been renamed to Documents Not
Posted to Inventory.

AC-106320: On the General Settings tab of the Purchase Orders Preferences (PO101000) form, the
new Copy Line Notes to Receipt and Copy Line Attachments to Receipt check boxes have been
added. These check boxes specify, if selected, that when a purchase receipt is created for a purchase
order, the system should copy any line notes and line attachments, respectively, to the related lines of
the prepared purchase receipt.

AC-119895: The triggers for the system to generate intercompany transactions for transfers have
been changed. Now the transactions are generated in any of the following cases:

• When a user clicks Actions > Update IN on the form toolbar of the Shipments (SO302000) form
for a shipment of the Transfer type

• When a user releases an inventory transfer of the 2-Step type on the Transfers (IN304000) or
Release IN Documents (IN501000) form

AC-125036: On the Warehouses (IN204000) form, the Pick by Locations Pick Priority check box
has been added to the Location Table tab. When this check box is selected (which is the default
value), to select a warehouse location for picking items in a shipment, the system searches for locations
in the following order until it finds a match:

1. A warehouse location for which the project and project task specified on the Location Table tab
of the Warehouses form are the same as the project and project task specified for the line in the
related sales order on the Document Details tab of the Sales Orders (SO301000) form.

2. A warehouse location for which the project specified on the Location Table tab of the
Warehouses form is the same as the project specified for the line in the related sales order on
the Document Details tab of the Sales Orders form.

3. A warehouse location with the highest possible pick priority specified on the Location Table tab
of the Warehouses form. (The value 1 indicates the highest priority, 2 the next highest, and so
forth; 0 means that the pick priority is not defined.)

4. The warehouse location with the first identifier in alphabetical order.

If the check box is cleared, to select a warehouse location for picking items in a shipment, the system
searches for locations in the following order until it finds a match:

1. A warehouse location for which the project and project task specified on the Location Table tab
of the Warehouses form are the same as the project and project task specified for the line in the
related sales order on the Document Details tab of the Sales Orders form.

2. A warehouse location for which the project specified on the Location Table tab of the
Warehouses form is the same as the project specified for the line in the related sales order on
the Document Details tab of the Sales Orders form.

3. The warehouse location specified for the item in the Default Issue From box on the General
Settings tab of the Stock Items (IN202500) form.
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4. A warehouse location with the highest possible pick priority specified on the Location Table tab
of the Warehouses form. (The value 1 indicates the highest priority, 2 the next highest, and so
forth; 0 means that the pick priority is not defined.)

5. The warehouse location with the first identifier in alphabetical order.

AC-127943: The Subitem/Restriction Groups tab on the Item Classes (IN201000) form has been
renamed to Restriction Groups.

AC-133118: The Pick, Pack and Ship (SO302020) form has been renamed to Pick, Pack, and Ship.

AC-134588: The new PX.ShipEngineCarrier.ShipEngineCarrier plug-in has been introduced
for integration with the ShipEngine carrier aggregator. ShipEngine provides the ability to use more than
20 carriers across the USA, Canada, Australia, and the UK.

AC-124244: On the Sales Orders (SO301000) form, the Show Drop-Ship Sales check box has been
added to the Inventory Lookup dialog box, which is opened when a user clicks the Add Stock Item
button on the table toolbar of the Document Details tab. The check box appears if the Sold Since
option button is selected and indicates, if selected, that items that have been drop-shipped since the
Sold Since date will be listed in a table in the dialog box.

Services

AC-88077: Users can now modify an order of services and inventory items by dragging lines on the
Appointments (FS300200), Service Orders (FS300100), Service Contract Schedules (FS305100), and
Route Service Contract Schedules (FS305600) forms.

AC-94624: The Equipment screen has been added to the mobile app. The screen contains the
Summary, Warranty, Components, and Attributes tabs, on which users can review and modify
general information on a piece of equipment, warranty dates, information on components of the
equipment, and attributes of the equipment, respectively.

AC-104981: On the Equipment Management Preferences (FS100300) and Route Management
Preferences (FS100400) forms, the Posting Class option has been added to the Use Sales Account
From box of the Billing Settings section. If a user selects this option, in transactions related to
service contracts, the system inserts the sales account specified in the Sales Account box on the GL
Accounts tab of the Posting Classes (IN206000) form for the posting class.

AC-110162: The Vendor box has been removed from the Schedules tab of the Service Contracts
(FS305700) and Route Service Contracts (FS300800) forms.

AC-121670: If a service order or appointment has a service order type for which AR documents are
generated as billing documents, the system fills in the boxes in the Ship-To Contact and Ship-To
Address sections (Address Details tab) of the AR document on the Invoices and Memos (AR301000)
form based on the shipping settings of the applicable customer on the Customers (AR303000)
form. The state of the Manage Multiple Billing Option per Customer check box (in the General
Settings section of the General Settings tab) on the Service Management Preferences (FS100100)
form determines which setting defines the source of the ship-to contact and address data of the AR
document as follows:

• If this check box is selected, the system bases the ship-to contact and address settings on the
option in the Ship-To Address column of the Service Billing tab of the Customers form.

• If this check box is cleared, the system bases the ship-to contact and address data on the option
in the Ship-To Address box on the Billing Settings tab (Service Management section) of the
Customers form.

AC-131859 and AC-132200: In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, if a service order was created for
a customer whose billing cycle is defined on the Billing Cycles (FS206000) form to run billing for service
orders and a billing document was generated before an appointment was created for the service order,
in the appointments generated for the service order, the system did not correctly set the value in the
Unit Cost column on the Profitability tab of the Appointments form for lines with the Non-Stock Items
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type. In Acumatica ERP 2019 R2, the system updates the Unit Cost column of the Appointments form
for the appointment with the value specified in the Unit Cost column on the Transaction Details tab
of the Issues (IN302000) form in the issue released for the service order.

AC-132198: Suppose that a user created a service order for a customer whose billing cycle is set to
run billing for service orders on the Billing Cycles form, added a serialized stock item, and billed the
customer for the service order before an appointment was created for a service order. In previous
versions of Acumatica ERP, when the appointment was created, the lot or serial number specified in
the service order was not available for selection in the Lot/Serial Nbr. column on the Appointments
form. This issue has been fixed in Acumatica ERP 2019 R2 and the needed lot or serial number is now
available for selection.

AC-133246: Users can now add attributes to generic inquiries that are created for any of the following
forms: Appointments, Service Orders, Service Contracts, Service Contract Schedules, and Equipment
(FS205000).

AC-136208: Now if a service order has been created from a sales order, the system fills in the
Customer Order box on the Service Orders form with the customer order reference number of the
sales order, which is specified in the Customer Order Nbr. box of the Summary area of the Sales
Orders (SO301000) form. Similarly, the system fills in the External Reference box on the Service
Orders form with the external reference number of the sales order, which is specified in the External
Reference box of the Summary area of the Sales Orders form.

AC-136442: The Rollover column has been removed from the Services per Period tab of the
Service Contracts and Route Service Contracts forms.

System Administration

AC-108067: On the Security Preferences (SM201060) form, the Modern UI section has been added
with the Menu Editor Role box. A system administrator should specify a user role in the box. A user
with this role will be able to customize the modern user interface (in particular, the main menu and
workspace links). We recommend that each company create a role dedicated to these capabilities and
assign it to users who should be able to modify the user interface. For details, see Customization of the
UI.

AC-123074: An administrator can configure an access rights audit and review its results. On the
Audit (SM205510) form, the administrator can enable an audit trail for access rights forms, such as
Access Rights by Screen (SM201020) and Access Rights by Role (SM201025). On the Audit History
(SM205530) form, the administrator can view the results of the access rights audit and can narrow
the range of data shown by selecting any of the following: Screen ID, User, Table Name, Start
Date, and End Date. In the table, the system will display the record changes for the specified selection
criteria.

AC-124073: The new DisableExternalFileStorage configuration key has been added in the web.config
file. Its allowed values are true and false. If DisableExternalFileStorage is set to true, the External File
Storage (SM202540) form becomes unavailable.

AC-131229: The minimum version of the Microsoft .NET Framework required to be installed on the
server has been changed to 4.8.

AC-131523: The platform now supports MySQL 8.0.11 and later versions.

Platform

AC-130753: On the Mappings tab of the Import Scenarios (SM206025) and Export Scenarios
(SM207025) forms, the Export to Excel and Load Records from File buttons have been removed.
Instead of copying mappings from another integration scenario to the selected one, users can save an
integration scenario to XML by using the Export as XML button on the toolbar of the Import Scenarios
or Export Scenarios form and then upload this integration scenario by using the Import from XML
button on the toolbar.

https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=5acb5014-4271-4c6a-b95d-a25b0e2600b4
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=5acb5014-4271-4c6a-b95d-a25b0e2600b4
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Platform API

AC-97236: The Serilog.Sinks.File.dll library has been updated to Version 4.0.

AC-133051: Visual Studio 2019 can be used for the creation of stand-alone applications with
Acumatica ERP or the development of customizations and add-on solutions on top of Acumatica ERP.

Mobile Development

AC-130805: MSDL Code Editor of the Customization Project Editor now supports syntax highlighting
for MSDL.

Documentation for Developers

AC-126855: In Parameters for Retrieving Records in the documentation, the description of the
$custom parameter has been updated. Now it contains information about how to retrieve a custom field
from a detail or linked entity.

AC-130696: Information about how to work with the values of user-defined fields through the
contract-based API has been added to Parameters for Retrieving Records (in the description of the
$custom parameter) and Custom Fields in the documentation.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=c5e2f36a-0971-4b33-b127-3c3fe14106ff
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(67))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=c5e2f36a-0971-4b33-b127-3c3fe14106ff
https://help-2019r2.acumatica.com/(W(144))/Help?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=bd0d8a36-b00b-44c8-bdcd-b2b4e4c86fd0
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